


T
he Noble Qur’an is the only Divine scripture to have come down un-
changed, as a revelation from Allah, to the present day. One of the proofs
confirming that the Qur’an is the word of Allah is the scientific and math-

ematical miracles it contains. Scientific facts that could not have been known at the
time when the Qur’an was sent down, reports concerning earlier times, events refer-
ring to the future and the mathematical arrangements within it are just a few of the
miraculous aspects of the Qur’an.

As the word of Allah, the Almighty and Omniscient, the Noble Qur’an also con-
tains a great many facts that people are unable to understand or lack the information
with which to comprehend them. By means of advances in science and technology,
this information is emerging into the light of day – at a time and in a manner of our
Lord’s choosing – and is further revealing the miraculous nature of the Qur’an. 

There is certainly no need to see these miraculous features or examples that con-
firm that the Qur’an is in complete agreement with science in order to believe that the
Qur’an is the revelation of Allah. The Qur’an is a book that distinguished between
truth and falsehood and reflected Allah’s infinite wisdom and knowledge even long
before these scientific discoveries were made. However, the examples in this book will
be instrumental in many people not living by the religious morality coming to have
faith and in increasing Muslims’ fervor and depth of faith. As our Lord reveals in one
verse in the Qur’an:

We will show them Our signs on the horizon and within themselves until it

is clear to them that it is the truth. … (Surah Fussilat, 53)
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Now writing under the pen-name of HARUN YAHYA,
Adnan Oktar was born in Ankara in 1956. Having com-
pleted his primary and secondary education in Ankara, he
studied fine arts at Istanbul's Mimar Sinan University and
philosophy at Istanbul University. Since the 1980s, he has
published many books on political, scientific, and faith-re-
lated issues. Harun Yahya is well-known as the author of
important works disclosing the imposture of evolutionists,
their invalid claims, and the dark liaisons between
Darwinism and such bloody ideologies as fascism and com-
munism. 

Harun Yahya’s works, translated into 72 different lan-
guages, constitute a collection for a total of more than 55,000

pages with 40,000 illustrations. 
His pen-name is a composite of the names Harun (Aaron) and

Yahya (John), in memory of the two esteemed Prophets who
fought against their peoples' lack of faith. The Prophet's seal on his
books' covers is symbolic and is linked to their contents. It repre-
sents the Qur'an (the Final Scripture) and Prophet Muhammad
(saas), last of the prophets. Under the guidance of the Qur'an and
the Sunnah (teachings of the Prophet [saas]), the author makes it his
purpose to disprove each fundamental tenet of irreligious ideolo-
gies and to have the "last word," so as to completely silence the ob-
jections raised against religion. He uses the seal of the final Prophet

(saas), who attained ultimate wisdom and moral perfec-
tion, as a sign of his intention to offer the last word. 

All of Harun Yahya's works share one single
goal: to convey the Qur'an's message, encour-

age readers to consider basic faith-related
issues such as Allah's existence and unity
and the Hereafter; and to expose irreli-
gious systems' feeble foundations and per-
verted ideologies. 

Harun Yahya enjoys a wide reader-
ship in many countries, from

India to America, England
to Indonesia, Poland
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to Bosnia, Spain to Brazil, Malaysia to Italy, France to Bulgaria and Russia. Some
of his books are available in English, French, German, Spanish, Italian,
Portuguese, Urdu, Arabic, Albanian, Chinese, Swahili, Hausa, Dhivehi (spoken
in Maldives), Russian, Serbo-Croat (Bosnian), Polish, Malay, Uygur Turkish,
Indonesian, Bengali, Danish and Swedish. 

Greatly appreciated all around the world, these works have been instrumen-
tal in many people recovering faith in Allah and gaining deeper insights into
their faith. His books' wisdom and sincerity, together with a distinct style that's
easy to understand, directly affect anyone who reads them. Those who seriously
consider these books, can no longer advocate atheism or any other perverted ide-
ology or materialistic philosophy, since these books are characterized by rapid ef-
fectiveness, definite results, and irrefutability. Even if they continue to do so, it
will be only a sentimental insistence, since these books refute such ideologies
from their very foundations. All contemporary movements of denial are now
ideologically defeated, thanks to the books written by Harun Yahya. 

This is no doubt a result of the Qur'an's wisdom and lucidity. The author mod-
estly intends to serve as a means in humanity's search for Allah's right path. No
material gain is sought in the publication of these works.

Those who encourage others to read these books, to open their minds and
hearts and guide them to become more devoted servants of Allah, render an in-
valuable service. 

Meanwhile, it would only be a waste of time and energy to propagate other
books that create confusion in people's minds, lead them into ideological confu-
sion, and that clearly have no strong and precise effects in removing the doubts
in people's hearts, as also verified from previous experience. It is impossible for
books devised to emphasize the author's literary power rather than the noble
goal of saving people from loss of faith, to have such a great effect. Those who
doubt this can readily see that the sole aim of Harun Yahya's books is to over-
come disbelief and to disseminate the Qur'an's moral values. The success and im-
pact of this service are manifested in the readers' conviction. 

One point should be kept in mind: The main reason for the continuing cruel-
ty, conflict, and other ordeals endured by the vast majority of people is the ideo-
logical prevalence of disbelief. This can be ended only with the ideological defeat
of disbelief and by conveying the wonders of creation and Qur'anic morality so
that people can live by it. Considering the state of the world today, leading into
a downward spiral of violence, corruption and conflict, clearly this service must
be provided speedily and effectively, or it may be too late. 

In this effort, the books of Harun Yahya assume a leading role. By the will of
Allah, these books will be a means through which people in the twenty-first cen-
tury will attain the peace, justice, and happiness promised in the Qur'an.
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TO THE READER

- A special chapter is assigned to the collapse of the theory of evolution be-

cause this theory constitutes the basis of all anti-spiritual philosophies. Since

Darwinism rejects the fact of creation—and therefore, Allah's existence—over the

last 150 years it has caused many people to abandon their faith or fall into doubt.

It is therefore an imperative service, a very important duty to show everyone that

this theory is a deception. Since some readers may find the opportunity to read

only one of our books, we think it appropriate to devote a chapter to summarize

this subject. 

- All the author's books explain faith-related issues in light of Qur'anic

verses, and invite readers to learn Allah's words and to live by them. All the sub-

jects concerning Allah's verses are explained so as to leave no doubt or room for

questions in the reader's mind. The books' sincere, plain, and fluent style ensures

that everyone of every age and from every social group can easily understand

them. Thanks to their effective, lucid narrative, they can be read at one sitting.

Even those who rigorously reject spirituality are influenced by the facts these

books document and cannot refute the truthfulness of their contents. 

- This and all the other books by the author can be read individually, or dis-

cussed in a group. Readers eager to profit from the books will find discussion

very useful, letting them relate their reflections and experiences to one another. 

- In addition, it will be a great service to Islam to contribute to the publica-

tion and reading of these books, written solely for the pleasure of Allah. The au-

thor's books are all extremely convincing. For this reason, to communicate true re-

ligion to others, one of the most effective methods is encouraging them to read

these books.

- We hope the reader will look through the reviews of his other books at the

back of this book. His rich source material on faith-related issues is very useful,

and a pleasure to read. 

- In these books, unlike some other books, you will not find the author's

personal views, explanations based on dubious sources, styles that are unobser-

vant of the respect and reverence due to sacred subjects, nor hopeless, pessimistic

arguments that create doubts in the mind and deviations in the heart.
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The Holy Qur'an is the only holy scripture revealed by Allah

(God) that has remained completely uncorrupted. In its inimitable

verses, our Almighty Lord has revealed that the Qur'an is a protect-

ed Book. Unlike other scriptures, it has never been – and cannot be

corrupted in any way whatsoever:

The Words of your Lord are perfect in truthfulness and jus-
tice. No one can change His Words. He is the All-Hearing,
the All-Knowing. (Surat al-An'am, 115)

It is We Who have sent down the Reminder and We Who
will preserve it. (Surat al-Hijr, 9)

The first two volumes of this book has already referred to some

of the miraculous features proving that the Qur'an is Allah’s Word.

Scientific facts unknown at the time the Qur’an was revealed, accu-

rate accounts of major historical events from the past, bold predic-

tions about the future, astonishing word repetition patterns that

could not have come about by accident, calculations based on the

number 19 and noteworthy dates calcu-

lated using numerological analy-

sis are just a few of the mirac-

ulous aspects of the Qur'an. In

addition to its scientific and

mathematical miracles, the

Qur'an also has no peers

when it comes to its

beautiful style and its

unique Arabic rhyme.

(For detailed informa-

tion see, Harun Yahya,

The Miracles of the Qur'an,

expanded 4th edition.)
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Since the first edition of this book was published over a decade

ago, further research into these subjects has revealed numerous previous-

ly-unknown examples of miracles related to this Scripture, revealed to the

Prophet Muhammad (saas) fourteen centuries ago. In truth, one can cer-

tainly expect that the depth of the knowledge contained in the Qur’an will

continue to amaze mankind for many years to come. (Allah knows the

truth.) As the word of Omniscient Allah, the Holy Qur'an contains much

information that people have not understood or are as yet unable to com-

prehend. By means of the advances in science and technology, that infor-

mation comes to light at the time of Allah’s Choosing.  

Muslims believe in Allah, His Messenger Muhammad (saas) and the

Qur’an. Whilst believers don’t need these modern discoveries to prove

that the Qur’an is the word of Allah – this truth is already clear – these new

facts certainly show doubters that the Qur'an is totally compatible with

science. However, we must always remember that the Qur'an is a book

Miracles of the Qur’an



that distinguishes between truth and

falsehood – and this is its outstanding charac-

teristic. In addition, the Qur’an perfectly reflects

the infinite knowledge and wisdom of Allah.

The purpose of this book is to help people with

very little religious belief understand they can-

not ignore the facts contained in the Qur’an. For

Muslims, it will simply add to their knowledge.

In one verse of the Qur’an our Lord says: 

We will show them Our Signs on the
horizon and within themselves until it is
clear to them that it is the truth. Is it not
enough for your Lord that He is a witness
of everything? (Surah Fussilat, 53)
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These verses refer to the petrification of dead bodies and how these

corpses, over time, turned into iron. Living tissue is not preserved over mil-

lions of years – which is why it is only possible to clearly see creatures of

the past today once they have been fossilized. After they die, living things

can be preserved for millennia by the fossilization process, by their bodies

literally turning into stone under the ground. The word "fossil" refers to

"the preservation of a living thing by petrification," by its turning into stone. 

Iron is preserved undamaged in the body as the body becomes fos-

silized. Human beings need to consume an average of 10-15 milligrams of

iron a day in order to be healthy. Any excess iron consumed is stored in the

liver. In addition, the protein transferred in blood plasma also carries a cer-

tain amount of iron.1 The reference in the verse to the presence of iron in the

remains of the human body is exceedingly wise from that point of view.

Research has also shown the presence of "pyrite," (FeS2) a com-

pound of iron and sulfur, in fossils.2 The iron sulfide forms

"They say, 'What! When we are bones and crumbled dust, 
will we then be raised up as a new Creation!' Say: 'It would

not matter if you were rock or iron or indeed any created thing
that you think is harder still!' They will say, 'Who will bring
us back again?' Say: 'He Who brought you into being in the

first place'..." (Surat al-Isra', 49-51)
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very easily during the degradation of organic substances.

It is therefore generally found in fossil shells and is capable of damaging

the fossils since it can react with oxygen and water. The words "crumbled

dust" in the verse may be a reference to "pyrite degrada-

tion," which leads to the fragmentation and collapse

of a fossil as pyrite reacts with water and oxygen.3

Another fact confirmed by recent findings is

that matter constantly seeks the most stable state.

This is the very nature of matter.

Therefore, given sufficient time, all mat-

ter will eventually turn into iron. Iron is

the most stable state of nuclear matter. In fact, cosmologists predict a stage

in which everything we know will turn into iron as a result of nuclear fu-

sion and nuclear fission reactions.4 In his book In Search of Schrödinger's Cat:

Quantum Physics And Reality, the astrophysicist John Gribbon describes

how iron is the most desirable state of matter and how all matter in the uni-

verse wants to turn into iron.5

The revelation in the Qur’an about human remains petrifying and

fossilizing leading to an iron-dominant state, is a fact that has now been

scientifically confirmed. In the same way that no archaeological, paleon-

tological, geological or astronomical research was possible at the time the

Qur'an was revealed, neither was it possible to identify the elements us-

ing an electron microscope. Thus, the facts revealed in the verse in Surat

al-Isra’ once more confirm that the Qur'an is a divine text.

A petrified fossil sea shell dating
back millions of years with iron
remains that have formed over it 

A 125-million-year-old fossil tortoise (left) is identical to the
present-day turtle (right). 
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There is a strong possibility that the description of mountains "echo-

ing" in the above verse may refer to the workings of a modern radio.

(Allah knows the truth.) The basic principles on which radios operate

may be summarized as follows: 

A radio system consists of a transmitter and a receiver. The trans-

mitter takes the message to be sent, encodes it in what is known as a "sine

wave" and transmits it in the form of waves through the air. The receiver

takes in the radio waves and de-

ciphers the message sent on the

sine wave. In this way, the mes-

sage is received in exactly the

same form as it was sent. The

word "awwibee," translated as

"echo" in the above verse and

meaning "sound being repeated

or returned", may very well be a

We gave David great favor from Us: "O mountains and birds!
Echo with him in his praise!" And We made iron malleable 

for him: (Surah Saba', 10)
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reference to the trans-

mission of these radio

waves. (Allah knows

the truth.) 

Sounds are emit-

ted in the form of sound

waves by way of an an-

tenna. This is in order

that the receiver can

take in the data which

has been sent via an an-

tenna linked to the re-

ceiver. The purpose be-

hind using antennae is

the transmission into space of the waves emitted by the radio transmitter.

The receiving antenna is intended to collect as many radio waves and

messages as possible. This is why NASA uses giant antennae dishes 70

meters across for its satellites millions of kilometers away in space. 

There are also radio telescopes which can use radio waves to form

images. Since radio waves are

very long, a radio telescope

has to be much larger in order

to collect them as clear im-

ages. In order to obtain sharp-

er and better images, as-

tronomers use a connected se-

ries of smaller telescopes or

receptors. These telescopes act

collectively as one very large

device – almost like a team,

each with its own role. In
This NASA photograph shows the Apollo
12’s S band antenna.
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their physical appearance, these antennae

series resemble mountain systems. 

In addition, "repeaters" are em-

ployed to permit radio communications

over great distances. These devices repeat

and strengthen weak signals and enable

them to be transmitted over considerable

distances. Such devices are generally sited

on tall buildings or preferably on the tops

of mountains, in order to have the greatest

effect. The use of the word "awwibee,"

translated as "echo" in the above verse, is

exceedingly wise. The statement of, "O

mountains and birds! Echo with him in

his praise!'" in verse 10 of Surah Saba' may

be a description of that technology. (Allah

knows the truth.)

A radio telescope on Peach
Mountain, in Dexter, Michigan

Each of the antennae in the pic-
ture weighs 212 tons, and are as
high as a 10-storey building and
measure at least 25 meters across. 



The Arabic word "kifatan," translated as "receptacle" in the above
verse, means "living things being gathered together and protected in
their dwellings.” It can also mean “a place where living or inanimate
things are gathered together” or “a place on which things are piled or
collected.” "Kifatan" comes from the root word "kafata," which means
"to collect, gather toward one, embrace." 

With its gravitational force, the earth pulls human beings and
everything else on it - living or inanimate - toward its center. It is very
likely that the use of a verb meaning "to
pull toward one" refers to this force of
gravity. (Allah knows the truth.) 

Thanks to the force of gravity that
pulls animals, plants, human beings and
everything else on Earth toward itself,
people are able to walk on the ground,
objects can remain where they are with-
out flying off into the air, athmosphere
encircles the Earth and rain falls on Earth. 

Did We not make the earth a receptacle?
(Surat al-Mursalat, 25)

Isa ac New ton
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Sir Isaac Newton, regarded as one of the great-
est scientists ever, investigated this feature of the
Earth. During his studies, he made one of the great-
est scientific discoveries of all time. He wrote about
gravity in his famous book, Philosophiae Naturalis

Principia Mathematica (The Mathematical Principles
of Natural Philosophy), first published in 1687. The
Latin word "attraere" Newton used in discussing
gravity also means "to attract, bring together."

The reference in the Qur'an to one of the Earth's
four great forces, only defined in the 17th century, is
just one of the proofs that the Qur'an was sent down
from the Presence of Allah. 
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One possible interpretation of the above verse is that it may very
well be a reference to the strength of the atom, the building block of all
matter. It may allude to the orbit of electrons in the atom, which stu-
dents all over the world are taught about in their daily science lessons.
Looked at in the context of atoms, the use of the term "to everything its
solidity" can be interpreted as referring to the solidity of the atom,
which cannot be broken even if
struck with a sledgehammer
(Allah knows the truth). That is
because objects themselves are
not perfectly solid. Only the atom
is perfectly solid. 

For example, even if a vase is
shattered, the atoms that make it
up remain solid. A car may turn

into a pile of junk after an

"You will see the mountains you reckoned to be solid going
past like clouds–the handwork of Allah Who gives to every-

thing its solidity. He is aware of what you do." 
(Surat an-Naml, 88)
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accident, or a skyscraper
may collapse after an explo-
sion, but the atoms remain
unwavering in their unity.
Indeed, the situation re-
mains the same whether it is

a delicate flower or a tough piece of metal: the atoms that constitute
matter do not fall apart or stray off-orbit. Therefore, even the most frag-
ile-looking piece of matter is actually very solid in its Creation. The wis-
dom behind the reference to "everything" in the verse may well lie in
the fact that the atom is the basis of all matter. 

Very solid structures are even to be found in nuclear bombs, which
work by splitting atomic bonds. In nuclear fission, the atomic nucleus is
split and then divided into two smaller atoms. In the nuclear fusion
technique, two small atoms are combined together to make one larger
atom. For example, solar energy is manufactured in this way, by hy-
drogen being turned into helium. As a result, there is a constant cycle
from matter to energy and from energy to matter, and there is a gener-
al solidity in the universe at the atomic level.  

If one examines this verse of the Qur’an further, there may also be
reference to the clouds of electrons around atomic nuclei, whose move-
ment is likened to "mountains... going past like clouds." (Allah knows
the truth.) The electrons in their orbits, in the atoms, that make up the
“mountains” strongly resemble a cloud – this can be said about their ap-

The illustration depicts the
movement of electrons resem-
bling clouds that constitute
matter by joining atoms toget-
her, literally like glue.6
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pearance, not to mention their constant and rapid mo-
tion around the nucleus. Indeed, the orbiting electrons in the atom are
regularly described as an "electron cloud" in contemporary scientific lit-
erature.7 The concept of an electron cloud is used in molecular physics,
chemistry and quantum chemistry to describe the way they move in a
manner similar to a cloud around the atomic nucleus.8

It is impossible to understand the structure of the atom and estab-
lish this cloud-like appearance of electrons without such high-tech de-
vices as electron microscopes. The fact that the information provided
fourteen centuries ago in the Qur'an matches the discoveries of ad-
vanced, present-day technology is one of the miracles of the Qur'an. It
is also a manifestation of our Lord's titles of Alim (He Who knows all
things), Fatir (the Creator) and Halik (He Who will see and arrange the
existence of all things and Who creates accordingly, He Who creates
from nothing). 

The rapid movement of electrons around the
atom leads to their resembling clouds. 

Miracles of the Qur’an
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The Arabic word "alhubuki," translated as "furnished with paths"

in the seventh verse of Surat adh-Dhariyat, comes from the verb

"hubeke," meaning "to weave closely, to knit, to bind together." The use

of this word in the verse is particularly wise and represents the current

state of scientific knowledge in two aspects.

Firstly, the orbits and paths in the universe are so dense and inter-

twined that they constitute intersecting paths, just like the threads in a

piece of fabric. The Solar System we live in is made up of the Sun, the

planets and their satellites – along with heavenly objects such as meteors

and comets, which are in constant motion. The Solar System moves

through the galaxy known as the Milky Way, which contains 400 billion

known stars.9 It is estimated that there are billions of galaxies.

Miraculously, celestial bodies and systems revolve at speeds of thousands

of kilometers an hour. They move through space without colliding with

one another when logically, one would think they would collide with

each other constantly. 

The science of astronomy was developed with the aim of mapping

the positions and courses of stars. Meanwhile, the study of astro-me-

chanics was developed in order to determine the manner in which these

complex motions actually work. Astronomers used to as-

"By heaven furnished with paths " (Surat adh-Dhariyat, 7)
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sume that orbits were

perfectly spherical. The

fact is, however, that

heavenly bodies are

known to follow math-

ematical shapes, such

as spherical, elliptical,

parabolic or hyperbolic orbits. Dr. Carlo Rovelli of the University of

Pittsburgh says, "Our space in which we live is just this enormously compli-

cated spin network."10

Secondly, the description of the sky

in the Qur’an - using a word meaning
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Above left; the orbits of some
of the bodies in the Solar
System. Based on this picture
and looking clockwise, it can
be seen that the Solar System
itself is part of even greater
orbital movements.

This picture shows the ap-
proximately annual move-
ments of just seven stars in
the Milky Way.

The picture above shows some of the
complex movements of stars.



"woven" - may be a reference to the String Theory of

physics. (Allah knows the truth.) According to this theory, the basic ele-

ments that comprise the universe are not point-like particles, but strings

resembling miniature violin strings. These tiny, identical and one dimen-

sional strings oscillating in the form of filaments are rather like loops in

appearance. Modern-day thinkers assume that the origin of all the diver-

sity in the universe lies in the way these “strings” operated at different

levels of vibration, in the same way that violin strings produce different

sounds with different vibrations depending on how they are plucked.11

Although it is not possible to see the size of the threads in the String

Theory, famous theses - such as Einstein’s theory of general relativity and

his ideas on quantum mechanics – can still be calculated mathematically.

These strings, which scientists regard as the material from which space and

time are woven, are just 1.6x10-35 m 0.000000000000000000000000000000000016

meters) in size.12 This, known as Planck's length, is the smallest known

measurement, being just ten to twenty of the protons that make up the

nucleus of that atom.13 If

an atom were to be mag-

nified to the size of the
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Solar System, each one

of these strings would be no big-

ger than an average-sized tree.14

Also, we must constantly bear in

mind that an atom is 100,000

times smaller than the smallest

thing that can be seen with the

naked eye. It is only when one

remembers facts like these can a

person truly grasps how extraordinary the atomic world really is.  

Professor of Physics Abhay Ashtekar from the University of

Pennsylvania and Professor of Physics Jerzy Lewandowski from the

University of Warsaw interpret the woven appearance of space as follows

in an article titled "Space and Time Beyond Einstein":

In this theory, Einstein wove the gravitational field into the very fab-
ric of space and time... The continuum we are all used to is only an
approximation. Perhaps the simplest way to visualize these ideas is
to look at a piece of fabric. For all practical purposes, it represents a
two-dimensional continuum; yet it is really woven by one-dimen-
sional threads. The same is true of the fabric of space-time. It is only
because the "quantum threads" which weave this fabric are tightly
woven in the region of the universe we inhabit that we perceive a
continuum. Upon intersection with a surface, each thread, or poly-
mer excitation, endows it with a tiny "Plank quantum" of area of
about 10-66 cm2. So an area of 100 cm2 has about 1068 such intersec-
tions; because the number is so huge, the intersections are very close-
ly spaced and we have the illusion of a continuum.15 

An Article in the New York Times seeking an answer to the question

"How Was the Universe Built?" contained the following lines:

Even the tiny quarks that make up protons, neutrons and other par-
ticles are too big to feel the bumps that may exist on the Planck scale.
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More recently, though, physicists
have suggested that quarks and everything
else are made of far tinier objects: super-
strings vibrating in 10 dimensions. At the
Planck level, the weave of space-time would
be as apparent as when the finest Egyptian
cotton is viewed under a magnifying glass,
exposing the warp and woof.16

In his book Three Roads to Quantum

Gravity, the theoretical quantum physicist

Lee Smolin devotes one chapter to "How to

Weave a String" and says this on the subject: 

... Space may be 'woven' from a network of
loops... just like a piece of cloth is 'woven'
from a network of threads.17

In his book Our Cosmic Habitat the cos-

mologist and astrophysicist Prof. Martin

Rees says:

According to our present concepts, empty space is anything but sim-
ple... and on an even tinier scale, it may be a seething tangle of
strings.18

Allah describes the universe as being woven paths and orbits in

verse 7 of Surat adh-Dhariyat – and this demonstrates that the Qur'an

agrees with modern science. This perfect harmony between the Qur'an

and present day scientific developments clearly reveals that the Qur'an is

the word of our Lord, the Creator of all. He  knows best about all things.

Indeed, He asks a pertinent question in one particular verse:

"Will they not ponder the Qur'an? If it had been from other than
Allah, they would have found many inconsistencies in it." (Surat
an-Nisa’, 82)
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The University of
Pittsburgh physicist Carlo
Rovelli presents a model
woven like a web in order
to represent the microscopic
architectural structure of
the universe.



Due to the force of gravity, all bodies which are airborne should

eventually fall to earth, either quickly or slowly. Everything, living or oth-

erwise, is subject to the Earth’s gravitational pull. But as a miracle of

Allah, birds are able to resist this force and fly upward and downward in

the air with extraordinary ease and agility. They maneuver in the air, and

sometimes even fold their wings and glide through it with effortless grace

and dignity. Even the minutest details which scientists have discovered in

the bodies of birds - from their beautiful feathers to their powerful lungs,

from the arrangement of the general physiology to the shape of their per-

fect wings - are equipped with special features and a faultless order which

enables them to fly. A chick totally unaware of the act of flight and the

laws of aerodynamics is born with the ability to fly. The chick launches it-

self downwards and begins to fly, just as if it knew its body was created

for flight. This is not information that is taught subsequently nor is this

something that a bird learns by trial and error. Amazingly, a bird knows

it has the body structure needed to fly. Without any encouragement, it

naturally possesses the courage to launch itself into the air and then

Do they not see the birds suspended in mid-air up in the sky?
Nothing holds them there except Allah. There are certainly

signs in that for people who believe. (Surat an-Nahl, 79)
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flies without hitting the ground. This can only happen

through Allah's inspiration. 

The Arabic word "yumsikuhunna" translated as "holds" in verse 79

of Surat an-Nahl means "not letting them go, taking them, catching them,

or holding them." The word is the present tense of the verb "amsaka,"

meaning "to catch with the hand, hold and pull back."  With this word,

our Almighty Lord reveals that He holds the bird in the air and that it flies

by His command. Bird flight is still the subject of wide-ranging research

by scientists. Having observed the perfection of bird flight, scientists use

the avian body and avian flight ability as direct models in producing such

vehicle as airplanes and jets. 

The above-mentioned verse may well be highlighting the manner in

which birds comply with the aerodynamic laws created by Allah as they

fly. The science of aerodynamics studies the behavior of solid bodies in a

fluid environment such as air. For example, as a plane moves through the

air, various forces emerge that affect its movement. In order for the plane

to move as planned and not to run into any resistance, the plane is thor-

oughly tested beforehand against the resistance exhibited by the air. Its

shape and movement is planned as a result of lengthy calculations, mea-

surements and experiments. 

Today, scientists are still astonished at how birds defy gravity with

such skill and poise. Using no form of trial and error, they cope with the

The tops of birds’
wings are curved, the
bottoms are flat. This
shape produces lower
pressure on the top
compared to the bot-
tom. This difference in
air pressure produces a
lift force that enables
the bird to rise in the
air by beating its wings
upward.
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laws of aerodynamics in the most perfect manner. The use of the word

"musakhkharatin" (suspended) in the verse to describe bird flight is an ex-

ceedingly specific choice of language, because it suggests that they have

been "encouraged to a specific end, have had to do something, have sub-

mitted or bowed their heads, have bound themselves to Allah or have

submitted to His laws". This is the implication contained in the word it-

self. In that way, the verse may be indicating the manner in which aero-

dynamic laws have a determining influence on bird flight. (Allah knows

the truth.) 
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The tops of birds' wings are curved whilst the bottoms are flat. This shape produces
lower pressure on the top compared to the bottom. This difference in air pressure pro-
duces a lift force that enables the bird to rise in the air by beating its wings upward. 
(1) The air moving rapidly around the bird's wings produces the lift force.  (2) The bird
bends its wings in order to obtain greater lift force. The air flowing over the wings is
thus accelerated. (3) If it inclines its wings upward at a very steep angle, air cannot eas-
ily flow to the upper parts of the wings and the bird loses speed and stalls. Through
Allah's Inspiration, birds make use of the principles of aerodynamics as they fly. 
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At first sight, there would ap-

pear to be nothing to make it difficult

for birds to fly. But according to the

laws of aerodynamics, any object fly-

ing in the air is subject to various dif-

ferent forces. The best-known of

these are gravity, propulsion, drag

and lift. In order for any meaningful

flight to take place, these forces have

to be balanced perfectly. The slightest

imbalance in a bird would cause it to

come crashing down to earth each

time it tried to fly. For example, if gravity is stronger than the other forces,

the bird will fall to earth. That is why the word in the verse is the best pos-

sible expression of the situation which we are examining here. The pres-

ence in the Qur'an of expressions containing such information at a time

when no science of aerodynamics or mechanics existed, once again, re-

veals that the Qur'an is a divine text. 

In addition to the aerodynamic perfection in bird flight, scientists are

also researching the migration patterns of thousands of kilometers that

they make. Ornithologists have today concluded that these are literally pro-

grammed in them. The way that young birds are able to undertake long

and arduous journeys with no guide or previous experience is the most ob-

vious example of this. The Arabic word "musakhkharatin" in the verse

quoted above implies "being encouraged toward a specific target, being

taken under command, being taken under submission," clearly revealing

that birds obey the instructions they are given when following the direc-

tions set out for them. There is no possibility of birds, which are devoid of

intellect and consciousness, managing to make their own calculations as

they fly. Scientists today are in agreement that these extraordinary abilities

in birds are "pre-programmed" in them. This is set out in an arti-

cle in the journal Science: 

The illustration shows the main 
forces acting on a bird during flight. 



There is good evidence that young birds are equipped with
endogenous migratory programs, which tell them roughly how
many days and/or nights that they must fly, and in what direc-
tion.19 (emphasis added) 

In his book La Puissance et la Fragilité, Pierre Jean Hamburger from

René Descartes University describes the extraordinary 24,000-kilometer

journey made by the shearwater that lives in the Pacific Ocean: 

It sets out from the coast of Australia. From there it flies straight
southward to the Pacific. Then it turns north and flies along the coast
of Japan until reaching the Bering Sea where it can rest for a while.
Following that break it sets off again, and this time heads south.
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Crossing the western coast of America, it arrives in
California. It then crosses the Pacific to return to its starting point.
The route and timing of this 15,000-mile (24,000-kilometer) figure
'8' journey it makes every year never change. The journey in ques-
tion lasts a whole six months, always coming to an end in the third
week of September on the island it left six months before, at the nest
it left six months before. What comes next is even more astonishing;
after their return, the birds clean their nests, mate, and lay a single
egg over the last 10 days of October. The chicks hatch out two months
later, grow very fast and are cared for over three months until their
parents set out on that stupendous journey. Two weeks later; around
the middle of April, it is time for the young birds to take wing on their
own journey. They follow exactly the same route as that described
above, with no guide. The explanation is so obvious: These birds
must have all the directions for such a journey within the inherited
characteristics passed on within the egg. Some people may claim
that birds navigate by the Sun and stars or follow the winds prevail-
ing along their route on this journey out and back. But it is clear that
these factors cannot determine the journey's geographical and
chronological accuracy.20 (emphasis added)

Professor Peter Berthold, a famous ornithologist who has investigat-

ed bird migration for 20 years and president of the Max Planck Institute

Ornithological Research Center,  says the following about bird migration: 

Every year an estimated 50 billion birds make migratory journeys,
along a network of routes that encompasses the whole world.
Sometimes travelling tens of thousands of kilometers, crossing con-
tinents and oceans, migratory birds have become so well adapted to
this task that they can traverse the largest deserts and seas, the high-
est mountains and expanses of ice... migratory birds have compre-
hensive, detailed, innate spatio-temporal programs for successful
migration. Such programs evidently enable even young, inexperi-

enced birds to migrate alone, with no adult guide, to the
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species- or population-specific winter quarters that they
have never seen before. As will be explained further below, they
do this by "vector" navigation: referring to a vector composed of a
genetically predetermined migratory direction and to a time-plan,
also genetically predetermined, for the course of migration... It fol-
lows that the departure time is programmed by genetic factors...
But how do birds "know" the direction in which to migrate, so that
they will reach their specific winter quarters? Here, again data have
been obtained that point to direct genetic control mechanisms. It
has long been suspected that migration directions are innate...
when displaced from the normal starting point, and still more cru-
cially, when tested in orientation cages, migratory birds showed di-
rectional preferences practically identical to the normal ones, even if
they had never migrated before. Now a number of experiments
have provided evidence of the genetic determination of migration
direction... Even these directional changes are evidently pro-
grammed endogenously to a great extent... With an innate pattern
of migratory activity, the birds possess a genetically determined
migration schedule. In combination with genetically determined
migratory directions, as mentioned above, it guides even inexperi-
enced individuals, migrating for the first time, "automatically" to
their previously unknown winter quarters (vector navigation, us-
ing a vector composed of a time- and a direction-plan).21 (emphasis

added)

In conclusion, although scientists are unable to fully account for it,

they still agree that migration is pre-programmed behavior that birds pos-

sess from birth. Journeys lasting thousands of kilometers, the prepara-

tions made for these flights and birds’ ability to find their way

and navigate during flight all take place by our Lord's choos-

ing, as expressed in the above verse. The accuracy of all the

information provided in the Qur'an is important evidence

that this information has all been revealed by Allah.
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One of the chemical substances mainly responsible for the structure

of wood is "lignocellulose." This substance is a compound of the materi-

als known as "lignin" and "cellulose" that give wood its hardness. In terms

of chemical structure, wood is made up of 50% cellulose, 25% hemicellu-

loses and 25% lignin.22 An analysis of these substances' chemical formu-

lae reveals three vital elements: hydrogen, oxygen and carbon.  

Hydrogen, oxygen and carbon are the building blocks of millions of

substances in nature. But as a miracle from Allah, these three also com-

bine to give rise to the substance "lignocellulose", which is found in

plants. Although scientists know that hydrogen, oxygen and carbon are

the ingredients of lignocellulose, some of the greatest minds in the world

have been completely unable to reproduce this special material in plants.

Although these elements can easily be obtained, scientists have been un-

able to create a single piece of wood by artificial means, despite having

countless examples before them to study. Yet all the trees we see

Have you thought about the fire that you light? Is it you who
make the trees that fuel it grow or are We the Grower? We

have made it to be a reminder and a comfort for travelers in
the wild. So glorify the name of your Lord, the Magnificent!

(Surat al-Waqi 'a, 71-74)
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around us have been ceaselessly producing this compound

for millions of years by combining oxygen, carbon, water and sunlight. 

One of the compounds in lignocellulose is water, expressed by the

formula H2O. Despite containing a large amount of water in its make-up,

wood is still somehow one of the most flammable materials in nature. The

above verse is very wise in noting that wood cannot be made by human

beings. By means of these compounds and the water it contains, wood is

one of the most important fuels of fire. 

Trees are an important sphere of scientific research. Scientists are still

struggling to grasp all the details in their Creation. The complex struc-

tures of the cells that constitute trees have still not been fully unraveled,

despite advances in technology and intensive research. The Forestry

Commission of Great Britain, one of the world's leading forestry research

institutions, says the following under the heading "Lack of Information

on the Chemistry and Structure of Wood Fibres":

Despite the knowledge resulting from earlier and ongoing research,
there still exists a lack of information on the chemistry and structure
of wood fibres. Large variations can be found within a single tree,
from the pith to the bark and from the base to the top of a tree. Often
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An examina-
tion of the
chemical
structure of
wood shows it
consists of
50% cellulose,
25% hemicel-
lulose and
25% lignin. 



the chemistry and structure of a wood cell are extremely
heterogeneous and difficult to investigate with conventional tech-
niques.23

A paper in the scientific journal Plant Physiology titled "Our

Understanding of How Wood Develops is not Complete" describes the

limited knowledge of the subject that scientists possess:

Considering the important role that wood is foreseen to play in the
near future, it is surprising to see that our understanding of how
wood develops is far from complete. With a few exceptions, very lit-
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tle is known about the cellular, molecular, and develop-
mental processes that underlie wood formation. Xylogenesis repre-
sents an example of cell differentiation in an exceptionally complex
form. This process is controlled by a wide variety of factors both ex-
ogenous (photoperiod and temperature) and endogenous (phyto-
hormones) and by interaction between them. It is driven by the co-
ordinated expression of numerous structural genes (some of known
function) involved in cell origination, differentiation, programmed
cell death, and heartwood (HW) formation and by virtually un-
known regulatory genes orchestrating this ordered developmental
sequence. The presence of gene families and the extreme plasticity of
the metabolism involved (as exemplified by the unusual behavior of
plants with transformed cell walls; for review, see Fagard et al., 2000)
add a further complexity to our understanding of the process of
wood formation.24

The extraordinary Creation in wood is emphasized thus in another

scientific journal, Annals of Botany:

Wood formation is a highly complicated process involving an unbe-
lievable variety of metabolic steps in the roots, stem and crown of
shrubs and trees. At the centre of these processes is cambial activity
which results in the release of young woody cells that undergo mat-
uration until autolysis of the protoplast, indicating the final devel-
opmental stage. Later on, in various tree species, woody cells become
further modified by an additional process called heartwood forma-
tion. The properties of wood that make it an appropriate raw mater-
ial for many purposes are largely determined by the specific archi-
tecture of the cell walls. Difficulties in investigating these many de-
velopmental stages appear when routine techniques, which work
well for soft plant tissues, are applied. Therefore, in most cases, these
techniques need modification or the use of completely revised pro-
tocols to yield good results for woody tissues.25
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These details in the Creation of wood remind us, as

set out in Surat al-Waqi 'a, that wood cannot be made by human beings.

Just a few of the inimitable features of wood, which cannot be produced

artificially, are as follows:

Wood, a Resistant Material

The hard and resistant nature of wood is the result of the cellulose

fibers it contains. Cellulose is exceptionally hard and is insoluble in wa-

ter. It is this property of cellulose that makes the use of wood in con-

struction so advantageous. Cellulose, described as a "contractible and in-

comparable substance," has been used for centuries in the construction of

buildings, bridges and many other structures. 

Wood consists of parallel columns made up of convex cells laid end

to end. These are surrounded by cellulose fibers in spiral form. In addi-

tion, these cells are contained in "lignin," a substance made from a com-

plex, polymer structure resin. These spirally-enclosed layers make up

80% of the thickness of the cell wall and bears most of the load there is to

bear. When a wood cell collapses internally, it absorbs the shock of a blow

by detatching itself from

the surrounding cells.

Even when such collapses

causes a crack along the

length of the fiber, the

wood remains remark-

ably unharmed. That is

why wood is strong

enough to bear specific

loads even if it is broken. 

In addition, wood is

also able to absorb the
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The Mosquito, one of the aircraft most tolerant of
damage, was made of laminated plywood. 



energy of low-speed blows. World War Two era fighter

plane known as the "Mosquito" was made by compressing wood between

strips of fiber board, making it the most damage-resistant plane of its

time. The rigid, resistant nature of wood make it a very reliable material

because wood breaks or cracks slowly enough to be visible from the out-

side, thus giving people enough time to take the necessary precautions.26

A material based on the structure of wood can be up to fifty times

more resistant than other synthetic materials currently in use.27 Today,

these unique properties of wood are used against high speed impacts and

destructive fragments such as bombs and bullets. Yet scientists have not

been able, despite their staunchest efforts, to come even close to replicat-

ing a piece of wood with all its many attributes. Every detail in the

Creation of wood, - the thickness of the internal layers, their level of com-

pression, the number of vessels, their layout and the materials inside it,

have been specially created to result in that resistance. 

The Hydraulic System That Raises Water Many
Meters against the Force of Gravity 

The dead part of wood, known as the "xylem," contains hollow chan-

nels. These, also known as "wood vessels," consist of inanimate cells that

gradually lose their nuclei and cytoplasm, and which are piled one on top

of the other. Long, thin wood vessels form when the membranes between

the cells dissolve and disappear. 

Roots spreading out beneath the soil carry the water and minerals

the plant needs upward through these tissues. The water is then trans-

mitted as far as the leaves. The way the roots absorb the water in the

ground is reminiscent of the “test bore technique”. The roots themselves

have no engines to initiate the water absorption process; neither do they

have any technical equipment with which to pump water and minerals

for distances of up to several meters. But the roots absorb the water pre-

sent in the depths of the soil by spreading over a very wide area. 
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This lifting process that the plant performs so flawlessly is an ex-

ceedingly complex one. Yet this system has still not yet been fully under-

stood, even in these days of high technology and space travel. The pres-

ence of a "hydraulic system” in plants was determined some two cen-

turies ago, but we still do not know how this action in defiance of the

force of gravity takes place. The superior technology squeezed into such

a confined space is just one of the examples demonstrating the incompa-

rable knowledge of our Lord, the Creator of the system. Like everything

in the universe, Almighty Allah created the transportation system in

trees. 

As seen in the picture above, wood consists of tubular or straw-

shaped cells. By combining one on top of the other, these cells, which

make up the roots and trunks of plants, serve as channels that
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As seen in the picture to the left,
wood consists of tube or straw-
shaped cells. By combining one on
top of the other, these cells, which
make up the roots and trunks of
plants, serve as channels that carry
water and minerals right through
the plant. This tissue, known as
"xylem," also constitutes a power-
ful structure that enables the plant
to remain upright. To the right, we
can see a slice of dry wood in cross-
section. When dried out, the tube-
like channels become hollow, as
shown in the illustration.28 



carry water and minerals throughout the plant. This tissue,

known as "xylem," also constitutes a powerful structure that enables the

plant to remain upright. To the right, we can see a slice of dry wood in

cross-section. When dried out, the tube-like channels become hollow, as

shown in the illustration. 

Roots Capable of Selecting Minerals from the Soil

Plants draw all the mineral nutrients they need from the soil; this in-

cludes potassium, phosphorus, calcium, magnesium and sulfur. Since the

substances are not found separately in the soil, they absorb them as ions

(positively or negatively charged atoms). Of all the many inorganic ions

in dissolved state in the soil, plants absorb only the fourteen they need. 

The iron concentration inside plant cells is 1,000 times greater than

that in the soil outside.29 Under normal condition, an exchange of matter

from a high density region to a lower density one will take place. But ex-

actly the opposite happens in plant roots, and the ions in the soil are eas-

ily able to pass into the root cells.30

Because of this state of affairs that operates contrary to the pressure

system, the plant uses a high level of energy in the pumping process. In

addition, in the plant roots' taking up ions from the soil, there needs to be

an identification system that attracts on-

ly the wanted ions and repels the un-

wanted ones. This shows that the ion

pumps in the root cells are no ordinary

pumps, but possess the ability to select

between ions. Bearing in mind that the

cell in the plant roots are made up of

atoms devoid of any intelligence or con-

sciousness, we must all surely acknowl-

edge what an extraordinary process ion

selection truly is. 
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Photosynthesis: The Superior Technology in a
Miniature Factory

Whilst you may think that it is rare for a material to be as elusive to
scientists as wood is, leaves tell a similar story. Leaves play a part in one
of nature’s most important processes - photosynthesis. Photosynthesis,
one of the systems that scientists still do not fully understand, may be
summarized as plants manufacturing their own nutrients. Because of the
delicate but perfect structure contained within plant cells, plants are able
to store solar energy. At the end of various complex processes, this ener-
gy takes on a form which can readily be used by human beings as well as
animals. In addition, the photosynthetic energy stored in trees is also em-
anated during burning. For example, the energy emitted by wood when
burned to heat a house is actually energy from the Sun stored during the
formation of wood.31

The photosynthesis system, which operates like a miniature factory,
takes place in an organelle known as the "chloroplast" inside the plant
cell. This is where it gets its distinctive green color from. Chloroplasts are
just one-thousandth of a millimeter in size, for which reason they can on-
ly be seen under a microscope. When solar energy falls on the leaf, they
transmit it to the layers inside it. Chlorophyll inside the chloroplasts in
the leaf cells convert this light energy into chemical energy. The plant ob-

taining this chemical energy immediately uses it to obtain
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During photosynthesis, whereby
plants manufacture their own nutri-
ents, they use the energy arriving
from the Sun. Plants convert this
into food as the result of a number
of complex chemical processes. This
sublime Creation in plants is one of
the matchless examples of Allah’s
creative artistry.
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nutrients. It took scientists until the mid-20th century to obtain this infor-
mation - summarized in just a few lines here. Pages of chain reactions
were written to describe the whole process of photosynthesis. But some
links in the chain are still a mystery to scientists. Yet, plants have been
performing these processes uninterruptedly for hundreds of millions of
years, thus providing the earth with food and oxygen.  

The chloroplast shown magnified in the illustration above is in fact
just one-thousandth of a millimeter in size. It contains many organelles
that assist with the process of photosynthesis. Photosynthesis, which
takes place in many stages, not all of which are yet fully understood, takes
place at high speed in these microscopic factories. 

Here, we must take a moment to remind ourselves of the following:
not a single cell constituting wood can be made by artificial means, and
human beings' helplessness in the face of dead wood cells, shows the
presence of a sublime Creator. The properties of wood, about which many
volumes could be written, reveal the perfection in Allah’s Creation. The
countless qualities which wood is synonymous with inspires scientists to
research its make-up yet despite extensive efforts, there is still much that
is not known about the true nature of wood. Allah’s Sublime Knowledge

and intellect is the only possible explanation behind wood. 

The chloroplast shown magnified in the illustration above is in fact just one-thou-
sandth of a millimeter in size. It contains many organelles that assist with the process
of photosynthesis. Photsynthesis, which takes place in many stages, not all of which
are yet understood, takes place at high speed in these microscopic factories. 



The Arabic expression translated above as "become rose red, like

stained leather" is "wardatan kaalddihani." This term compares an im-

age appearing in the sky to a red rose. This description bears a close sim-

ilarity to red celestial bodies with a crumpled appearance, especially the

"Rosette Nebula."

Nebula is the name given to cloud-like masses of gas in space.

Before they become nebulae, they are stars - and since these stars are

very large, they release gasses into space because of their high internal

pressure and temperatures. These eruptions of gas are very large and

fast. These gasses then coalesce to form a gas cloud, with a temperature

of more than 15,000 0C.32

One type of nebula is known as the "Rosette Nebula" because of its

close resemblance to a rose. The Rosette Nebula is also a vast cloud of gas

and seems to have an area five times greater than that of the full moon.33

Its true diameter is estimated at 130 light years.34 

A team led by Leisa Townsley, a senior Penn State University re-

searcher in the field of astronomy and astrophysics, examined the Rosette

Nebula using the renowned Chandra X-ray telescope. They im-

When the Heaven shall be cleft asunder, and become rose red,
like stained leather. (Surat ar-Rahman, 37)
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aged hundreds of stars in the Rosette Nebula and determined that by

crashing into one another, stars produce gas at temperatures of six million

degrees. Townsley describes what she saw: 

A ghostly glow of diffuse X ray emission pervades the Rosette
Nebula and perhaps many other star-forming regions throughout
the Galaxy. We now have a new view of the engine lighting the beau-
tiful Rosette Nebula and new evidence for how the interstellar medi-
um may be energized.35

The existence of this body seen in the illustrations can only be con-

firmed by high-tech observation equipment. This state of affairs regard-

ing the skies noted in the Qur'an is in great agreement with the findings

of present-day astronomy. In one verse of the Qur'an, we are told: 

You do not engage in any matter or recite any of the Qur'an or do
any action without Our witnessing you while you are occupied
with it. Not even the smallest speck eludes your Lord, either on
earth or in heaven. Nor is there anything smaller than that, or
larger, which is not in a Clear Book. (Surah Yunus, 61)



In the above verse, the movement of the Earth is described by the

word "yukawwiru," which comes from root verb "takwir." This means

"to cover up a spherical body," in the way that the rotation of the Earth

gives rise to night and day, like the winding of a turban around the head

of a man. In addition to the spherical shape of the Earth, the word is also

the most accurate expression of its movement around the Sun. Because of

the Earth's spherical shape and its movement around the Sun, the Sun al-

ways illuminates one side of the Earth while the other is in darkness. The

side in shadow is shrouded by the darkness of night, only to be replaced

seamlessly by the brightness of day when the Sun rises. The positions of

the Sun and Earth are revealed as follows in Surah Ya Sin:

And the Sun runs to its resting place. That is the decree of the
Almighty, the All-Knowing. And We have decreed set phases for
the Moon, until it ends up looking like an old palm spathe. It is not
for the Sun to overtake the Moon nor for the night to outstrip the
day; each one is swimming in a sphere. (Surah Ya Sin, 38-40)

He created the heavens and the earth with truth. He wraps the
night around the day and wraps the day around the night, and
has made the Sun and Moon subservient, each one running for
a specified term. Is He not indeed the Almighty, the Endlessly

Forgiving? (Surat az-Zumar, 5) 
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The movements of the Sun and Moon in the final verse of this excerpt

are described by the Arabic word "yasbahoona," meaning "flowing, pass-

ing or swimming." This word refers to an action performed by someone

without any help from others. Someone acting according to this verb con-

tinues to perform it alone, with no intervention from anyone else. The

above verses may therefore be referring to the Sun's independent move-

ment in the universe, independent of any other celestial body. (Allah

knows the truth.) It is impossible for us to see or follow the movement of

the Sun with our own eyes. In reality, the true nature of its existence is be-

yond us. It is only possible to determine that movement using special

technological equipment. As stated in verse 39  of Surah Ya Sin, in addi-

tion to rotating around its own axis once every 26 days, the Sun also

moves through its own course. 

It is also reported in the verse that the Sun is not allowed to "over-

take the Moon", and it stated in the Qur’an that the Sun and Moon do not

revolve around the same body, as astronomers put it. At the same time, it

is made clear in the verse that there is no connection between the motion

responsible for night and day and the movement of the Sun and Moon.

(Allah knows the truth.) 

Until the 16th century, it was thought that the Earth was the center

of the universe. This view is known as the "geocentric mod-
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Like the Earth, other planets in the Solar System follow specific orbits.



el," from the Greek words

geo (Earth) and kentron (center).

This belief was questioned by the

famous astronomer Nicolaus

Copernicus in 1543 in his book De

Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium

(Of the Revolutions of Heavenly

Spheres), in which he suggested

that the Earth and the other planets

revolve around the Sun.  As a result

of observations using a telescope

performed by Galileo Galilei in

1610, it was scientifically estab-

lished that the Earth revolves

around the Sun. Up until this point,

it had been widely accepted that the

Sun revolved around the Earth – so most scholars of the time stubbornly

rejected Copernicus' theory.  The famous astronomer Johannes Kepler's

views setting out the movements of the planets confirmed the heliocen-

tric model in the 16th and 17th centuries. In this model, whose name

comes from the words Helios (Sun) and kentron (center), the Sun is the cen-

ter of the universe, rather than the Earth. Other heavenly bodies also re-

volve around the Sun. Yet this was all revealed 1400 years ago in the

Qur'an. 

By saying that the Earth was the center of the universe, the ancient

Greek astronomer Ptolemy was responsible for the geocentric idea of the

universe that dominated scientific thought for hundreds of years. For that

reason, at the time of the revelation of the Qur'an, nobody knew that the

Earth-centered model was incorrect. The information in the Qur'an re-

futes the thesis that the Earth is fixed while the Sun revolves around it.  It

was believed that the stars and planets revolved around the
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The above manuscript dating from the
1750s shows the geo-centric (Earth-cen-
tered) model of the universe. It took
many years for this to be abandoned
and replaced by the helio-centric model.



Earth. Despite these prevalent errors of the time, the Qur'an contains in-

formation which was not known, or even considered, at that time. Many

expressions in the Qur’an on this matter agree with the scientific facts re-

garding day and night:

By the Sun and its morning brightness, and the Moon when it fol-
lows it, and the day when it displays it, and the night when it con-
ceals it. (Surat ash-Shams, 1-4)

As set out in the above verse, day – which is essentially the bright-

ness of the Sun – results from the movement of the Earth. Our planet spins

on its own axis. It is not the movement of the Sun that is responsible for

night and day. In other words, the Sun is immobile in terms of night and

day.  The Qur'an is clearly descended from the presence of our Lord. As

science and technology advance more and more, examples of the com-

patibility between the Qur'an and science are coming to light. This is set

out in another verse from the Qur'an: 

There is instruction in their stories for people of intelligence.
This is not a narration which has been invented but confirmation
of all that came before, a clarification of everything, and a guid-

ance and a mercy for people who believe. (Surah Yusuf, 111)
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The model below is the
helio-centric (solar-cen-
tered) one that has been
proved today, while the
model on top is the geo-
centric (Earth-centered)
model that was thought
to be true for many hun-
dreds of years.



Quasar is the name given to the extremely dense and bright bodies

that look like stars and emit radio waves in space. Quasars are acknowl-

edged as the brightest celestial bodies in the universe. The brightness of

the brightest quasars in the universe is more than two trillion times

greater than that of the Sun (2x1012) – this is approximately 100 times

greater than the total light emitted by a galaxy such as the Milky Way.36

The word "noor" (nur) in the verse means "light, brightness, day-

light, shining, illumination." The light referred to in the verse is sugges-

tive, in terms of its brightness, of these celestial bodies known as quasars.

Here, the visibility of quasar light and the source of that light seems to be

the reason for this intricate description. (Allah knows the truth.) 

The word "duriyyun" meaning "bright" in the expression "kaannaha

kawkabun durriyyun" in the verse, itself meaning "like a bril-

Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The metaphor
of His Light is that of a niche in which is a lamp, the lamp 

inside a glass, the glass like a brilliant star, lit from a blessed
tree, an olive, neither of the east nor of the west, its oil all but

giving off light even if no fire touches it. Light upon Light.
Allah guides to His Light whoever He wills and Allah makes

metaphors for mankind and Allah has knowledge of all things.
(Surah an-Nur, 35)
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liant star," is highly compatible with the scientific description of quasars

as "bright, stellar bodies".37 In addition, it is mentioned of "giving off

light even if no fire touches it." It is probable that this is a reference to the

way quasars burn without fire, ie., nuclear fusion. Since oxygen is not nat-

urally present in space, there can be no question of the burning of the

brightness of quasars having anything to do with fire. The burning taking

place here does so as hydrogen atoms are compressed and produce heli-

um. The energy released during this process then illuminates space.

The expression "light upon light" in the verse may well
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NASA's Hubble Space Telescope caught a single
quasar in space producing images of five separate
stars for the very first time. Bodies with a high
density –a group of galaxies here– produce more
than one image by giving rise to the gravitational
lens effect, bending the light from objects behind
them, in this case quasars.



be a reference to the "gravitational lens effect" in astronomy. (Allah

knows the truth.) Many astronomers investigating sources of light in the

universe will easily understand this description. It seems to be a reference

to the way light from a source behind a body with a very dense mass,

such as a black hole, departs under the effect of that dense body. Thus, it

reaches us from different angles. It appears that there is therefore more

than one source of light for the images that we see. Due to this "gravita-

tional lens effect," an object appears to be somewhere different to where

it actually is, and in greater numbers. 

The term "a niche in which is a lamp" –known as “the light verse” -

may allude to the area of gravitational lens effect of a black hole. (Allah

knows the truth.) It is significant that in describing the effect that arises,

NASA scientists use the analogy of the effect of a drinking glass:

The gravitational effect of the galaxy on the distant quasar was sim-
ilar to the lens effect of a drinking glass on a distant street light–it
created multiple images.38

In his book The Whole Shebang, regarded as one of the leading books

of the 20th century by the New York Times, the science writer Timothy

Ferris clarifies the subject as follows: 

As light from a quasar travels towards us… it may pass
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If a star is immedi-
ately behind the
black hole, as in
the illustration, the
star will appear to
be both to the right
and to the left of
the black hole.



through either side of an intervening cluster of galaxies. The
warped space surrounding the cluster can act as a lens, with a re-
sult that we see two images of what is (or was) actually one
quasar.39

The reference in the verse to "light upon light" may be a descrip-

tion of reflected light forming more than one image. In addition, the

term "neither of the east nor of the west" in the verse is in all likeli-

hood a reference to the uncertainty of the light's source. (Allah knows

the truth.) 
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The illustration shows a quasar appearing to be
in four separate places due to the gravitational
lens effect. The images, obtained by the Hubble
Space Telescope (Chandra), represent a distance
of 11 billion light years.



Quasars are the brightest known objects in the universe. They are al-

so the nuclei of growing galaxies with black holes in their center. Black

holes arise as the result of the contraction of stars and gasses belonging to

galaxies.40 They are the source of quasar energy. A quasar's brightness is

spread by stars falling into the black holes at the centers of galaxies.

Thinking of the "lamp" in the verse as a quasar, the "niche" may well be a

reference to the black hole that feeds the quasar. (Allah knows the truth.) 

Einstein suggested that due to the effect described as the "gravita-

tional lens," bodies in space could bend light and that it was possible for

an observer to see several images from one single source.41 However, this

effect was only observed for the first time in the quasar known as the

"Twin Quasar" in 1979. Quasars were first discovered in 1963, some four-

teen centuries after the revelation of the Qur'an. The status of the heav-

enly bodies described in the 35th verse of Surat an-Nur is in total agree-

ment with current scientific thinking. This, along with a many other sci-

entific miracles, confirm that the only possible source of the Qur'an is our

Omniscient Lord, the Creator of all things. 
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The above verses refer to the superior attributes bestowed on the

Prophets David (as) and Solomon (as), and inform us that each was given

knowledge from the Presence of Allah. The words chosen may refer to

present-day radar technology, which works by the reflection of electro-

magnetic waves. (Allah knows the truth.) The word "awwibee" in verse

10 of Surah Saba', translated as "echoing" in the verse and meaning "the

return or reiteration of sound," is reminiscent of echo-based radar tech-

nology as well as radio receivers mentioned in previous pages. 

So We subjected the wind to him to blow at his command,
softly, wherever he directed. (Surah Sâd, 36)

We gave Solomon understanding of it. We gave each of them
judgment and knowledge. We subjected the mountains to
David, glorifying, and the birds as well. This is something 

We are well able to do. (Surat al-Anbiya', 79)

We gave David great favor from Us: 'O mountains and birds!
Echo with him in his praise!' And We made iron malleable

for him: (Surah Saba', 10)
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Radar is a location device used to determine the location, speed and

direction of mobile or stationary objects, and works by reflecting micro-

waves.42 The operating principle of radar bears a close similarity to the re-

flection of sound. For example, someone shouting in a valley or a cave

hears his own voice being reflected back to him. If we know how fast

sound travels through the air, we can calculate the distance and general

direction of the object it bounces off. 

In the radar system, electromagnetic energy signals are used in very

much the same way. Signals with a microwave frequency are emitted to-

ward an object and then return after being reflected by it. This part of the

signal returning to the radar is called an "echo." Radar devices use this

echo to determine the direction and distance of the object doing the re-

flecting.43 Since they also use electromagnetic energy, radio, television

and the human eye all bear a close resemblance to radar systems, though

their frequencies are ultimately different. In addition, radar uses the re-

flected energy known as the "echo," rather than directly transmitted en-

ergy as in these examples.44 Reflected signals are converted into numeri-
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An image of Warsaw in
Poland obtained using radar.

A radar image taken by satellite. This image,
formed using microwaves, shows a moun-
tainous region of Salt Lake City, Utah.



cal values by the radar receiver and recorded as data on "echo stores."

Finally, the data is processed and converted into images.45

The use of the Arabic verb "alanna," meaning "We have made mal-

leable," in the tenth verse of Surah Saba' is again exceedingly wise. Iron

is still described as soft, or malleable, despite being physically very hard.

This form of iron, known as "soft magnetic iron" because of its magnetic

properties is used greatly in radar and satellite technology.46 Soft iron is

used because it strengthens the magnetic field and can be opened and

closed as desired. 

"The wind being told to blow at his command" is how the Qur’an de-

scribes the power given to the Prophet Solomon (as). Verse 36 of Sura Sad

may very well be a reference to electromagnetic signals being transmitted

as desired in the air—thanks to the use of soft iron. (Allah knows the truth.)

The radar imaging used today scans the world at every moment and

developments taking place anywhere on the earth can thus be constantly

monitored. In addition, data can be collected about physical features on
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Radar used to control
the traffic in New
Zealand.

Air radar used to identify
powerful storms and track
their movements.

This 27-meter-high radar
facility, reminiscent of a
fly's eye, scans the sky
above northern Alaska and
is used as an early warning
system against ballistic
missiles.
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This satellite photograph (above) taken on 2 March,
1999, shows the clouds over Ohio, USA. "Soft iron" is
frequently used in satellite and radar technologies be-
cause of its magnetic properties. Soft iron strengthens
the magnetic field. The expression "We made iron mal-
leable for him..." in verse 10 of Surah Saba' may be a ref-
erence to the soft iron used in satellite and radio tech-
nologies. (Allah knows the truth.)

This radar facility, constructed in
Florida in the 1960s, was used to
identify ballistic missiles launched
from submarines.

earth, such as mountains, glaciers and the oceans—and also about man-

made objects, such as houses, bridges and cars. This operating principle,

as well as the materials used in this advanced technology, can be found

in the Qur’an. Could anybody have know these

facts in the middle of the Arabian Peninsula in

the 7th century AD? This information can

only have come from our Lord, Who

created past and future as a single

moment and Who is unfettered by

time. 



The Arabic term “madda al-arda” translated “as stretched out” in the

above verse, means “to be covered, spread out, stretched, pulled out, ex-

panded or opened.” The use of this word in the context of the earth in re-

ferring to the formation of mountains and rivers is exceedingly wise, be-

cause looking at the scientific explanation of the formation of the earth, it

does indeed appear that mountains and rivers formed through the

stretching and expansion of the earth. 

Present day science says that the earth had a very different appear-

ance in the very earliest times compared to what it is now. In his book Die

Entstehung der Kontinente und Ozeane (The Origin of the Continents and

Oceans) printed in 1915, the famous German scientist Alfred Lothar

Wegener proposed that all the continents had originally been one single

land mass.  This great land mass later came to be known by the Greek

name Pangaea, meaning “all continents.47 According to Alfred Wegener's

theory of “continental drift,” put forward in 1912, the continents at the

two ends of the Atlantic Ocean are still moving away from one an-

It is He Who stretched out the earth and placed firmly embed-
ded mountains and rivers in it and made two types of every

kind of fruit. He covers over day with night. There are signs in
that for people who reflect. (Surat Ar-Ra‘d, 3)
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other. This theory assumed its latest, present-day state with the develop-

ment of the scientific theory known as plate tectonics. Continents do not

move away from one another by sliding over the ocean floor, rather the

ocean floor and the continents drift together over a layer of liquid magma

under great heat and pressure and known as the “astenosphere” or “up-

per crust.” Therefore, both the land continents on earth visible from the

outside and also the crust under the sea are both in motion together.48

Because the plates that bear the continents move in a manner de-

scribed as contraction and expansion, or stretching, the continents are to-

day moving away from one another at a rate of approximately three cen-

timeters per year.49 The most evident expansion taking place on the sea

bed is that between Arabia and Africa, where the continents are moving

away from one another three or four times faster. When the expansion

takes place on the continent, rather than on the sea bed, the result is con-

stantly widening valleys such as the Great Rift Valley in the East Africa-

Arabia regions.  

The Great Rift Valley is a geographical and geological formation
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This photograph tak-
en by NASA from
space shows the Gulf
of Aqaba and the
Suez Canal, to the
east of the Sinai
Peninsula. The Sinai
Peninsula, the Dead
Sea and the River
Jordan constitute the
northern part of the
Great Rift Valley.



stretching some 6000 kilometers, from Sudan in North

Africa to Mozambique in the east. The valley ranges from 30-100 kilome-

ters in width and is several thousand kilometers deep.50 This deep valley

brought such formations as Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount Kenya into be-

ing as Africa and the Arabian Peninsula moved away from one another

over a process lasting millions of years. The eastern part of valley consists

of the River Jordan, the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Aqaba. It then extends

southward along the Red Sea and various lakes in Kenya. Most of these
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A reconstruction from
the time when there
was only one large
continent -
Pangaea- about
300 million years
ago.



lakes are very deep and below sea-level.51

The book The Expanding Earth describes how it is not only mountains,

but also certain river beds that formed due to the “expansion” of the earth: 

In all cases the greatest stress occurred at the location of the earth's
major rivers. This development suggests that the major riverbeds
came into existence as a result of expansion rather than random ero-
sion. Since the continents were fixed on an expanding surface, it may
be logically deduced that expansion caused the land masses to
stretch and, at the points of greatest tension, to break, thus forming
the rivers.52

In statements regarding the continent of North America, the Utah

Geological Research Center says: 

The ranges and basins have been forming for the past 10 to 20 million
years in response to east-west stretching of the earth's crust. Stretching
creates tension that is released by slow continuous movement or sud-
den movement along a fault (a break in the earth's crust), which caus-
es earthquakes. During an earthquake, the mountains rise while the
valleys drop along the faults. The stretching continues today.53

Facts such as the expansion of the earth can only be established by

comprehensive research and common data from various contemporary

branches of science. For example, photographs taken by satellite, the

product of 20th century technology, have confirmed the view that the con-

tinents were once complementary to one another. Highly accurate mea-

surements have revealed that the expansion in the earth’s crust is contin-

uing at a slow but specific rate. The presence of such special information

in the Qur’an, at a time when nobody could determine anything about the

continents and, what is more, about formations that took millions of years

to develop, once again shows that it is the word of Allah. The way that

the Qur’an, revealed 1,400 years ago, contains such profound information

about the formation of the earth, is one of its scientific miracles. 
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The Sun has been emitting heat for around five billion years as a

result of the constant nuclear reactions taking place on its surface. At a

moment determined by Allah in the future, these reactions will even-

tually come to an end - and the Sun will lose all its energy and finally

go out, extinguished like a light bulb which runs out of power. In that

context, the above verse may be a reference to the Sun's energy one day

coming to an end. (Allah knows the truth.) 

The Arabic word "limustaqarrin" in the verse refers to a particu-

lar place or time. The word "tajree" translated as "runs," bears such

meanings as "to move, to act swiftly, to move about, to flow." It ap-

pears from the meanings of the words that the Sun will continue in its

course in time and space, but that this motion will continue until a spe-

cific, predetermined time.  The verse "When the sun is compacted in

blackness," (Surat at-Takwir, 1) which appears in descriptions of

Doomsday, tells us that such a time will eventually come. Of course,

the specific timing is known only to Allah. 

And the Sun runs to its resting place. 
That is the decree of the Almighty, the All-Knowing. 

(Surah Ya Sin, 38)
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The Arabic

word "taqdeeru," translat-

ed as "decree" in the verse,

includes such meanings as

"to appoint, to determine

the destiny of something,

to measure." By this ex-

pression in verse 38 of

Surah Ya Sin, we are told

that the life span of the

Sun is limited to a period

of time ordained by Allah.

Other verses of the Qur'an

on the subject read: 

Allah is He Who raised up the heavens without any support – you
can see that – and then established Himself firmly on the Throne.
He made the Sun and Moon subservient, each running for a spec-
ified term. He directs the whole affair. He makes the Signs clear
so that hopefully you will be certain about the meeting with your
Lord. (Surat ar- Ra'd, 2)

He makes night merge into day and day merge into night, and He
has made the Sun and Moon subservient, each one running until
a specified time. That is Allah, your Lord. The Kingdom is His.
Those you call on besides Him have no power over even the
smallest speck. (Surah Fatir, 13)

He created the heavens and the earth with truth. He wraps the
night around the day and wraps the day around the night, and
has made the Sun and Moon subservient, each one running for a
specified term. Is He not indeed the Almighty, the Endlessly
Forgiving? (Surah az-Zumar, 5)

The use of the word "musamman" in the above verses shows

that the life span of the Sun will run for a "specified term."
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A photograph of the Sun taken by NASA. 
The bright areas on the Sun are those regions
where the magnetic field is strongest.
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Scientific analysis regarding the end of the Sun describes

it as consuming four million tons of matter per second, and says that the

Sun will die when that fuel has all been consumed.54 The heat and light

emitted from the Sun is the energy released when matter is consumed: hy-

drogen nuclei turn into helium in the nuclear fusion process. The Sun's

energy, and its life, will therefore come to an abrupt end once this fuel has

been used up. (Allah knows the truth.) A report titled "The Death of the

Sun" by the BBC News Science Department says: 

... The Sun will gradually die. As a star's core crashes inwards, it
eventually becomes hot enough to ignite another of its constituent
atoms, helium. Helium atoms fuse together to form carbon. When
the helium supply runs out, the centre collapses again and the at-
mosphere inflates. The Sun isn't massive enough to fully re-ignite its
core for a third time. So it goes on expanding, shedding its atmos-
phere in a series of bursts... The dying core eventually forms a white
dwarf - a spherical diamond the size of the Earth, made of carbon
and oxygen. From this point on the Sun will gradually fade away, be-
coming dimmer and dimmer until its light is finally snuffed out.55
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A documentary, also called "The Death of the Sun,"

broadcast by National Geographic TV, provides the following description: 

It (the Sun) generates heat and sustains life on our planet. But like
humans, the Sun has a limited lifespan. As our star ages, it will be-
come hotter and expand, evaporating all of our oceans and killing all
life on planet Earth... The Sun will get hotter as it ages and burns fu-
el faster. Temperatures will increase, eventually wiping out animal
life, evaporating our oceans and killing all plant life... the Sun will
swell and become a red giant star, swallowing up the nearest plan-
ets. Its gravitational pull will lessen and perhaps allow Earth to es-
cape. By the end, it will shrink into a white dwarf star, emitting a
weak glow for hundreds of billions of years.56

Scientists have only recently unraveled the structure of the Sun, thus

discovering what goes on inside its burning mass. Before that, nobody knew

how the Sun obtained its energy or how it emitted heat and light. The way

that such a giant mass of energy would one day consume all its energy and

expire was revealed fourteen centuries ago to mankind through Allah’s

Final Messenger (pbuh.) Once again, the Qur'an its credentials as a source of

sublime knowledge. That knowledge belongs to our Lord, Whose knowl-

edge enfolds all things. It is revealed in another verse of the Qur'an thus: 

... My Lord encompasses all things in His knowledge so will
you not pay heed? (Surat al-An'am, 80)
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The Sun is made up of 70% hydrogen (H) and 28% helium (He)

atoms.57 Other substances make up less than 2% of the Sun’s constitu-

tions. One of the most astonishing facts about the Sun is this: six hundred

million tons of hydrogen are converted into a mind-boggling 596 million

tons of helium in the Sun every second. The remaining 4 million tons is

given off as heat and light energy.58 In that sense, the first thing that

comes to mind when the Sun is mentioned is the letters H (hydrogen) and

He (helium) that stand for the Sun. All the 15 verses in Surat ash-Shams

of the Qur'an (Shams meaning 'Sun'), end in the letters H and E. The

Arabic equivalent of these letters are: 
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(The Arabic letter He)       

(The Arabic letter Alif)

The Arabic form of the verses in Surat ash-Shams

and the final letters thereof can be seen below: 

As can be seen, all the verses in Surat ash-Shams end in the letters He

and Alif. The letter H stands for hydrogen and He for helium. No other

Surah in the Qur'an ends in the letters HE in every verse from beginning

to end. It is therefore extremely striking how only this Surah’s verses end
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with this particular sequence of letters. Surat ash-Shams's

number – 91 - is also highly significant. Apart from hydrogen, there are

ninety-one other elements in the Periodic Table, and these are made up of

hydrogen elements. From hydrogen, the lightest element, to the heaviest

– all of these are intra-atomic combinations of hydrogen atoms. For that

reason, the H (hydrogen) atom in the Sun makes up the other ninety-one

elements in nature. 59

Almighty Allah has created all the details in nature, and is still cre-

ating them. All our knowledge about such details allow us to compre-

hend our Lord’s Omniscience. In one verse, we are told: 

Allah, there is no god but Him, the Living, the Self-Sustaining.
He is not subject to drowsiness or sleep. Everything in the heav-
ens and the earth belongs to Him. Who can intercede with Him
except by His permission? He knows what is before them and
what is behind them but they cannot grasp any of His knowledge
save what He wills. His Footstool encompasses the
heavens and the earth and their preservation does
not tire Him. He is the Most High, the
Magnificent. (Surat al-Baqara, 255)
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Many miraculous features of the Qur'an prove it is Allah’s Word. It

contains  scientific details, extraordinary scientific codes as well as many

other features which categorically prove its divine status. In addition, in-

formation which could not have been scientifically proven during the life-

time of the Prophet Muhammad (saas) is found in abundance in Allah’s

Holy Book. The fact that only 20th and 21st-century technology has con-

firmed some of the Qur’anic verses provides clear proof that the Qur'an

cannot be the work of any human being. 

One of the verses that may be referring to the future is

verse 73 of Surat al-Baqara: 

Remember when you killed someone and
violently accused each other of it, and Allah

brought out what you were hiding. We
said, 'Hit him with part of it!' In that way

Allah gives life to the dead and He
shows you His Signs so that hope-

fully you will understand.
(Surat al-Baqara, 72-73)

Among the meanings

of the Arabic term "bibaadi-

ha," translated as "with part of it" in the

above verse, is "someone or some people."

In the context of that meaning, the
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verse may be a reference to heart massage, striking the chest from

above, which makes it possible to restart the heart if it has stopped

beating. (Allah knows the truth.)  

In such a scenario, the person to whom the massage is administered

has the characteristics of a dead body: loss of consciousness, debilitating

respiratory problems and decreasing heartbeat. With our

present-day knowledge, heart massage can be applied to

someone whose heart has stopped, enabling heartbeat and

vital functions to resume. Pressure is applied to the rib cage

at specific intervals during heart massage. Then, the rhythmic con-

traction required for it to continue pumping blood can be re-es-

tablished.  In that context, the striking of a dead body in such

a way as to restore it to life, as stated in the verse, may be sug-

gestive of the heart massage technique. The Qur'an is the

word of Almighty Allah, He Who creates all things from

nothing - and Whose knowledge enfolds all things. Every

verse of the Qur'an therefore contains information revealed

with the wisdom of our Almighty Lord. In one verse,

Allah refers to the Qur'an itself as follows: 

... Will they not ponder the Qur'an? If it had been
from other than Allah, they would have found
many inconsistencies in it. (Surat an-Nisa', 82)
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When the chest is struck from
above during heart massage,
the heart can start beating once
again. The words “We said, ‘Hit
him with part of it!’ In that way
Allah gives life to the dead...”
in the verse may be a reference
to this effect of heart massage.
(Allah knows the truth). 



The above verse contains the expression "yubattikunna," which de-

rives from the verb "battaka" meaning "to cut off or break off." The term

"yughayyirunna" in the verse derives from the verb "ghayyara," meaning

"to change, alter, impair a thing's original form." At the end of both verbs

appears the confirmatory letter "nun." With these expressions, this verse

of Surat an-Nisa' may, in one aspect, be pointing to the scientific activity

of copying or cloning of organisms. (Allah knows the truth.) This  is be-

cause cloning experiments are generally conducted with cells taken from

an animal's ear. To put it another way, a replica of a living thing is pro-

duced along with the extraction of cells from tissue samples "cut from an-

imals' ears," just as described in the verse. 

A report by the German Federal Agricultural Research Center pro-

vides the following information: 

The tissue collection phase is short and simple. Once an animal has
been located and restrained, a tissue sample like an ear clipping can

be collected within seconds. Furthermore, somatic cells can be

[Satan said:] "I will lead them astray and fill them with false
hopes. I will command them and they will cut off cattle's ears.
I will command them and they will change Allah's Creation."
Anyone who takes satan as his protector in place of Allah has

clearly lost everything." (Surat an-Nisa', 119)
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collected from all species… For cattle, pigs, sheep, goats,
camelids and llamas, a unified and identical procedure can be used
by obtaining a tissue sample from the ear using notchers which are
also used for setting earmarks… Clearly, for all species lymphocytes
could be used, but somatic cells from ear clippings will be much eas-
ier to obtain and are therefore preferable. 60

Some reports concerning organisms cloned by taking samples from

ear tissue include: 

- According to a report by Reuters dated 1 May, 2002, a research vet-

erinarian at the University of Sao Paolo in Brazil, Jose Visintin, produced

cloned embryos for the first time in the country by using cells taken from

the ear of an adult cow.61

- According to a BBC report, South Korean sci-

entists cloned a dog called Snuppy from cells taken

from a three year-old Afghan hound. Researchers

at Seoul National University extracted genetic ma-

terial from the cells taken from the ear and placed

it into an empty egg cell. An embryo was then ob-

tained by stimulating the cell to divide.62

- Another BBC report said that a new clone

had been produced using ear cells from an adult

cow in research carried out by Dr. Jean-Paul Renard et al. at the Institute

National de la Recherche Agronomique in France.63 

- According to information of the official Human Genome Project

website, in February 2002, scientists from Advanced Cell Technologies

(ACT), an American biotechnology company, carried out experiments on

cloning a cow embryo using the skin cell of the donor cow's ear. 64

- A report by Associated Press, dated 24 January, 2000, announced

that Japanese scientists

- had cloned the clone of a bull for the first time. In the re-cloning,

skin tissue samples from 

- the first generation cloned bull's ear were taken
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Snuppy, the cloned dog



when it was four months old. These cells 

- were then fused with an unfertilized egg from which the nucleus

had been removed.65

- The way that changes in the Creation of living things are referred

to in the Qur'an are highly significant. The expression "cutting off cattle's

ears," at a time when no branches of science such as genetics or embryol-

ogy existed, shows that the Qur'an has come down from the Sight of our

Lord, Allah, Who is unfettered by time and space. We are also told at the

end of the verse that these people will be disappointed when they alter

what Allah has created. The verse may therefore be indicating that

cloning will give rise to various problems for human beings. (Allah

knows the truth.) Indeed, statements from the Genetic Science Learning

Center of the University of Utah provide the following information: 

When we hear of cloning successes, we learn about only the few at-
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In the cloning process, DNA
from a cell of the living thing
planned to be copied is placed
under the microscope and
placed into an egg cell from an-
other member of the same
species. The DNA of the animal
intended to be copied is used for
this. An electric shock is then
applied, which stimulates the
egg cell to start dividing. The
embryo continues to divide and
is placed into the womb of a
member of the species, and is
then left to develop and be born. 



tempts that worked. What we don't see are the many,
many cloning experiments that failed! And even in the successful
clones, problems tend to arise later, during the animal's develop-
ment to adulthood.66

Information from the Human Genome Projects website takes this

form: 

Dolly, the first mammal to be cloned from adult DNA, [died on] Feb.
14, 2003. Prior to her death, Dolly had been suffering from lung can-
cer and crippling arthritis… More than 90% of cloning attempts fail
to produce viable offspring… In addition to low success rates,
cloned animals tend to have more compromised immune function
and higher rates of infection, tumor growth, and other disorders.
Japanese studies have shown that cloned mice live in poor health
and die early… Appearing healthy at a young age unfortunately is
not a good indicator of long term survival. Clones have been known
to die mysteriously. For example, Australia's first cloned sheep ap-
peared healthy and energetic on the day she died, and the results
from her autopsy failed to determine a cause of death.67

In general terms, the risks arising from cloning experiments are as

follows:

1) A high failure rate: The level of success is just 0.1%-3%. That

means a failure rate of 970-999 for every 1000 experiments.68 
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Dolly, the first mammal to be cloned,
died on February 14, 2003.



2) Problems during de-

velopment: Cloned animals that do

survive generally have abnormally

larger organs compared to the origi-

nals. This may lead to respiratory

and circulatory difficulties, un-

healthy kidneys and brains, and an

impaired immune system. 

3) Abnormal gene expression

patterns: Although clones have the

same DNA sequences as the originals, the cell nucleus in the clone does

not have the same program as that in a natural embryo. To put it another

way, the DNA cannot activate the right set of genes essential for the de-

velopment of the clone at the right time. For example, cells of all kinds,

nerve, bone, blood or skin for example, all have different programs but

the genetic programs in the cloned embryo do not work as healthily as

those in a natural embryo. 

4) Telomeric differences: Chromosomes are shortened as cells divide.

The reason for this is that DNA sequences at both ends of a chromosome,

known as telomeres, are shortened during each DNA replication. As an

animal grows older, the telomeres shorten as part of the natural aging

process . Therefore, the copied life form has shortened chromosomes from

the moment it is born, just as if it were actually older. 

Genetic material taken from living cells is used in cloning experi-

ments, but fertilization takes place artificially. The reproduction mecha-

nism created by Allah is thus impaired with these methods, and uniden-

tified diseases, developmental deficiencies and early deaths are encoun-

tered. Fourteen centuries ago, it was of course impossible to know that

scientists would eventually engage in cloning and that they would en-

counter enormous problems despite the millions of dollars they spend on

their projects. Once again, it is demonstrated in this verse that the

Qur’an is a divine scripture.
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Modern medicine shows that squeezing an object during labor facil-
itates the baby's downward passage through the birth canal. The muscles
used during contraction are the same as those that propel the baby out-
side the womb. Various methods are employed to achieve this, such as
pulling on a cord suspended from the ceiling or on arms attached to the
two sides of the bed. Also, the mother also has the option of holding on-
to and squeezing someone's hand.

A U-shaped bar, known as a "squat bar," is mounted onto the bed
during labor and this is then  used by the mother to quicken the delivery.
Pulling on this bar facilitates the baby's departure from the womb, short-
ens the length of the birth canal, widens the mouth of the womb and re-
duces the need for many other devices and techniques during labor.69

This simple bar also helps the mother's squatting motions as she
pulls herself up and down on it. It also means the mother remains immo-

bile as the baby emerges. 70 In this position, the muscles need-
ed to move the baby down the birth canal expend the min-

The pains of labor drove her to the trunk of a date-palm. She
said, 'Oh if only I had died before this time and was some-

thing discarded and forgotten!' A voice called out to her from
under her, 'Do not grieve! Your Lord has placed a small stream

at your feet. Shake the trunk of the palm towards you and
fresh, ripe dates will drop down onto you.' 

(Surah Maryam, 23-25)
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imum amount of energy. In addition, with the expansion of
the pelvic bone, 30% more room is made available for the baby to pass
through. With the expansion and contraction movement, the body's
propulsive force is raised to the highest level and the baby is able to move
smoothly during the birth process.

There is great wisdom in the way that, by means of Allah's angels,
Mary shook the branches of the palm tree toward her. The Arabic word "
huzzee" means "to shake fast, to move or to rock."  It has been well-docu-
mented that dates facilitates the labor process and possess powerful and
nutritious properties. But in addition, we must also note that as Mary (as)
pulled the branches toward her to shake the dates from their branches
must also have facilitated the birth and widened the birth canal. This tech-
nique applied in our own day by midwives all over the world, is yet an-
other compelling proof that Allah supported Mary (as) with His compas-
sion with the Wisest Counsel. It also proves, once again, that the Qur'an
can only be a text sent by our Lord, the Omniscient.
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The above verses about the Creation of human beings contain fun-

damental information from the field of embryology. The reference “a se-

cure receptacle”, a description of the womb, indicates certain technical

and biological truths which are of great significance to modern scientists.

(Allah knows the truth.) A “zygote” is the term given to what is produced

by the sperm and egg cells coming together. This process continues until

we witness the emergence of a complete human being, made up of tril-

lions of cells all working in harmony: this all takes place in the safety of

the mother's womb. This remarkable place, where the embryo completes

its nine months of development is, as the verse tells us, “a secure recep-

tacle..” 

Did We not create you from a base fluid, then place it in a secure
repository for a recognized term? It is We Who determine. What

an excellent Determiner! (Surat al-Mursalat, 20-23)

We created man from the purest kind of clay; then made him a
drop in a secure receptacle; then formed the drop into a clot
and formed the clot into a lump and formed the lump into

bones and clothed the bones in flesh; and then brought him in-
to being as another creature. Blessed be Allah, the Best of

Creators! (Surat al-Muminun, 12-14)
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The word “ma-

keenin" translated as

“secure” above, also

suggests such mean-

ings as     “unshake-

able, sound, resolute,

powerful, fixed and safely put in place.” The word “qararin" also means

“location, stability, permanence and place of settlement.” These words

very wisely describe the womb as a sound and safe location.  

The mother's womb provides insulation against external agents such

as light and sound. It also provides a strong shield  against shock and

pressure, thus protecting the baby from any discomfort or inconvenience.

Located in the pelvic cavity, the womb is well protected by the thick and

strong bones that surround the “endometrium” on the inside – and this

helps to bear the weight of the embryo until the end of pregnancy.  This

structure, made up of powerful muscles, is ideally constructed for

the baby's growth and development. During pregnancy, the lig-

aments attaching the bones in the region together be-

come thicker and longer. These ligaments that attach

the top of the womb to the strong pelvic bones make

the womb very strong and stable. 

Yet, despite blocking out so much, the embryo still

has unrestricted access to what it needs to de-
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The ligaments that
tightly bind the bones
together in the pelvic
region can be seen.  



velop: heat, water, oxygen and nu-

trients all contribute to its miracu-

lous development. The mother's

womb undergoes many changes

that enhance its strength during

pregnancy. Together with the muscles, ligaments and elastic tissues it

contains, there is also an increase in the number of blood vessels and

nerves. The womb is thus able to increase 20 times in weight and 1,000

times in capacity without coming to any harm.71 The fallopian tubes that

support the womb, the ovaries and other connective tissues all expand

and become more elastic.72 The constant changes in the womb continue

even after the embryo has grown into a healthy baby many hundreds of

times larger than its initial state. The womb now changes in such a way

as to permit the baby to exit in a healthy manner. 

During pregnancy, another extraordinary state of affairs regarding

the protection of the baby comes about. The baby is also protected against

internal threats. When a foreign body enters the body, such as during an

organ or bone marrow transplant, the host's defense system begins react-

ing, and this can sometimes lead to fatal consequences.73 But that never

happens to the fetus, and the mother's immune system does not regard it

as a foreign body. It is quite amazing that the mother's immune system tol-

erates foreign genes from the father; because the baby is, after all, 50% for-

eign body. Marianne van den Heuvel, a scientist from Guelph University,

describes this as “fascinating” and continues: “That was always a puzzle

from an immunology standpoint because the fetus is actually foreign. It's

part of the mother and also part of the father. It should be reject-

ed by the body.”74
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One would expect

the defense system to declare

war on the fetus's cells in much the

same way that an army should declare

war on foreign occupiers of their country. This de-

fense system, when working properly, swiftly identifies

viruses and tumors as foreign bodies – and then kills

them. But, by the will of Allah, no such thing happens, and the

womb remains a very safe and secure place for the baby to develop. 

All the information about embryology provided in the Qur'an is in

full agreement with modern medicine. This information, which has

emerged through advanced technology, is one of the clearest proofs that

the Qur'an is the revelation of our Lord, the Creator of all. The following

is also revealed: 

And in your Creation and all the creatures He has spread
about there are Signs for people with certainty. (Surat
al-Jathiyya, 4)
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The term “rusted” is here used to describe the constitution of the

hearts of some human beings. Whilst the verse contains spiritual ele-

ments, the verse may also refer to the biochemical reaction that takes

place in the heart. (Allah knows the truth.) Rust is the result of iron re-

acting with oxygen – this is the process known as oxidation.75 The oxygen

we absorb from the air is carried through the body by means of the iron

present in the hemoglobin in the blood. During this process, the oxygen

reacts with the iron in the

blood. This means there is a

constant resemblance to “rust-

ing” in our blood. This “rusted”

blood is then carried to the

heart and around the circula-

tion system of the human body. 

An excess of iron in the

blood can even lead to prema-

ture aging in all of the body's

cells by causing rust-like oxida-

tion.  In the disease

No indeed! Rather what they have earned has rusted up their
hearts. (Surat al-Mutaffifin, 14) 
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known as “hemochromatosis,” caused by excess iron accumulating in the

body, iron produces a toxic effect and causes organs such as the liver to

collapse. Since this is the result of iron oxidation, this phenomenon is of-

ten described as organs “rusting” or ”rust accumulation” in organs”.76 In

the journal Science News Dr. Sharon McDonnell describes the iron oxida-

tion in cells making up organs as 'rusting'. 77

Another reference says this about the disease: "… those with he-
mochromatosis absorb iron, storing it in their organs. Over time, it
accumulates in toxic amounts, causing organs to fail because they lit-
erally rust."78

It is only possible to identify the reaction of iron with oxygen in the

body–oxidation in the blood–in laboratories with highly advanced equip-

ment. The fact that such a comparison, so compatible with the scientific

data, appears in the Qur'an is an evident miracle, given the era of the

Qur’anic revelation. The Qur'an also contains countless other pieces of in-

formation which are in complete agreement with modern science. Surely,

this is another sign that it is the revelation of Omniscient Allah, our Lord

and the Creator of all things.
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The oxygen we take from the
air is carried through the
body by means of the iron in
the hemoglobin in the blood.
As this happens, the oxygen
enters into a reaction with the
iron in the blood.



The wisdom behind Allah's prohibition of blood emerged during the

20th century. By carrying vitamins, hormones, oxygen and substances

such as protein, sugar and fat absorbed during digestion to the cells,

blood makes it possible for life to survive. On the other hand, it also car-

ries various toxins and waste products that need to be expelled from the

body. One of the most important tasks performed by blood is to transport

substances such as urea, uric acid, keratin and carbon dioxide that need

to be removed from the body. 

Therefore, in the event that significant quantities of blood are con-

sumed, the level of harmful products in the body that should be expelled

will rise considerably. That will increase the levels of urea: harmful sub-

stances transported to the kidneys for expulsion from the body. This can

impair brain functions and  in the worst case scenario, can even result in

coma. That is why, because of its very nature, there will always be harm-

ful compounds in blood, even if taken from seemingly healthy animals.

If it is taken from a sick animal, various parasites and germs

He has only forbidden you carrion, blood and pork and what
has been consecrated to other than Allah. But anyone who is
forced to eat it – without desiring it or going to excess in it –

commits no crime. Allah is Ever-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
(Surat al-Baqara, 173)
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will also be transmit-

ted in it. In that event, the

germs may multiply and

spread throughout the body

– and that is the ultimate

danger. If someone con-

sumes blood, all the germs

and waste products in it may

spread through the body and

lead to such diseases as kid-

ney insufficiency or liver coma. In addition, most of the microbes carried

in the blood may cause other diseases by damaging the lining of the stom-

ach and the intestines. 

What is more, blood is not a sterile environment. To put it another

way, it is absolutely ideal for germs to grow in.79 Since microbes have ex-

cellent opportunities to feed in blood, it represents a perfect breeding

ground for them. When in equilibrium with the functions of the other flu-

ids in the body and the immune system, blood does not support micro-or-

ganisms, and therefore disease. In a healthy individual, these micro-or-

ganisms live by making use of one another inside the body. When that en-

vironment is seriously impaired - when the internal equilibrium is dam-

aged - micro-organisms may cause disease when they find the appropri-

ate surroundings. 

For example, when the blood pH level (acid and alkali balance) is im-

balanced because of poor nutrition or harmful chemicals, harmless mi-

crobes can begin to cause disease. If the body is to be healthy, the pH lev-

el of the blood should be around 7.3. Even small variations in that level

may cause that balance to be impaired. In turn, this may cause micro-or-

ganisms to become more harmful in order to adapt to their surroundings.

Blood becoming sterile is quite similar to milk souring when left outside.

Microbes already present in the blood exhibit harmful effects by

adapting to their new environment.80
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In addition to all this, blood is not suitable for use as

a food product. The level of digestible proteins such as albumin, globulin

and fibrinogen is low - just 8 grams in 100 milliliters of blood. The same

applies to fats. In addition, blood contains a high level of hemoglobin, a

complex protein that is very difficult to digest and is unacceptable to the

stomach. When blood clots, the protein fibrinogen gives rise to a plate

containing erythrocyte - red blood corpuscles. It then transforms into

“fibrin,”, one of the hardest proteins to digest. In today’s world, health ex-

perts agree that blood is unfit for human consumption in any form.  

After saying: "Unlawful for you are carrion, blood and pork, and

what has been consecrated to other than Allah, and animals which have

been strangled, and animals which have been killed by a blow, and an-

imals which have fallen to their death, and animals which have been

gored, and animals which wild beasts have eaten – except those you are

able to slaughter properly – and animals which have been sacrificed on

altars, and deciding things by means of divining arrows – that is de-

viance..." Almighty Allah goes on to say…" But if anyone is forced by

hunger, not intending any wrongdoing, Allah is Ever-Forgiving, Most

Merciful" (meaning that an exception can be made.) (Surat

al-Ma'ida, 3) 

Abiding this law of Allah, people of the time were

protected against a threat of which they were unaware.

It is clear that those who believe and trust in Allah are

more likely to prosper. Those who comply with

His commandments and prohibitions will enjoy

auspicious lives in this world and the

Hereafter, living under our Lord’s Protection

and Infinite Mercy.
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The Egyptian monarchs known as the pharaohs regarded them-

selves as divine beings. This was fundamental part of the polytheistic, su-

perstitious religious beliefs prevalent in ancient Egypt. Allah sent the

Prophet Moses (as) as  messenger to the people of Egypt at a time when

they preferred their own superstitious beliefs to the true faith, Islam. It

was also during this period of time when the ruling family of Egypt had

cruelly enslaved the Israelite tribes in their country. Although the Prophet

Moses (as) invited the rulers and the people of Egypt to the faith of the

one, true God – Allah – most  refused to abandon their pagan beliefs.

When they rejected his message, the Prophet Moses (as) reminded the

Pharaoh and his court that the wrath of Allah is something to be avoided

at all costs.  Yet, despite this dire warning from Allah’s Messenger, they

rebelled and hurled false accusations at the Prophet in their midst. They

accused Moses (as) of madness, sorcery and mendacity. Although various

tribulations were inflicted on Pharaoh and his people, they stubbornly re-

fused to submit to the one, true God. They even held the Prophet Moses

(as) responsible for what had befallen them, accusing him of cursing

their lands, and sought to exile him from Egypt. At this,

So We revealed to Moses, 'Strike the sea with your staff.' 
And it split in two, each part like a towering cliff. 

(Surat Ash-Shu'ara', 63)
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Allah told the Prophet Moses (as) and those with him to leave

where they were: 

We revealed to Moses: 'Travel with Our slaves by night. You will
certainly be pursued.' Pharaoh sent marshals into the cities:
'These people are a small group and we find them irritating and
we constitute a vigilant majority.' We expelled them from gar-
dens and springs, from treasures and a splendid situation. So it
was! And We bequeathed them to the tribe of Israel. So they pur-
sued them towards the east. (Surat ash-Shu'ara', 52-60)

As revealed in the Qur'an, the two peoples—the Israelites and the

Egyptians—came together at the end of this chase. Allah rescued the

Prophet Moses (as) and the believers with him by parting the sea, while

destroying Pharaoh and his people. Allah's assistance to the believers is

revealed as follows in the Qur'an: 

So We revealed to Moses, 'Strike the sea with your staff.' And it
split in two, each part like a towering cliff. And We brought the
others right up to it. We rescued Moses and all those who were
with him. Then We drowned the rest. There is certainly a Sign in
that yet most of them are not believers. Truly your Lord is the
Almighty, the Most Merciful. (Surat Ash-Shu'ara', 63-68)

The Arabic word "idrib," translated as "strike" in the first of these

verses, also means "to open, divide or separate." In the light of this ex-

pression and what happened subsequently, the verse may be a reference

to the formation of tsunami waves. (Allah knows the truth.) Tsunami

waves cause large amounts of water to shift and they can give way to the

emergence of earth on shallow grounds. In the time of the Prophet Moses

(as), as with the tsunami waves, the waters might have pulled back some

hundreds of meters and this might have caused the parting of the sea.

(Allah knows the truth.)

In addition, the waters are compared to mountains in the above verse.

The waters collected in a tsunami form a giant peak 81 and resemble a

mountain seen from below.  As with mountains, the base of
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this extraordinary phenomenon is very broad and strong. In tsunamis, the

depth of the water declines while the mass of the wave expands and rises

in height. Tsunamis may be up to 30 meters high. 82 It is therefore very sig-

nificant how the waters are likened to a mountain in this Qur’anic passage. 

Tsunamis are very different to the waves we are familiar with, and

are a movement of the entire depth of water. This is not generally re-

stricted to the surface, and may stretch for several kilometers. They thus

possess high levels of energy and move amazingly quickly.83 Scientific

statements say this about tsunamis: 

In fact the tsunami crest is just the very tip of a vast mass of water in
motion... Wind-driven waves and swells are confined to a shallow
layer near the ocean surface, a tsunami extends thousands of feet
deep into the ocean…. Survivors of tsunami attacks describe them as
dark "walls" of water. Impelled by the mass of water behind them,
the waves bulldoze onto the shore and inundate the coast...

... The contours of the sea floor and coastline have a pro-
found influence on the height of the waves -- some-

times with surprising and dangerous results.
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During the 1993 tsunami attack on Okushiri, Japan, the wave "run
up" on the coast averaged about 15 to 20 meters (50 - 65 feet). But in
one particular spot, the waves pushed into a V-shaped valley open
to the sea, concentrating the water in a tighter and tighter space. In
the end, the water ran up to 32 meters (90 feet) above sea level, about
the height of an 8-story office building. 84
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TSUNAMI FORMATION:

Stage 1—Beginning: If the tsunami acts like
an earthquake, the sea floor is moved up or
down. As a result the mass of water moves
up or down. 

Stage 2 —Separation: Within a few min-
utes, the tsunami that starts to form divides
in two, one part moving toward the depths
of the ocean, the other reaching the coast. 

Stage 3—Elevation: The tsunami wave
reaching the shore rises up like a huge
wave when it reaches the land. 

Stage 4- Wave impact: The leading wave
becomes pointed and appears to rise even
higher. The first part of the wave to hit the
land is convex in shape, which is why the
water initially seems to be pulling away
from the land.  

The force applied to the sea floor causes mountainous waves to
form by causing the water to rise up vertically. 



Past events described in the Qur'an are in complete agreement

with present-day historic evidence and scientific advances – this is, with-

out doubt, one of the great miracles of the Qur'an. The waters parted

when the Prophet Moses (as) and his companions needed to cross yet they

closed again over the heads of Pharaoh and his army – this is a  clear in-

stance of Allah’s Love for true believers. Indeed, the Prophet Moses (as)

displayed an excellent example of proper moral values by trusting in

Allah in that most difficult moment: 

And when the two hosts came into sight of one another Moses'
companions said, 'We will surely be overtaken!'  He said, 'Never!
My Lord is with me and He will guide me.' (Surat ash-Shu'ara',
61-62)
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The Prophet Noah (as) spent many years advising the people to

whom he was sent as a Prophet to put an end to ascribing partners to

Allah and abandon their improper behavior or they would pay a heavy

price. Even though he warned his people about the wrath of Allah sever-

al times, they still disbelieved in him and continued to worship a number

of false “gods” and idols. At this, Allah told the Prophet Noah (as) that

He would punish those who denied Him by drowning them, but that be-

lievers would be saved. The destruction of the people of Noah (as) and

the salvation of those who believed is described as follows in the Qur'an: 

But they denied him so We rescued him and those with him in
the Ark. And We drowned the people who denied Our Signs.
They were a blind people. (Surat al-A'raf, 64)

The events that took place when the time for Allah's promised pun-

ishment came are described thus: 

So when Our command came, and water bubbled up from the
earth, We said, 'Load into it a pair of every species, and your fam-
ily –except for those against whom the Word was preor-

We sent Noah to his people and he remained among them for
fifty short of a thousand years; yet the Flood engulfed them

while they were wrongdoers. (Surat al-'Ankabut, 14)
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dained– and all who believe.' But those who believed with him
were only few. (Surah Hud, 40)

The beginning of the punishment is described as when "water bub-

bled up from the earth." The Arabic word translated as "earth" is "alttan-

nooru". This describes a kind of oven made by digging a hole in the

ground, and therefore refers to the volcanic fire inside a mountain.  (Allah

knows the truth.) The Arabic word "wafara" in the verse means "burned

strongly, produced bubbles, boiled up, boiled over, produced a foam".

Therefore, the reference in the verse would seem to be to the flowing,

molten lava in the mountain. 

In another verse, the moment when Prophet Noah (as) boarded the

Ark is dubbed "when water bubbles up from the earth". This may also

be a reference to hot steam or smoke rising from a volcano immediately

before an eruption:  

We revealed to him: 'Build the Ship under Our supervision and
as We reveal. When Our command comes and water bubbles up
from the earth, load into it a pair of every species, and your fam-
ily – except for those among them against whom the Word has al-

ready gone ahead. And do not address Me concerning those
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The term “the oven gushed
forth” in the verse refers to
boiling lava being ejected from
within the mountain. (Allah
knows the truth.) 
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Photograph of the Cleveland Volcano in Alaska taken from the
International Space Station.

who do wrong. They shall be drowned. (Surat al-Muminun, 27)

The molten lava flowing in the wake of the eruption may have

caused the ice on the mountain to melt. Intense steam was caused by the

combination of heat and cold – meanwhile, the molten lava flowed into

the sea may have given rise to intense rains. Flooding was the result of

these phenomena, and sources of water on land may also have over-

flowed as a consequence of the severe rains. (Allah knows the truth.) 

So We opened the gates of heaven with torrential water and made
the earth burst forth with gushing springs. And the waters met to-
gether in a way which was decreed. We bore him on a planked
and well-caulked ship. (Surat al-Qamar, 11-13)

Whilst those who boarded the Prophet Noah’s (as) Ark were saved,

those that had rejected Allah’s Messenger was drowned. This group in-

cluded the Prophet Noah’s (as) own son who mistakenly  imagined he

could escape by seeking refuge on a mountain nearby: 

It sailed with them through mountainous waves, and Noah called
out to his son, who had kept himself apart, 'My son! Come on
board with us. Do not stay with the unbelievers!' He said, 'I will
take refuge on a mountain; It will protect me from the flood.' He



said, 'There is no protection from Allah's command today except
for those He has mercy on.' The waves surged in between them
and he was among the drowned. (Surah Hud, 42-43)

When the flood waters finally receded, the Ark settled on al-Judi,

meaning a very high place: 

It was said, 'Earth, swallow up your water!' and, 'Heaven, hold
back your rain!' And the water subsided and the affair was con-
cluded and the Ark came to land on al-judi. And it was said,
'Away with the people of the wrongdoers!' (Surah Hud, 44)

Shortly after, when the mountains stopped churning forth lava, the

waters resumed their former equilibrium as the air cooled down and

withdrew back underground. Some of the water may also have risen into

the air as water vapor. Later,

the water level returned to nor-

mal. Allah's command to the
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The words “Earth, swallow up your
water” in the verse may be a refer-
ence to water on the ground being

pulled underground, as with artesian
waters. (Allah knows the truth.) 



earth to "swallow!" and to the sky to "hold back!" summarizes this process

extremely concisely.  The Arabic word "belea," which appears in the verse

in the form "ibla’ee," means "swallow up and eliminate, pull back." The ref-

erence to the earth swallowing up its water notes the formation of subter-

ranean water sources – this all happens as the water on the surface retreats

underground again. The Arabic verb "aklaa", which takes the form

"aqli’ae" in the verse, means "the dispersal of clouds, rain stopping, or

abandoning a matter or course of action." The description is therefore one

of the air cooling down as lava stops flowing. Then rain then stops because

the water vapor level in the air returns to normal - and finally, this vapor

in the clouds disperses into the air. (Allah knows the truth.) 

This chain of events, in complete agreement with the scientific facts

only established in the last century or so, is detailed with brilliant accura-

cy in the Qur'an. It is just one of the proofs that Islam’s Holy Book—com-

prising information about many branches of science, such as geography,

geology and meteorology—is in complete harmony with the science of to-

day.
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The Arabic word "sitran" in this verse means "cover, protection, veil"

while  "lam naj’aal lahum min dooniha sitran" describes an environment de-

void of any shelter or protection against the Sun. In the light of present-

day knowledge, this is suggestive of the ozone layer that protects living

things against harmful solar rays. 

The area where the ozone layer offers the least protection against so-

lar radiation is at the poles of our planet—North and South.85 Scientific re-

search has established a severe thinning of the ozone layer at the North

Pole at the moment the Sun

rises86 and this scientific dis-

covery has been described as

Sunrise Ozone Destruction

(SOD). 87

During their research,

American scientists deter-

mined a rapid decrease in

ozone concentration at the

Until he reached the rising of the Sun and found it rising on a
people to whom We had not given any shelter from it.

(Surat al-Kahf, 90)
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moment of sunrise–when

there was no sign of any

before.88 This phenome-

non is particularly en-

countered in the North

Pole (Arctic) region. Here,

there is a massive loss of

ozone for a few hours im-

mediately after sunrise.89

The Arabic word

"matli’a" in this verse,

meaning the "place of

birth, time of birth" of the

Sun, may well be a refer-

ence to this scientific discovery about the ozone layer. (Allah knows the

truth.) The fact that this information, obtained with the 20th century high

technology, also appears in such a compatible form in the Qur'an, is yet

more proof that the Qur'an is the revelation of our Lord, the One and

Only Lord of science and technology. 
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THE DATE OF THE LUNAR LANDINGS 

The Hour (of Doomsday) has drawn near and the Moon has split. 

(Surat al-Qamar, 1)

The word "Qamar" means "Moon," and the word "Moon" appears in

the first verse of Surat al-Qamar. There are 1390 verses from that verse to

the end of the Qur'an. The year 1390 in the Islamic calendar corre-

sponds to 1969 AD, the date of the lunar landings. This, one of the great-

est landmarks in human history, was indicated fourteen centuries before-

hand. (Allah knows the truth.)

In addition, the word "inshaqqa," meaning "split," is used in this

verse. The word is derived from the root "shakka," meaning "to plow, dig

up, to turn the soil..." In the same way, the Apollo 11 spacecraft that went

to the Moon also took specimens of lunar dust back to Earth. In that sense,

the term "the Moon has split" is consistent with developments in the pre-

sent day.

Number of verses from the first verse of Surat al-Qamar 

to the end of the Qur'an = 1390

Date of the lunar landings (Islamic calendar) = 1390

(This chapter is based on Ömer Çelakıl's Kur'an-ı Kerim'in Sırları [The Secrets of the
Qur’an] [Merkez Gazete Dergi Basım Press, 2003] and Kur'an-ı Kerim'in Şifresi [The

Code of the Qur’an] [Sınır Ötesi Press 2002])
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THE ORBIT OF THE MOON

The word "Qamar," a direct reference to the Moon, appears a total of

27 times. The elliptical orbit of the Moon around the Earth also takes 27

days. But this is not a number that someone looking from Earth could ac-

tually determine. Because there is

a 29-day period between full

moons, it used to be thought it

took the Moon this amount of

time to travel around the Earth.

However, the reality is that whilst

the Moon revolves around the

Earth, the Earth is also orbiting

the Sun. Interestingly, because of

the movement of the Earth, the

Moon completes its orbit with a

delay of 2 days. This is another

reference in the Qur'an consistent with modern astronomical findings.

(Allah knows the truth.)

THE RATIO OF THE SEA TO THE LAND

The ratio of the appearances of the words "sea" and "land" in the

Qur'an is identical to the ratio between sea and land in modern science.

The continents had not yet been discovered at the time the Qur'an was

sent down, and it was impossible to determine the ratio between the land

and sea. Even such a large continent as America was only discovered in

the 15th century. 

Number of times the word "Moon" appears in the Qur'an = 27

Time it takes the Moon to travel round the Earth (in days) = 27

This photograph of the Earth, taken by
Bill Anders, one of the crew of Apollo 8,
on December 24, 1968, was taken from the
surface of the Moon. (NASA)
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The word "land" appears 13 times in the Qur'an, while

"sea" appears 32 times. These numbers total 45. If we divide the number

of references to land in the Qur'an, 13, by 45, the result is 28.8888888889%.

When we divide the number of references to sea in the Qur'an, 32, by 45,

the result is 71.1111111111%. These ratios are the exact ones that apply be-

tween water and dry land on Earth.

The repetition of these words in the Qur'an may be an indication that

the Earth is 71% covered in water and 29% in dry land. (Allah knows the

truth.) It has only been possible to arrive at this ratio in the present day,

thanks to detailed satellite photos and intricate computer calculations.

THE STAR SIRIUS 

"Sirius", the brightest star in the night sky, appears as "Shi'ira," mean-

ing "star" in verse 49 of Surat an-Najm:  

That it is He Who is the Lord of Sirius [Shi'ira]. (Surat an-Najm, 49)

The fact that the word "Sirius," or "Shi'ra" in Arabic, appears only in

the 49th verse is particularly noteworthy. Because, based on the irregu-

larities in Sirius' orbit, scientists discovered it is actually a binary star.

Therefore, Sirius is actually two stars, known as Sirius A and Sirius B. One

feature of Sirius B is that cannot be seen by telescope.

The stars in Sirius system follow a course toward one another in the

shape of a bow, and hang in the sky by approaching one another every

49.9 years. This scientific data has been unanimously confirmed by the as-

tronomy departments at the universities of Harvard, Ottawa and

Leicester.90 Yet this scientific fact that only emerged toward

Number of times the word "land" appears in the Qur'an = 13

Number of times the word "sea" appears in the Qur'an = 32

Proportion of dry land to sea covering the Earth = 13/45 = 29%

Proportion of sea to dry land on Earth = 32/45 = 71%

Ha run Yah ya (Ad nan Ok tar)
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the end of the 20th century

was miraculously referred to in the

Qur'an to a Prophet in the middle of

the Arabian Peninsula fourteen cen-

turies ago. This miracle appears

when we read the 9th and 49th verses

of Surat al-Najm together.

That it is He Who is the Lord
of Sirius. (Surat an-Najm, 49)

He was two bow-lengths
away or even closer. (Surat an-
Najm, 9)

The term "kana qaba qawsayni aw adna," in the ninth verse, translat-

ed as "two bow-lengths away or even closer," may be a reference to these

two stars drawing closer to one another in their courses. (Allah knows

the truth.) This scientific fact, which could not possibly have been known

at the time of the revelation of the Qur'an, proves once again that the

Qur'an is the word of our Almighty Lord. 

THE ATOMIC NUMBER OF IRON

Iron is one of the elements mentioned in the Qur'an. Allah says this

in the Surah called "al-Hadid," or "Iron:" 

... And We sent down iron in which there lies great force and
which has many uses for mankind... (Surat al-Hadid, 25)

The star Sirius appears in the Surah called an-Najm, meaning "Star."

The stars comprising Sirius approach one another in their courses

once every 49.9 years. This astronomic phenomenon is 

indicated in verses 49 and 9 of Surat an-Najm.

The star Sirius A, in front, 
is larger than Sirius B. (NASA)
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The word "anzalna," meaning "to send down," may al-
so be thought of in the figurative sense of being placed at the service

of human beings. But bearing in mind the true meaning of the word,
which is "physically descending from the sky,"—used for rain and solar
rays - then the verse can be seen to contain a hugely significant scientific
miracle. Because modern astronomical findings have revealed that the
iron on Earth came from giant stars in outer space.91 (For details see,
Miracles of the Qur'an, 4th edition, Harun Yahya)

In addition, Surat al-Hadid also refers to the chemical symbol for
iron. Because verse 15, in the exact middle of the Surah, begins with the
Arabic letter "Fe," which is how iron is known to chemists. 

In addition, the number emerging from a numerological [abjad] cal-
culation of the words "al-Hadid," is the same as the number of the Surah:

"57." A calculation of the word "hadid" alone produces the
number 26. And this corresponds to the number of iron in
the periodic table. The Qur'an, which contains the revelation
of our Omniscient Lord, refers both to the formation of iron
and to its atomic number. (Allah knows the truth.)

THE ROTATION OF THE EARTH 
AROUND THE SUN: 365 DAYS

The word "day, "yawm" in Arabic appears 365 times in the Qur'an. It

also takes the Earth 365 days to orbit the Sun.

The fact that the word "day" appears 365 times in the Qur'an is very

important in terms of its providing information about the Earth's orbit

hundreds of years ago. The repetition of the word "day" 365

Al-Hadid is the 57th Surah of the Qur'an, 

and the numerical value of the words al-Hadid is also 57. 

The value of the word "hadid" alone is 26, and this is also the 

atomic number of iron.
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times may be a reference to the 365-day relationship be-

tween the Earth and Sun. (Allah knows the truth.)

GENDER AND THE 23rd CHROMOSOME PAIR 

The genetic make-up of human beings and

other living things depends on their chromosomes

- and the genetic data in these chromosomes, found

in DNA. Gender is dependent on the 23rd chromo-

some pair. In other words, the difference between a

man and a woman stems from the 23rd chromo-

some pair. If a person's 23rd chromosome id ex-

pressed in the form XX she is female, and if in the

form XY, then he is male.

The Qur'an makes reference to the 23rd chro-

mosome that determines the difference between

male and female thus: The word "man" and the

word "woman" both appear 23 times in the Qur'an. This discovery about

chromosomes, made only in recent decades, was reported hundreds of

years beforehand in the Qur'an by way of the number 23. In short, it is

this crucial number which marks the basic difference between male and

female. (Allah knows the truth.)

The words "man" and "woman" both appear 23 times in the Qur'an.

The 23rd chromosome is the main element that determines an individ-

ual's gender.

The word "day (yavm)" appears 365 times in the Qur'an.

It takes the Earth 365 days to orbit the Sun.

Miracles Of The Quran

The twenty-third
chromosome deter-
mines gender in hu-
man beings. The
words “woman” and
“man” are each re-
peated separately 23
times in the Qur’an.



THE SPUTNIK RISING TO THE SKIES 

The first ever satellite, "Sputnik 1," was launched in 1957. Verse 19:57

(Surah Maryam, 57) of the Qur'an, amazingly, refers to rising and being

raised.

We raised him up to a high place. (Surah Maryam, 57)

The term "rafa'nahu" in this verse is derived from the verb "refea," mean-

ing "to raise, lift up or elevate." On the other hand, the word "aliyyan" in the

verse bears the meaning of "high, very high" in addition to "great." When we

consider this verse by itself, therefore, it means "being raised into a very high

place." In that respect, verse 19:57 may be a reference to the launching into the

sky of the spacecraft Sputnik 1 in 1957. (Allah knows the truth.)

THE GENETIC CODE OF THE BEE

It is scientifically established that all the bees in the world have the same

number of chromosomes-and that never changes. Male and female animals

generally have the same number of chromosomes. But the bee is slightly differ-

ent: the male bee has 16 single chromosomes and the female bee 16 pairs.92

The bee is thus different in this respect, that of chromosome number.

This difference is indicated in the Qur'an thus: (Allah knows the truth.) The

Surah "Nahl," meaning bee, is the sixteenth  Surah of the Qur'an, and “16” is

the number of chromosomes these animals possess. 

Surat an-Nahl, meaning "Bee," is the 16th Surah. 

The bee has 16 chromosomes.

Verse 19:57 of the Qur'an speaks of "raising to a high place."

"Sputnik 1," the first unmanned satellite, was launched in 1957.
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HALLEY'S COMET AND 76 YEARS

One of the greatest developments in modern astronomy is the dis-

covery of Halley's Comet. The 18th-century scientist Edmund Halley dis-

covered that the comet comes around every 76 years. With that discovery,

Halley established that comets have astronomical orbits. The name

"Halley" by which the comet is known, appears in a most striking way in

verse 76 of Surat al-An'am in the Qur'an: 

When night covered him he saw a star and said, 'This is my Lord!'
Then when it set he said, "I do not love what sets." (Sura An'am,
76) 

The letters that make up the word "Halley" appear for the first time

in the Qur'an in this verse. Furthermore, the reference to a "setting" star is

highly significant. What is more, the Arabic word "kawkaban," meaning

"star," appears right next to the letters comprising "Halley."
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Seventy-six, the number of the related

verse, on the other hand, may indicate seventy-

six years, which is Halley's orbital period. (Allah

knows the truth.) The verse number “76” repre-

sents the Halley comet: Halley becomes visible

from the Earth every 76 years. In short, its orbital

period is 76. For this reason, that Halley is men-

tioned for the first time in the Qur'an in the 76th

verse seems to be a great miracle of Allah.

HEMOGLOBIN AND IRON  

At the time the Qur'an was revealed, nobody was aware of the mol-

ecule hemoglobin. There was no such medical term in existence.

Hemoglobin transports oxygen and carbon dioxide in the blood through-

out the human body. In addition, it gives blood its red

color. It was only discovered in the 19th century. 

Hemoglobin forms thanks to the element iron (Fe)

in our bodies and is of vital importance to the perfor-

mance of vital functions. The element iron (Fe) pre-

sent in the middle of hemoglobin binds itself to

oxygen and thus carries oxygen in the

blood. For that reason, the hemo-

globin molecule can be consid-

ered together with the element

iron. 

In verse 25 of Surat al-Fath, the

letters comprising the words Fe

(iron) and hemoglobin miraculously

appear side by side. In addition, the

letters comprising hemoglobin

do not appear side by

Ha run Yah ya (Ad nan Ok tar)
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side in any other verse. This exceptional circumstance is

one of the proofs of the Creation of Almighty Allah, the Lord of the past

and future, He who is unfettered by time and space. 

* The word hemoglobin is written almost the same in Turkish, Arabic, English and other
languages. The letters comprising the word hemoglobin appear side by side from left to
right.

THE OZONE LAYER 

The word "ozone" is written and read in just about the same way in

Arabic, Turkish and other foreign languages. The letters that comprise the

word ozone appear side by side in the 6th verse of Surat al-Jinn. Moreover,

the verses that follow refer to the "protective" nature of the sky:

We tried, as usual, to travel to heaven in search of news but found
it filled with fierce guards and meteors. (Surat al-Jinn, 8)

The "guards" in the sky are highly compatible with the role of the

ozone layer within the Earth’s atmosphere. In short, it is the protective

layer in the sky, keeping harmful rays away from the Earth. The appear-

ance - side by side - of the letters that comprise the world ozone, and in

the above verse that refers to the "protective" nature of the sky, cannot be

explained by chance. This is a miracle created in the Qur'an by our Lord.

Miracles Of The Quran



THE RETINA: 
THE LAYER OF THE EYE   

The retina is a layer of the eye that contains cells that allow us to see.

At the time of the revelation of the Qur'an, this layer that made sight pos-

sible was unknown and the term “retina” was not in use. Yet the letters

that comprise the word "retina"

appear - side by side - in only one

place in the Qur'an, in verse 8 of

Surah Fatir. This verse also refers

to "seeing," for which reason

there is a strong possibility that it

refers to the retina. (Allah knows

the truth.) 

And what of him the evil of whose actions seem fine to him so
that he sees them as good? Allah misguides whoever He wills and
guides whoever He wills. So do not let yourself waste away out
of regret for them. Allah knows what they do… (Surah Fatir, 8)

This verse, which contains the word "retina", refers to the Arabic

verb "raa," meaning "to see." The 19th verse contains the sentence "The

blind and seeing are not the same." Damage to the retina can lead to per-

manent blindness. The following verse refers to "nor are darkness and

light." That term is highly significant in terms of the formation of the reti-

na's light-sensitive calls. All these terms regarding sight are very rare in

the Qur'an. The fact that the word "retina" appears only in these verses

out of thousands, is another of Allah's Miracles in the Qur'an. 
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DNA AND THE BEGINNING OF 
GENETIC HISTORY 

The term DNA (Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid) is an abbreviation scien-

tists use when talking about the genetic material in living things. The be-

ginning of the science of genetics dates back to genetic laws drawn up by

the scientist Mendel in 1865. The date, a turning point in the history of sci-

ence, is referred to in Surat al-Kahf, verse 18:65. 

When the appearance of the letters D-N-A (Dal-

Nun-Alif in Arabic) side by side in places in the Qur'an is examined, they

appear most frequently in this particular verse. The letters D-N-A appear

side by side three times in this verse, in a unique manner. In no other

verse of the Qur'an do the letters "DNA" appear consecutively so often. 

The number of this exceptional verse in which the term DNA ap-

pears so strikingly is 18:65. These numbers are an expression of the date

when the science of genetics began. This is unlikely to be a coincidence.

Because only in verse 18:65 of the Qur'an do the letters "DNA" appear

three times consecutively. This is something miraculous, because the sci-

entific world only came up with the name DNA (Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid)

comparatively recently. 

In Surat al-Kahf, which refers to DNA and the year 1865 when the

science of genetics began, DNA is repeated 7 times, as is RNA (the Arabic

letters Ra-Nun-Alif). Like DNA, the RNA molecule is a molecule giving

rise to genetic structure. For that reason, the appearance of DNA and

RNA an equal number of times in this Surat is further proof that these

molecules were referred to in the Qur'an hundreds of years ago. (Allah

knows the truth.) 
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SAND DUNES AND THE PLANET MARS

The word "Ahqaf," one of the Surah of the Qur'an literally means

"sand dunes." In astronomy, one of the first characteristics that come to

mind when the planet Mars is mentioned is the giant collections of sand,

or giant "sand dunes" on its surface. These make Mars completely differ-

ent to the other eight planets. 

An examination of the se-

quence of letters in verse 23 of

Surat al-Ahqaf shows that the

Arabic letters Mim, Alif, Ra and

Sin appears side by side to make

the word Mars. 

The way these letters appear in Surat al-

Ahqaf, a word meaning "sand dunes," one of

the most striking features of the planet Mars,

is highly noteworthy. Additionally, it is not

just Mars that appears in this Surah, but also

its satellite "Deimos." The letters that make up

the name of "Deimos," which orbits Mars, ap-

pear side by side in verse 30 of Surat al-Ahqaf.

These things are all examples of the infinite

knowledge and wisdom our Lord. 

QUANTUM PHYSICS

At the time of the revelation of the Qur'an, quantum physics and

atomic sub-articles were unknown. But the Qur'an, extraordinarily, con-

tains indications of all past and future sciences within its Arabic text. A

further example of this can be seen in verses 37 and 39 of Surat al-Kahf, in

which the names and weights of these fundamental particles are indicat-

ed in a miraculous manner. (Allah knows the truth.)
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The letters that make up the word "neutron" (the

Arabic letters Nun-Te-Re-Nun) appear consecutively in only two verses

in the whole of the Qur'an. One of these is in verse 18:39, which itself ex-

presses the "neutron mass = 1839 me."

As we have seen, verse 39 of Surat al-Kahf contains references to

both the name of the neutron and, in terms of the verse number, of the

neutron mass. (Allah knows the truth.) These letters appear consecutive-

ly in none of the other thousands of verses, and only in verse 18:39 does

the word "neutron" appear. 

The same thing applies to the "proton." The letters comprising the

word "proton" (the Arabic letters Be-Re-Te-Nun) appear in relatively

greater numbers in the Qur'an compared to the neutron. Only in verse 37

of Surat al-Kahf, verse 18:37, in other words, do the letters comprising the

word consecutively from left to right. The proton mass is "1836-1837 me"

and is generally taken as "1837 me." Therefore, the number of this verse

could be a direct reference to the mass of the proton, "1837 me." (Allah

knows the truth.)
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The words "neutron" and "proton" are written es-

sentially the same way in Turkish, English, Arabic and other

languages. Another verse that refers to these particles that

comprise atoms reads as follows:

… Not even the smallest speck eludes your Lord, either
on Earth or in heaven. Nor is there anything smaller than
that, or larger, which is not in a Clear Book. (Surah Yunus, 61)

UNDERGROUND ENERGY RESOURCES:
PETROL

Petrol, the one of the most important sources of energy, was first re-

ferred to by that name in a book titled De Re Metallica (On the Nature of

Minerals.) This work was published in 1556 by the German Georgius

Agricola. Bearing this in mind, it is important to note that the Qur’an con-

tains critical references to these valuable energy resource, which were

named hundreds of years later after the lifetime of the Prophet

Muhammad (saas)  (Allah knows the truth.)

The letters that comprise the word "petrol" appear side by side in on-

ly one verse of the Qur'an. The Arabic words "fee thulumati al-ardi" in

verse 59 of Surat al-An'am, meaning "the darkness of the earth," appear in

the same verse and suggest the subterranean formation of petrol. 

... He knows everything in the land and sea. No leaf falls without
His knowing it. There is no seed in the darkness of the earth, and
nothing moist or dry which is not in a Clear Book. (Surat al-
An'am, 59)
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The word “petrol”—which began being used on-

ly in recent decades—is written or read in the same way

whether in Turkish, English or Arabic. It is the also the

same in many other languages all over the world.

So how is petrol formed? According to modern

scientific findings, it emerges after a lengthy period of

time from the remains of either plants or animals.

Another verse of the Qur'an that suggests this reads:

He Who brings forth green pasture, then makes it blackened
stubble. (Surat al-A'la, 4-5)

(For a more detailed account, see Harun Yahya, Allah's Miracles in the

Qur'an, Vol. 1, 8th edition, July 2006)

THE INVENTION OF TELEVISION

Television transmissions take place by electromagnetic waves trav-

elling at the speed of light reaching our homes. Television waves are so

fast that live transmissions from many kilometers away can be made al-

most instantaneously. Surat an-Naml of the Qur'an describes how the

Prophet Solomon (as) had the throne of a queen in a far-distant country

brought to him instantaneously in a miraculous manner, in a manner

reminiscent of the above technology:

He who possessed knowledge of the Book said, 'I will bring it to
you before your glance returns to you.' And when he saw it stand-
ing firmly in his presence, he said, 'This is part of my Lord's fa-
vor to test me to see if I will give thanks or show ingratitude...
(Surat an-Naml, 40)

When reading this verse, the ideas of teleportation or image trans-

mission —television—immediately spring to mind. Some letters in Surat

an-Naml, in which this phenomenon is described, come together in a

mysterious manner to comprise the word "television."
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The letters that constitute the word television appear side by side,

from left to right, in verse 17 of Surat an-Naml, which itself refers to the

Prophet Solomon (as). The word “television” – like some examples in pre-

vious chapters - is written and pronounced in more or less the same way

in Turkish, English, Arabic and many other other languages. Looking at

the sequence of letters here and the passages cited, we see a miracle that

cannot possibly occur by chance. It seems that each one of these instances

is a sign for those who study the Qur'an that still grater mysteries may lie

concealed within it. In one verse, our Almighty Lord says this of the Holy

Qur'an:

If all the trees on earth were pens and all the sea, with seven more
seas besides, was ink Allah's words still would not run dry. Allah
is Almighty, All-Wise. (Surah Luqman, 27)

THE DURATION OF ROTATION OF 
VENUS AND MARS 

Venus and Mars are the names of the closest and second-closest

planets to the Earth. In the Qur'an, the letters that make up the present-

day names of these planets are set out in such a way as to indicate the

speed of their rotation. 

The letters that make up the name Venus (Waaw-Alif-Nuun-Alif-Shiin

in Arabic) appear side by side in verse 72 of Surat al-Anfal. The next se-

quence of letters spelling out the word “Venus” appears in verse 3 of

Surah Hud. There are 243 verses between these two. It takes
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Venus exactly 243 days to revolve around its own axis. In

other words, the revolution starts all over again after 243 days. The letters

comprising the word Venus appear 243 verses after their first appearance

in the Qur'an. 

The same sequencing applies to Mars. The letters that comprise the

word Mars (Miim-Alif-Raa-Shiin in Arabic) first appear side by side in

verse 44 of Surat al-Mu'minun. The next time the sequence appears is in

verse 45. In other words, they appear just 1 verse later. It takes the planet

Mars just 1 day to revolve around its own axis. 

Only modern astronomy has allowed us to understand the length of

time it takes for Mars and Venus to respectively revolve around their own

axes. These periods were discovered by astronomers hundreds of
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The letters comprising the word “Venus” 
appear side by side from right to left in verse
72 of Surat al-Anfal. 

The letters comprising the word “Venus” appear side by side from
right to left in verse 3 of Surah Hud. 

The letters comprising the word Mars appear
side by side from right to left in verse 44 of
Surat al-Mu'minun. 

The letters comprising the word Mars appear side by side from right to
left in verse 45 of Surat al-Mu'minun. 



years after the revelation of the Qur'an. The names

“Venus” and “Mars” used in modern astronomy appear as “al-Merrikh”

and “az-Zuhra” in order in the Arabic text. Different societies had differ-

ent names for these planets at the time of the revelation of the Qur'an. The

appearance of these famous planetary names in a book, like the Qur'an,

which was revealed nearly 1400 years ago is therefore miraculous. These

extraordinary sequences in the Qur'an once again confirm that the Qur'an

is the revelation of Almighty Allah. In Surat as-Sajda Almighty Allah

states:

"The revelation of the Book, without any doubt of it, is from the
Lord of the worlds. Or do they say, 'He has invented it'? No in-
deed! It is the truth from your Lord to warn a people to whom, be-
fore you, no warner came, so that hopefully they will be guided."
(Sur as-Sajda, 2-3)
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The entire universe, the Earth we live on and all living and inani-

mate entities are made up of various combinations of elements. Although

the atoms that comprise the elements are all made up of the same parti-

cles, they possess exceedingly diverse characteristics. What essentially

makes the elements different from one another is their atomic numbers—

in short, the number of protons in their nuclei. There is one proton in hy-

drogen, the lightest element, 2 in helium, the next lightest, 79 in gold, 8 in

an oxygen atom and 26 in iron. The property that differentiates gold from

iron, or iron from oxygen is merely the number of protons in their re-

spective atoms. The air we breathe, the human body, any plant or animal

or planet in space, living or inanimate, sweet or sour, solid or liquid: ab-

solutely everything is made up of protons, neutrons and electrons within

Allah's Sublime Creation. (For details see The Miracle of the Atom [Ta-Ha

Publishers Ltd])

"Hadid"—one of the Surahs in the Qur'an – literally means "iron," one

of the elements. Other elements and their atomic numbers and masses are

also indicated in this Surah. (Allah knows the truth.) To put it another

way, Surat al-Hadid contains information about the atoms which consti-

tute the very matter that makes up the universe. The provision of this in-

formation, at a time when the elements and their atomic numbers had not

been discovered, is yet another spectacular miracle of the Qur'an. 

(This section is based on Ömer Çelakıl's book "Building Blocks of the Universe in the
Holy Qur'an" and contains calculations the accuracy of which has been confirmed.)



The sequence of the Arabic letters in Surat al-Hadid

represent expressions containing our Lord's Commands—and it also car-

ried pertinent scientific advice on the one hand and references concerning

atoms on the other. 

This study was conducted taking the Arabic letter "Ra" as the "R" in

Western alphabets or "Mim" as the letter "M." The sequence of the letters

representing the element is not considered. It is sufficient for the letters to

appear side by side. This is because the letters in the element Kr, for ex-

ample, do not represent another element by the name of "Rk." 

Ha run Yah ya (Ad nan Ok tar)

Scientists have identi-
fied 92 natural ele-
ments. Artificial ele-
ments have also been
obtained by various
experiments in recent
times, but these are
seldom found on
Earth. 
To date, the existence
of 110 elements has
been verified by the
International Union of
Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC). 



RA DON = 86Rn

The element Radon (Rn) was discovered by the German

chemist Friedrich E. Dorn in 1900, hundreds of years after the

revelation of the Qur'an. The element is rarely found in nature.

Radon is radioactive element and used in medical treatments. 

ZIRCONIUM =  40Zr
Zirconium (Zr) was discovered by the German

chemist Martin Heinrich Klaproth in 1789. Of

course, nobody in 7th Century Arabia would

have known about Klaproth or Zirconium or its

scientific make-up. Therefore, a Qur’anic reference to this ele-

ment, used in the cores of nuclear reactors, hundreds of years

beforehand, is certainly a considerable miracle. There are 40

letters between the first time that the letters "Z" and "R" ap-

pear together and the beginning of the verse. The atomic

number of Zirconium, chemical symbol Zr, is 40. There are

also 91 letters between the first time the letters "Z" and "R" come

together and the end of the actual verse – and remarkably, that

number is the atomic weight of Zirconium. 

Number of letters from the beginning of the verse until the letters 

"Rn" appear: 86

Atomic number of the element "Rn": 86
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TANTALUM =  73Ta

The element Tantalum (Ta) was discovered by the
Swedish chemist Anders Ekeberg in 1802. It is a very tough,
durable element with a very high melting point. It is there-
fore used in such areas as electrics and electronics as it can

withstand a great deal of heat. In addition, since this element does not re-
act with bodily fluids, it is also employed regular in many famous medi-
cines. This element, discovered centuries after the revelation of the
Qur'an, is one of the rarest in nature.

There are 73 letters from the beginning of the verse to the first time
the letters "T" and "A" appear together—and quite amazingly, that figure
is the atomic number of Tantalum.

Number of letters between the beginning of the verse and the letters "Ta": 73

Atomic number of the element "Ta": 73

Number of letters between the beginning of the verse and the letters Zr: 40 

Atomic number of the element "Zr": 40

(Surat al-Hadid, 13)

(Surat al-Hadid, 16)



FLUORINE = 9F

The element Fluorine (F) was discovered by the French

chemist Henri Moissan in 1886. There are 9 letters between

the beginning of the verse and the first appearance of the let-

ter "F" in Surat al-Hadid.

OXYGEN = 8O

Oxygen is one of the most common elements on Earth.

It was officially discovered in 1770 by two scientists, work-

ing separately: the Swiss Carl Scheele and the Brit, Joseph

Priestley. There are 8 letters from the beginning of the verse

to the first letter "O" in Surat al-Hadid. "O" is represented by the letter Alif

in Arabic. The symbol of Oxygen is "O" and its atomic number 8.

Number of letters between the beginning of the verse and the letter "O": 8

Atomic number of the element "O": 8

Number of letters between the beginning of the verse and the Letter "F": 9

Atomic number of the element "F": 9
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SAMARIUM = 62Sm

The French scientist Paul Lecoq de Boisbaudran dis-

covered the element Samarium (Sm) in 1879. In the Surah

the letters "S" and "M" first come together after the 62nd let-

ter. These letters appear together as "M" and "S." But there is

no element bearing the abbreviation Ms, the reverse of Sm. 

POTASSIUM = 39K

The British chemist Sir Humphrey Davy first obtained

the element Potassium (K) using electrolysis in 1807.

Potassium is a requirement for plants, animals and also the

human body. It can be found quite easily as it is commonly

found in the world of nature. It also has a wide field of application, from

the making of explosives to the production of medicine.

There are 39 letters between the beginning of Surat al-Hadid and the

first appearance of the letter "K," that figure being the element's atomic

mass. In addition there are 19 letters between the beginning of the verse and

here. It is also noteworthy that this is the atomic number of the element K.

Number of letters between the beginning of the verse and the letter "K": 39

Atomic mass of the element "K": 39

Number of letters from the beginning of the verse to the letters "Sm": 62

Atomic number of the element "Sm": 62
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SULFUR = 32S

The element Sulfur (S) is found in high levels in the bod-

ies of living things and can also be found in abundance in soil.

There are 32 letters in Surat al-Hadid up to the first letter "S".

That figure is also the atomic mass of the element Sulfur.

* The conjunction "and" is not included in the calculation.

ERBIUM =  167Er

The element Erbium (Er) was discovered by the

Swedish chemist Carl Gustaf Mosander in 1843. The letters

"E" and "R" first appear together 167 letters after the begin-

ning of the verse. Erbium has an atomic mass of 167. 

Number of letters from the beginning of the verse to the letters "Er": 167

Atomic mass of the element "Er": 167

Number of letters between the beginning of the verse and 
the first appearance of the letter "S": 32

Atomic mass of the element "S": 32
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NEODYMIUM = 60Nd

The Australian scientist Carl F. Auer von Welsbach

succeeded in obtaining the element Neodymium (Nd) in

1885. There are 60 letters between the first time the letters

"N" and "D" appear together in Surat al-Hadid and the end

of the verse. This figure is the atomic number of the element Nd. 

VANADIUM = 23V

The element Vanadium (V) was discovered in 1801 by

the Mexican scientist Andres Manuel del Rio and by the

Swedish chemist Nils Gabriel Sefstrom in 1830. Vanadium is

one of the fundamental elements in the body. There are 23

letters to the end of the verse from the letter V. This figure represents the

atomic number of Vanadium. 

Number of letters from the letter "V" to the end of the verse: 23

Atomic number of the element "V": 23

Number of letters between the letters "Nd" and the end of the verse: 60

Atomic number of the element "Nd": 60
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GALLIUM = 69Ga

The French chemist Paul Emile Lecoq de Boisbaudran
discovered the element Gallium (Ga) in 1875 using spectral
bands. Gallium is used in such spheres as electronics and
once again, in the production of medicine. There are 69 let-

ters to the end of the verse from the point at which the letters "G" and "A"
appear together in Surat al-Hadid. This number – 69 - is also the atomic
number of Gallium. 

NITROGEN = 14N

Nitrogen (N), discovered by the Scottish scientist
Daniel Rutherford in 1772, makes up 78% of the atmos-
phere. It is also present in the Sun and various stars in the
universe. Nitrogen occupies an important place in the struc-

tures of living things and is found in such vital components as protein
and nucleic acid. There are 14 letters from the letter "N" in Surat al-Hadid
to the end of the verse. 14 is also the atomic number of Nitrogen. There

Number of letters to the end of the verse from the letters "Ga": 69

Atomic number of the element "Ga": 69
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are 7 letters between the second and third letters "N" – it is
worthy of note that this is also the atomic number of Nitrogen. 

BISMUTH = 83Bi

Bismuth (Bi) is one of the elements referred to in the

Qur'an hundreds of years ago. (Allah knows the truth.) A

rare element, Bismuth is used in a wide range of fields, from

medicine to nuclear reactors and from cosmetics to electric

circuits. In Surat al-Hadid, there are 83 letters between the points where

the letters "B" and "I" appear together.

Number of letters between the letters "Bi": 83

Atomic number of the element "Bi": 83

Number of letters from the letter "N" to the end of the verse: 14

Atomic number of the element "N": 14

(Surat al-Hadid, 7-8)

(Surat al-Hadid, 3)
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CHROMIUM = 24Cr

Chromium (Cr) was discovered in 1797 by Louis-

Nicolas Vauquelin. There are a total of 24 words between

the first and second appearances, consecutively, of the let-

ter C and R in Surat al-Hadid. Therefore, it is noteworthy

that the atomic number of Chromium is 24. 

ASTATINE = 85At

The element Astatine (At) was discovered by three sci-

entists in 1940. As with other elements, its atomic number

appearing in the Surah is one of the miracles of the Qur'an.

There are 85 letters between the second and third appear-

ances side by side of the letters A and T, which represent Astatine. This

figure is at the same time the atomic number of Astatine.

Letters between the letters "At": 85

Atomic number of the element "At": 85

Number of words between the letters "Cr": 24

Atomic number of the element "Cr": 24

(Surat al-Hadid, 4)



LITHIUM = 6Li

The Swedish chemist Johan August Arfwedson discov-

ered the element Lithium (Li) in 1817. This element repre-

sents some 0.002% of the Earth's crust. Lithium is required

by many industrial companies and is also used in a wide

range of other fields - such as manufacturing batteries, freezers and arti-

ficial rubber and also in the production of medicine.

Interestingly, there are 6 words between the first time the letters "L"

and "I" appear side by side in Surat al-Hadid and the beginning of the

verse. This figure - 6 - is also the atomic number of Lithium. 

Number of words between the beginning of the verse and the letters "Li": 6

Atomic mass of the element "Li": 6
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HAFNIUM = 178Hf

The Dutch physicist Dirk Coster and the Hungarian

chemist Georg de Hevesy discovered the element Hafnium

(Hf) in 1923. Particular use is made of it in nuclear reactors.

The element is also found in the Sun's atmosphere. 

There are 178 words between the beginning of Surat al-Hadid and where

the letters "H" and "F" appear consecutively. Hafnium's atomic mass is 178.

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

INDIUM = 114In

The element Indium (In) was first discovered in 1863 by

the scientists Hieronymus Theodor Richter and Ferdinand

Reich. Discovered hundreds of years after the revelation of the

Qur'an, Indium is found in very small quantities in nature.

There are 114 words from the beginning of Surat al-Hadid to where

the letters "I" and "N" appear side by side. This figure is also the atomic

mass of Indium.

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

Number of words between the beginning of the Surah and 

the appearance of the letters "In": 114

Atomic mass of the element "In": 114

Number of words from the beginning of the Surah until the letters "Hf": 178

Atomic mass of the element "Hf": 178

(Surat al-Hadid, 11)



STRONTIUM = 87Sr

Non-radioactive Strontium was first discovered in

Scotland in 1790 by Adair Crawford and William

Cruikshank. There are 87 words between the beginning of

Surat al-Hadid and where the letters "S" and "R" appear to-

gether. 87 is the atomic mass of Strontium.

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

ACTINIUM = 89Ac

Discovered in 1899 by the French scientist Andre

Debierne, Actinium (Ac) is a rare, radioactive element. This

element, which emits blue rays in the dark, is a glowing

white-silver in color. There are 89 words from the beginning

of Surat al-Hadid to the first time the letters "A" and "C" appear together.

That figure is also the atomic number of the element Actinium.

Number of words between the beginning of the Surah and 

the letters "Sr": 87

Atomic mass of the element "Sr": 87
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* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

THORIUM = 90Th

Thorium (Th) is a radioactive element discovered in

1828 by the Swedish chemist Jons Jacob Berzelius. It is used

as a source of energy in nuclear devices.

The atomic number of the element Thorium is 90. There

are 90 words between the beginning of Surat al-Hadid and the first time

the letters "T" and "H" appear side by side. This may also be too strong a

link to be a mere coincidence. 

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

Number of words between the beginning of the Surah and 

the letters "Th": 90

Atomic number of the element "Th": 90

Number of words from the beginning of the Surah to the letters "Ac": 89

Atomic number of the element "Ac": 89

Miracles Of The Quran
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LUTETIUM = 71Lu

Lutetium (Lu) was discovered in 1907 by Auer von

Welsbach and Georges Urbain. There are 71 words from the be-

ginning of Surat al-Hadid to the letters L and U that represent

the element. The atomic number of Lutetium (Lu) is also 71.

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

NICKEL = 58 Ni

The element pure nickel (Ni) was first isolated in 1751

by the Swedish scientist Axel Fredrik Cronstedt. Harder

than iron, nickel is best-known for being incredibly resistant

to rust and decay. Nickel is used in many fields, from high-

resistance industrial equipment to metal coins. 

There are 58 letters between the first time the letters "N" an "I" appear

in Surat al-Hadid and the end of the verse. That figure is also the atomic

mass of Nickel.

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

Number of words from the beginning of the Surah to the letters "Lu": 71

Atomic number of the element "Lu": 71

Number of words between the end of the verse and the letters "Ni": 58

Atomic mass of the element "Ni": 58

(Surat al-Hadid, 5)
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BERYLLIUM = 9Be

Beryllium (Be) was discovered by Louis-Nicolas Vauquelin

in 1798. This element, which is actually very rare in nature, is used

in nuclear devices, rockets and space vehicles. 

There are 9 words between where the letters "B" and "E" ap-

pear together and the end of the verse, and that figure also constitutes the atom-

ic mass of Beryllium.

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

Number of words between the letters "Be" and the end of the verse: 9

The atomic mass of the element "Be": 9

(Surat al-Hadid, 27)

(Surat al-Hadid, 10)
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SODIUM = 11Na

Humphry Davy discovered the element Sodium (Na) in
1807, using electrolysis. Sodium atoms are found in a great
many objects - from the salt we eat to the stars in space. The
sodium atoms in the cells in the human body perform a vital

function. The presence of a certain amount of sodium in the human body is
essential for a normal flow of water between cells and bodily fluids, tissue
formation and muscle contraction.

There are 11 words between the point where the letters "N" and "A" oc-
cur together in Surat al-Hadid and the end of the verse. That figure is iden-
tical to Sodium's atomic number. 

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

NIOBIUM = 41Nb

The element niobium (Nb) was discovered by the
British chemist Charles Hatchett in 1801. This element,
which is not found abundantly in nature by any means, is
greatly sought-after. It is used in nuclear reactors and mate-

rials resistant to high wavelength radiation.  
The number of words between the places in Surat al-Hadid where

the letters “N” and “B” occur together is also that of Niobium's atomic
number – 41. 

Number of words between the letters "Na" and the end of the verse: 11

Atomic number of the element "Na": 11

Number of words between the letters "Nb": 41

Atomic number of the letter "Nb": 41

(Surat al-Hadid, 9)



* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

MAGNESIUM = 12Mg

The element Magnesium (Mg) was discovered by the

British chemist Sir Humphry Davy. Magnesium, discovered

centuries after the revelation of the Qur'an, is one of the

most common elements in the Earth's crust. It appears in

many places, from sea water to the human body. It is an element of vital

importance to living things.

There are 12 words between the places in Surat al-Hadid where the

letter Mg appear together. That figure—12—is also the atomic number of

Magnesium.

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

Number of words between the letters "Mg" in the Surah: 12

Atomic number of the element "Mg": 12
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DYSPROSIUM = 162Dy

Dysprosium (Dy) was discovered in 1886 by the French scientist

Paul Emile Lecoq de Boisbaudran. Its atomic mass is 162. The

number of words between the places in Surat al-Hadid where

the letters "Dy" appear together is also 162. 

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

Number of words between the letters "Dy" in the Surah: 162

Atomic mass of the element "Dy": 162

Ha run Yah ya (Ad nan Ok tar)

(Surat al-Hadid, 2)

(Surat al-Hadid, 11)
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ZINC = 65Zn

The metal Zinc (Zn) appears in many structures—from

the Earth's crust to the living creatures which inhabit our plan-

et. For example, it performs vitally important functions by

serving in enzymes and blood cells in the human body.

There are 65 words between the places in Surat al-Hadid where the let-

ters Zn appear together. The atomic mass of Zinc is also 65.

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

The number of words between the letters "Zn" in the Surah: 65

The atomic mass of the element "Zn": 65

(Surat al-Hadid, 2 and 11)
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CHLORINE = 35Cl

The Swedish scientist Carl Wilhelm Scheele first ob-

tained the element Chlorine (Cl) in 1774, some twelve cen-

turies after the Qur’anic revelation. Chlorine is most used in

killing bacteria in drinking water and in swimming pools –

it is known for its distinct chemical smell. Chlorine is used in a wide range

of fields, from drug manufacture to paints - and from petrol products to

cleaning products.

There are 35 words between the first and last time the letters "C" and

"L" appear together. That figure is also the atomic mass of Chlorine. 

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

CARBON = 12C
Carbon (C) occupies an extremely important place in

the structure of living things and exists in a wide range of

substances in the world of nature. Carbon atoms are pre-

sent in very different compounds, from the carbon dioxide

released during respiration to the most precious diamonds.

Number of words between the first and last letters "Cl" in the Surah: 35

Atomic mass of the element "Cl": 35

(Surat al-Hadid, 4 and 6)



There are 12 words between the first and last letters

"C" in Surat al-Hadid. That figure also corresponds to the atomic mass of

Carbon. 

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

CERIUM = 140Ce

Cerium (Ce) was discovered in 1803 by the geologist

Wilhelm von Hisinger and chemist Jons Berzelius, both

from Sweden — and independently of them, by the German

chemist Martin Klaproth.

There are 140 words between the first and last occurrences, side by

side, of the letters "C" and "E" in Surat al-Hadid. 140 is also the atomic

mass of the element Cerium.

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

Number of words between the first and last letters "C" in the surat: 12

The atomic mass of the element "C": 12

Number of words between the first and last letters "Ce" in the Surah: 140

Atomic mass of the element "Ce": 140

(Surat al-Hadid, 4)
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KRYPTON = 83Kr

The element Krypton (Kr) was discovered by the British

chemists Morris W. Travers and Sir William Ramsay in 1898.

There are 83 words between the first and last occurrences,

side by side, of the letters "K" and "R" in Surat al-Hadid.

* The conjunction "and" was not included in the calculation.

Number of words between the first and last letters "Kr" in the Surah: 83 

Atomic mass of the element "Kr": 83

(Surat al-Hadid, 5 and 7)

(Surat al-Hadid, 13)
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(Surat al-Hadid, 7 and 11)



This section contains the results of various calculations performed
on Surahs in which numerical terms appear. The same numbers ob-
tained as a result of different calculations in the relevant Surah are also
extremely fascinating. This section of the book deals with various types
of calculation - such as the numbers of syllables and letters in the
Surahs, the types of letter or their numerological values [abjad] —and
reveals surprising similarities in the resultant numbers. The calcula-
tions in this section are not open to discussion and nor are they a mat-
ter for debate - anybody who performs the same calculations will arrive
at the same figures as those which are quoted here.  References are pro-
vided throughout this section of the book so that any interested person
is entitled to double-check the relevant Qur’anic verses. 

In addition to the sublime theological wisdom and religious
knowledge of the Holy Qur'an, it also contains very rich and extraordi-
nary numerical references. In verse 29 of Surat an-Naba' our Lord says
"... We have recorded all things in writing." And verse 28 of Surat al-
Jinn reads "... (Allah) has counted the exact number of everything."
These miraculous numerical references obtained from the Holy Qur'an
are also manifestations of one of our Almighty Lord's Ninety-Nine
Names. The title "Al-Muhsey," or "He Who knows the number of
everything, even if it is infinite".
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THE ALLOTMENT OF FORTY (40) NIGHTS TO THE

PROPHET MOSES (as)

40 is the number of letters to the end of the verse from the term
"arbaAAeena laylatan," meaning "40 nights." 

The numerological value [abjad] of the dotted letters up to
"arbaAAeena laylatan " is 40. (By minor abjad calculation) 

This subject first appears in the Qur'an in verse 40 of Surat al-
Baqara.

Number of syllables in verse 40 in which the subject begins is 40.93

Furthermore: 

In addition to verse 51 of Surat al-Baqara, which explicitly con-
cerns "arba’eena laylatan" (40 nights), this also appears in verse 142
of Surat al-A'raf. It also appears figuratively in verses 143 and 155
of Surat al-A'raf. 
a) The Surahs between these verses are: "al-Baqara", "Al-Imr'an",
"an-Nisa", "al-Ma'ida", "al-An'am" and "al-A'raf."
b) The names "al-Baqara", "Al-Imr'an", "an-Nisa", "al-Ma'ida",
"al-An'am" and "al-A'raf" also contain 40 letters.

And when We allotted to Moses forty nights. Then you 
adopted the Calf when he had gone and you were wrongdoers.

(Surat al-Baqara, 51)
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TWELVE (12) FOUNTAINS
SPRINGING FROM STONE

Number of words in the verse until the expression
"ithnata ashrata" meaning "twelve" is 12.

Number of dotted letters until the expression "infa-
jarat minhu ithnata AAashrata AAaynan" meaning "the
twelve fountains gushed out from it [the rock]"; 12.

Number of types of letter used in the term "infajarat
minhu ithnata AAashrata AAaynan" 12.94

HELP FROM THREE THOUSAND
(3,000) ANGELS 

The abjad value of the term "thalathati
alafin mina almala-ikati," meaning "three
thousand angels," is 3,000. (By major
abjad calculation) 

And when you said to the believers, 
'Is it not enough for you that your Lord 

reinforced you with three thousand angels,
sent down?' (Surat al-Imr'an, 124)

And when Moses was looking for water for
his people, We said, 'Strike the rock with

your staff.' Then twelve fountains gushed out
from it and all the people knew their drink-

ing place. 'Eat and drink of Allah's provision
and do not go about the earth corrupting it.' 

(Surat al-Baqara, 60)
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HELP FROM FIVE THOUSAND (5,000) 
ANGELS

The abjad value of the letters up to the first letter of the term "al-
mala-ikati," meaning "angels," is 5,000. (By minor abjad calculation) 

THE SENDING OF TWELVE (12) LEADERS 

Number of letters up to the term "ithnay AAashara naqeeban,"
meaning "twelve leaders:" 12. 

Number of repetitions of the letters in the name "Ma'ida" (the
name of the Surah) from the beginning of the verse to the term "ith-
nay AAashara " (twelve): 12.95

Verse number: 12.
The abjad value of the first and last letters of the verse is 12.59

(By minor abjad calculation)

Allah made a covenant with the tribe of Israel and We raised
up twelve leaders from among them. Allah said, 'I am with

you. If you establish salat and pay zakat, and believe in My
Messengers and respect and support them, and make a gener-
ous loan to Allah, I will erase your wrong actions from you
and admit you into Gardens with rivers flowing under them.
Any of you who are unbelievers after that have gone astray

from the right way.' (Surat al-Ma'ida, 12)

Yes indeed! But if you are steadfast and guard against evil and
they come upon you suddenly, your Lord will reinforce you

with five thousand angels, clearly identified. 
(Surat al-Imr'an, 125)
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THIRTY (30) NIGHTS AND TEN (10) NIGHTS 
BEING SET ASIDE FOR THE PROPHET MOSES (as)

Number of syllables from "thalatheena laylatan," meaning 30
nights," to the end of the clause: 30. 96

Number of syllables used after "thalatheena laylatan " (30
nights) to the end of the verse: 30.97

Number of syllables from the word "thalatheena" (30) to the end
of the clause: 30. 98

Number of time the muqatt'at letters [unique combinations of
letters that begin a number of Surah in the Qur'an] in the Surah
(alif, lam, mim, sad) are used in the verse from the word "tha-
latheena " (30) to the end of the verse: 30. 99

Number of dotted letters up to the word "Aashr" (10): 10.
Number of undotted letters from the word "Aashr" (10) to the

end of the clause: 10.
The word "Aashr" (10) appears 10 pages from the end in Surat

al-A'raf.
The letters "alif, lam, mim and sad," the muqatt'at letters in the

Surah, are used 10 times before the word "Aashr" (10).100

10 types of letter are used in the term "waatmamnaha
biAAashrin" meaning "and then completed them with ten."101

We set aside thirty nights for Moses and then completed them
with ten, so the appointed time of his Lord was forty nights in

all. Musa said to his brother Harun, 'Be my khalif among 
my people. Keep order and do not follow the way of the 

corrupters.' (Surat al-A'raf, 142)

*Kuran okunurken kullanlan durak işaretleriyle veya ayet sonu-ayet
başı ile ayrlan ifadeler.
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TWELVE (12) TRIBES AND TWELVE (12) 
FOUNTAINS FLOWING FROM THE ROCK

The letters in the term "ithnatay AAashrata" (twelve) appear 12
times up to "isnetey ashrate."102

12 types of letter are used from the term "ithnatay AAashrata "
(twelve) to the end of the clause. 103

The letters in "ithnatay AAashrata " (twelve) appear 12 times
between it and the end of the clause.104

12 letters comprise the words "ithnatay AAashrata " (twelve)
and "isneta aşrate" (twelve).105

12 types of letter are used in the clause in which it appears be-
fore the term "ithnata AAashrata AAaynan " (twelve fountains).106

We divided them up into twelve tribes–communities. 
We revealed to Moses, when his people asked him for water:

'Strike the rock with your staff.' Twelve fountains flowed out
from it and all the people knew their drinking place. And We
shaded them with clouds and sent down manna and quails to

them: 'Eat of the good things We have provided you with.'
They did not wrong Us; rather it was themselves they

wronged. (Surat al-A'raf, 160)
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THAT THE NUMBER OF MONTHS IN
THE SIGHT OF ALLAH IS TWELVE (12)

There are 12 syllables up to the term " ithna AAashara" (twelve). 
There are 12 dotted letters from the term "ithna AAashara"

(twelve) to the end of the clause.

ASKING FOR FORGIVENESS SEVENTY (70) TIMES

Total number of letters from the term "sabAAeena marratan "
(seventy times) to the end of the verse: 70.107

The abjad value of the letter types used from the term
"sabAAeena marratan" (seventy times) to the end of the clause is
70.  (By minor abjad calculation).108

There are 70 undotted letters in this verse.109

You can ask forgiveness for them, or not ask forgiveness for
them. Even if you asked forgiveness for them seventy times,

Allah still would not forgive them. That is because they have
rejected Allah and His Messenger. Allah does not guide de-

viant people. (Surat at-Tawba, 80) 

There have been twelve months with Allah in the Book of
Allah, from the day He first created the heavens and earth.

Four of them are forbidden. That is the True Religion.
So do not wrong one another during them. However, fight the
idolaters totally just as they fight you totally, and know that

Allah is with those who guard against evil.
(Surat at-Tawba, 36)
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THE NUMBER OF THE YEARS AND 
THE RECKONING THEREOF

A month in the Islamic calendar can only have 29 or 30 days. (There
is no other possibility.) 

A lunar month is 29 or 30 days. There are 29 letters in the verse
up until the term "qaddarahu manazila litaAAlamoo AAadada
alssineena waalhisaba," meaning "the number of years and the
reckoning of time."

The abjad value of "al-Qamar," meaning "moon," is 29. (By mi-
nor abjad calculation)

One year according to the Hijri calendar lasts 354 or 355 days. (There
is no other possible figure.)

The abjad value of the letters up to the term "litaAAlamoo
AAadada alssineena waalhisaba," meaning "so you will know the
number of years and the reckoning of time," is 354. (By minor ab-
jad calculation)

We made the night and day two Signs. We blotted out the Sign
of the night and made the Sign of the day a time for seeing so
that you can seek favour from your Lord and will know the

number of years and the reckoning of time. We have made all
things very clear. (Surat al-Isra', 12)

It is He Who appointed the sun to give radiance, and the moon
to give light, assigning it phases so you would know the

number of years and the reckoning of time. Allah did not cre-
ate these things except with truth. We make the Signs clear for

people who know. (Surah Yunus, 5)



THEIR INABILITY TO PRODUCE TEN (10)
SUCH SURAHS

Variety of letters used in the clause up to the word "AAashri"
(ten): 10.110

Number of dotted letters in the verse up to the word "AAashri"
(ten): 10.111

Number of syllables in the verse up to the expression
"biAAashri suwarin mithlihi muftarayatin," meaning "then pro-
duce ten invented suras like this:" 10.112

Number of dotted letters up to the term "qul fa’too biAAashri
suwarin mithlihi muftarayatin," meaning "Say, 'then produce ten
invented suras like this':" 10.

"Number of letters in the term "AAashri suwarin mithlihi ,"
meaning "ten suras like this:" 10.

Number of letters from the term "AAashri suwarin mithlihi "
(ten suras like this) to the end of the verse: 10.

Variety of letters used in the term "biAAashri suwarin mithli-
hi," meaning "ten suras like this:" 10.113

The letters in the term "AAashri suwarin "(ten suras) appear 10
times up to "AAashri surah-thin."114

Or do they say, 'He has invented it?' Say, 'Then produce ten
invented suras like this, and call on anyone you can besides

Allah if you are telling the truth.' (Surah Hud, 13)
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THE PROPHET JOSEPH'S (as) DREAM
AND ELEVEN (11) STARS

There are 11 letters in the term "ahada AAashara kawkaban,"
meaning "eleven stars." 

There are 11 words up to the term "ahada AAashara kawka-
ban." (eleven stars).

The letters in the term "ahada AAashara kawkaban " (eleven
stars) appear 11 times up to "ahada AAashara kawkaban ".115

THE NUMBER OF THE HUMAN CHROMOSOME

There are some 100 trillion cells in the body of a human adult. The

cells all possess the same genetic structure. That genetic structure is also

present in the chromosomes in the cell nucleus. There are 23 pairs, or 46

chromosomes, in a human cell – half from the mother and half from the

father. These chromosomes also contain DNA molecules in which the

characteristics of the person are recorded: hair colour, eye colour, height

and other unique details which make an individual what they are. The

scientific world only learned that there are 46 chromosomes in the human

cell in the second half of the 20th century.

The words "manayyin" and "nutfatin" in the Qur'an refer to different

He created man from a drop of sperm and yet he is an open
challenger! (Surat an-Nahl, 4)

Yusuf told his father, 'Father! I saw eleven bright stars, and
the sun and moon as well. I saw them all prostrate in front of

me.' (Surah Yusuf, 4)
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things (Surat al-Qiyama, 37). "Manayyin" is used to refer to the

whole and "nutfatan" to a component thereof.

* The word "nutfatin" appears in different forms below, such as nut-

fatin, nutfata or nutfatan, depending on its use in the sentence or gram-

matical rules. But the meaning does not change.

The abjad value of the word "nutfatin" (nutfa) is 23. (By minor
abjad calculation)

Variety of letters used in the Surah up to the word "nutfatin:"
23.116

Abjad value of the letters used in the verse up to the word "nut-
fatin:" 23.  (By minor abjad calculation)117

Number of dotted letters in the Surah up to the word "nutfatin:"
46.

Abjad value of the word "nutfata:" 23. (By minor abjad calcula-
tion)

Number of letters in Surat al-Muminun from "nutfatan" in verse
13 to "nutfata" in verse 14 is 23.

Abjad value of the variety of letters used in the verse up to the
term "nutfata:" 46.118 (By minor abjad calculation)

Abjad value of the letters belonging to the term "nutfata" up to
"nutfata:" 46.  (By minor abjad calculation)119

Number of letters belonging to the term "nutfata" up to "nutfa-
ta:" 46.

Then formed the drop into a clot and formed the clot into a
lump and formed the lump into bones and clothed the bones in

flesh; and then brought him into being as another creature.
Blessed be Allah, the Best of Creators! 

(Surat al-Muminun, 14)



Abjad value of the term "nutfatin:" 23. (By minor abjad calcula-
tion)

Variety of letters used from "nutfatin" to the end of the verse:
23.120

The abjad value of "nutfatin" is 23. (By minor abjad calculation).
Number of dotted letters from the word "nutfatin" to the end of

the clause: 23.
The word "nutfatin" is the 23rd in the verse.
There are 23 types of letter in this verse.121

The abjad value of the dotted letters up to the word "nutfatin"
in the verse is 46. (By minor abjad calculation)

There are 46 dotted letters in this verse.

Allah created you from dust and then from a drop of sperm
and then made you into pairs. No female becomes pregnant or

gives birth except with His knowledge. And no living thing
lives long or has its life cut short without that being in a

Book. That is easy for Allah. (Surat al-Fatir, 11)

It is He Who created you from earth, then from a drop of
sperm, then from a clot of blood, then He brings you out as in-
fants, then so you may achieve full strength, then so you may

become old men –though some of you may die before that
time– so that you may reach a predetermined age and so that

hopefully you will use your intellect. (Surah Ghafir, 67)
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The abjad value of the word "nutfatin" is 23. (By minor abjad
calculation)

The letters in the term "nutfatin" appear 46 times up to "nut-
fatin".122

The verse containing the term "nutfatin" is the 46th.

The abjad value of the word "nutfatin" is 23. (By minor abjad
calculation)

The abjad value of the letters from the word "nutfatin" to the
end of the clause is 23. (By minor abjad calculation)

There are 23 types of letter between verse 35 of Surat al-Qiyama
and verse 2 of Surat al-Insan.123

There are 23 words having letters from the clause "nutfa" in
verse 37 of Surat al-Qiyama up to "nutfa" in verse 2 of Surat al-
Insan.124

… out of a sperm-drop when it spurted forth; 
(Surat an-Najm, 46)

Was he not a drop of ejaculated sperm?
(Surat al-Qiyama, 37)

We created man from a mingled drop to test him, and We
made him hearing and seeing. (Surat al-Insan, 2)
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THE ANGLES IN HONEYCOMBS

Working as a team, honey bees build hexagonal cells in their

hives and fill the cells with honey under the leadership of the Queen

Bee. Mathematicians have concluded that the hexagon is the most per-

fect and effificient shape these bees could have “chosen” for their spe-

cial work. For example, if the cells in the combs were pentagonal or oc-

tagonal, then their edges would not weld together perfectly.

Consequently, many parts of the comb would therefore remain used

and the honey project could be deemed to be inherently inefficient. But

through Allah’s Inspiration, bees store the greatest possible amount of

honey by building their combs in the form of hexagons.

These are the only verses of the Qur'an that mention bees,
honey and honeycombs. The abjad value of these verses is 720.
(By minor abjad calculation) 

The total internal angles of the comb add up to 720 degrees.
Every cell in the comb is a hexagon. Each internal angle in

the cell is 120 degrees.
The number of clause (clauses) in Surat an-Nahl until this

matter is discussed is 120.

Your Lord revealed to the bees: 'Build dwellings in the 
mountains and the trees, and also in the structures which men
erect. Then eat from every kind of fruit and travel the paths of

your Lord, which have been made easy for you to follow.'
From inside them comes a drink of varying colours, containing

healing for mankind. There is certainly a Sign in that for 
people who reflect. (Surat an-Nahl, 68-69)
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THE COMPANIONS OF THE CAVE AND 
HOW THEY SPENT THREE HUNDRED AND 

NINE (309) YEARS IN THE CAVE

The abjad values of "as-haba alkahfi," meaning "The
Companions of the Cave," is 238. (By minor abjad calculation)

The number of syllables in the Surah up to the term "as-ha-
ba alkahfi" (Companions of the Cave) is also 238.125

The variety of letters used in the verse up to the term "as-ha-
ba alkahfi" (Companions of the Cave) is 7. 126

The number of words from "as-haba alkahfi" (Companions
of the Cave) to the end of the verse is 7. 

Our Lord's name "Allah" is repeated 7 times in the story of
the Companions of the Cave in the Surah.

"As-haba alkahfi" (Companions of the Cave) is in the 7th

clause on the page.
This verse is the 7th from the top of the page. 

In revealing how long the Companions spent in the cave, the

Qur'an says "They stayed in their Cave for three hundred years and

added nine." (Surat al-Kahf, 25) In interpreting this verse, commenta-

tors say that the Companions of the Cave slept for 300 solar years or

309 years by the lunar calendar.

They stayed in their Cave for three hundred years and 
added nine. (Surat al-Kahf, 25)

Do you consider that the Companions of the Cave and 
Ar-Raqim were one of the most remarkable of Our Signs?

(Surat al-Kahf, 9)



The number of syllables up to "sineena waizdadoo,"
meaning "number of years" is exactly 309.127

There are 309 undotted letters in the Surah up to the term "si-
neena waizdadoo".                                          

This verse reveals that the reason the Companions of the Cave
were woken was to establish which of the two groups would most accu-
rately calculate how long the slumber had lasted. The number of syllables
before this verse is exactly 309.128

Allah, in His Eternal Wisdom, does not directly mention the number
“309” in this Surah. He does say exactly how long these companions re-
mained in the cave. Rather, the Qur’an speaks of an additional nine years
thus drawing attention to the difference between the solar and lunar
years. (Allah knows the truth.)

The solar year refers to the Earth's revolution around the Sun, and
365.242217 complete revolutions of the Earth constitute a solar year. A lunar
year consists of 354.36768 days, the time in which the Moon orbits the Earth
12 times. There is thus a difference of 10.874537 days between the solar and
lunar years. In short, 100 solar years is thus equivalent to 103 lunar years.

In order to determine the equivalent of 300 solar years in terms of lu-
nar years, we need to add on 9 more years – just as in the verse.

The total of all the numbers in this Surah up to this verse is 300.
(300 by the Gregorian calendar equates to 309 years by the Islamic
calendar.)

They stayed in their Cave for three hundred years and 
added nine. (Surat al-Kahf, 25)

Then We woke them up again so that we might see which of
the two groups would better calculate the time they had

stayed there. (Surat al-Kahf, 12)
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There are 309 pages from this page, the last to refer to the
Companions of the Cave and their sleep, and the end of the
Qur'an. 

THE NINE (9) MIRACLES OF 
THE PROPHET MOSES (as)

Number of syllables from the term "tisAAi ayatin," meaning
"nine Signs," to the end of the clause: 9.

The letters in "tisAAi ayatin " (nine
Signs) appear 9 times up to the term
"tis'i ayatin."

Number of words from
"tisAAi ayatin " (nine Signs) to
the end of the verse: 9.

That was the situation when we woke them up so they could
question one another. One of them asked, 'How long have you
been here?' They replied, 'We have been here for a day or part

of a day.' They said, 'Your Lord knows best how long you have
been here. Send one of your number into the city with this sil-
ver you have, so he can see which food is purest and bring you
some of it to eat. But he should go about with caution so that

no one is aware of you. (Surat al-Kahf, 19)

Put your hand inside your shirt front. It will emerge pure
white, yet quite unharmed – one of nine Signs to Pharaoh and

his people. They are a people of deviators.' 
(Surat an-Naml, 12)
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"TisAAi ayatin " (nine Signs) appears on the 9th page from the
end of the Surah.

The variety of undotted letters in the verse up to the word
"tisAAi," meaning 9, is 9.

The number of undotted letters from the word "tisAAi" (9) to
the end of the clause: 9. 129

" TisAAi" (9) is the ninth word from the end of the verse.
The abjad value of the muqatt'at letters (ta, sin) in the Surah is

9. (By minor abjad calculation)

A GROUP OF NINE (9) IN THE CITY

The letters in the term "tisAAatu rahtin," meaning "nine men,"
appear 9 times between the expression and the end of the verse.130

There are 9 dotted letters between the term "tisAAatu rahtin "
(9 men) and the end of the verse.

Nine undotted letters are used from the term "tisAAatu rahtin
" (9 men) and the end of the verse.131

The abjad value of the muqatt'at letters (ta, sin) in the term

There was a group of nine men in the city causing corruption
in the land and not putting things right. (Surat an-Naml, 48)
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"tisAAatu rahtin " (9 men) is 9.132 (By minor abjad calculation)
There are 9 verses in the story of the people of Shelah and

Thamud.133

THE MATTER OF THE
NINETY NINE (99) EWES

The subject of the 99 ewes begins at verse 21. There are 99 syl-
lables from the beginning of the reference to the Prophet David (as)
– from verse 17, to verse 21.134

The matter of the 99 ewes begins being described in verse 22.
The matter of the 99 ewes begins with the 2nd clause of verse 22,
and this clause is the 99th from the end of the Surah.

There are 99 syllables from the 2nd clause of verse 22 to the
term "niAAajihi," meaning "his ewes," in verse 24.

The abjad value of the letters at the end of the verse up to the
end of verse 23 containing the term "tisAAun watisAAoona
naAAjatan," meaning 99 ewes, is 99.  (By the minor abjad calcula-
tion.)135

The abjad value of the term "hatha akhee lahu tisAAun
watisAAoona naAAjatan," meaning "this brother of mine has 99
ewes," is 99'dur. (By minor abjad calculation)

This brother of mine has ninety-nine ewes and I have only one.
He said, "Let me have charge of it," and got the better of me

with his words.' (Sura Sad, 23)
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THE SEVEN (7) HEAVENS

The variety of letters used in the term "sabAAa samawatin,"
meaning "seven heavens," is 7.136

He Who created the seven heavens in layers. You will not find
any flaw in the Creation of the All-Merciful. Look again – do

you see any gaps? (Surat al-Mulk, 3)



Number of letters in the verse up to the term "sabAAa
samawatin " (seven heavens): 7.

The letters in the word "seb'a" (7) appear seven times from the
word "sabAAa " to the end of the verse.137

The letters in the word "seb'a" (7) appeat 7 times in the verse up
to the word " sabAAa ".138

There are 7 syllables from the word "sabAAa " (7) to the end of
the clause.

SWEARING BY THE TEN (10) NIGHTS

The letters in the term "layalin AAashrin," meaning "ten nights"
appear 10 times in the Surah up to this term.139

There are 10 dotted letters in the Surah up to the term "layalin
AAashrin " (10 nights).

By the dawn and ten nights, (Surat al-Fajr, 1-2)
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Darwinism, in other words the theory of evolution, was put forward

with the aim of denying the fact of Creation, but is in truth nothing but

failed, unscientific nonsense. This theory, which claims that life

emerged by chance from inanimate matter, was invalidated by the sci-

entific evidence of miraculous order in the universe and in living

things, as well as by the discovery of about 300 million fossils reveal-

ing that evolution never happened. In this way, science confirmed the

fact that Allah created the universe and the living things in it. The pro-

paganda carried out today in order to keep the theory of evolution alive

is based solely on the distortion of the scientific facts, biased interpreta-

tion, and lies and falsehoods disguised as science.

Yet this propaganda cannot conceal the truth. The fact that the the-

ory of evolution is the greatest deception in the history of science

has been expressed more and more in the scientific world over

the last 20-30 years. Research carried out after the 1980s in



particular has revealed that the claims of

Darwinism are totally unfounded, some-

thing that has been stated by a large

number of scientists. In the United

States in particular, many scientists

from such different fields as biology,

biochemistry and paleontology recog-

nize the invalidity of Darwinism and

employ the fact of Creation to account

for the origin of life. 

We have examined the collapse of

the theory of evolution and the proofs of

Creation in great scientific detail in many of our

works, and are still continuing to do so. Given the

enormous importance of this subject, it will be of

great benefit to summarize it here.

The Scientific Collapse of Darwinism

As a pagan doctrine going back as far as ancient Greece, the theory

of evolution was advanced extensively in the nineteenth century. The

most important development that made it the top topic of the world of sci-

ence was Charles Darwin's The Origin of Species, published in 1859. In this

book, he opposed, in his own eyes, the fact that Allah created different liv-

ing species on Earth separately, for he erroneously claimed that all living

beings had a common ancestor and had diversified over time through

small changes. Darwin's theory was not based on any concrete scientific

finding; as he also accepted, it was just an "assumption." Moreover, as

Darwin confessed in the long chapter of his book titled "Difficulties on

Theory," the theory failed in the face of many critical questions.

Darwin invested all of his hopes in new scientific discoveries, which

he expected to solve these difficulties. However, contrary to his ex-
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pectations, scientific findings expanded the dimensions of

these difficulties. The defeat of Darwinism in the face of science can be re-

viewed under three basic topics:

1) The theory cannot explain how life originated on Earth. 

2) No scientific finding shows that the "evolutionary mechanisms"

proposed by the theory have any evolutionary power at all. 

3) The fossil record proves the exact opposite of what the theory

suggests.

In this section, we will examine these three basic points in general

outlines:

The First Insurmountable Step:
The Origin of Life

The theory of evolution posits that all living species evolved from a

single living cell that emerged on the primitive Earth 3.8 billion years

ago. How a single cell could generate millions of complex living species

and, if such an evolution really occurred, why traces of it cannot be ob-

served in the fossil record are some of the questions that the theory can-

not answer. However, first and foremost, we need to ask: How did this

"first cell" originate?

Since the theory of evolution ignorantly denies Creation, it main-

tains that the "first cell" originated as a product of blind coincidences

within the laws of nature, without any plan or arrangement. According

to the theory, inanimate matter must have produced a living cell as a re-

sult of coincidences. Such a claim, however, is inconsistent with the most

unassailable rules of biology. 

"Life Comes From Life"

In his book, Darwin never referred to the origin of life. The primitive

understanding of science in his time rested on the assumption that living

beings had a very simple structure. Since medieval times,
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spontaneous generation, which asserts that non-living materials came to-

gether to form living organisms, had been widely accepted. It was com-

monly believed that insects came into being from food leftovers, and

mice from wheat. Interesting experiments were conducted to prove this

theory. Some wheat was placed on a dirty piece of cloth, and it was be-

lieved that mice would originate from it after a while. 

Similarly, maggots developing in rotting meat was assumed to be

evidence of spontaneous generation. However, it was later understood

that worms did not appear on meat spontaneously, but were carried

there by flies in the form of larvae, invisible to the naked eye. 

Even when Darwin wrote The Origin of Species, the belief that bacte-

ria could come into existence from non-living matter was widely accept-

ed in the world of science. 

However, five years after the publication of Darwin's book, Louis

Pasteur announced his results after long studies and experiments, that

disproved spontaneous generation, a cornerstone of Darwin's theory.

In his triumphal lecture at the Sorbonne in

1864, Pasteur said: "Never will the doc-

trine of spontaneous generation re-

cover from the mortal blow struck

by this simple experiment."140

For a long time, advocates of

the theory of evolution resisted

these findings. However, as the de-

velopment of science unraveled the

complex structure of the cell of a liv-

ing being, the idea that life could come

into being coincidentally faced an even

greater impasse. 
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Inconclusive Efforts of the
Twentieth Century

The first evolutionist who took up the subject

of the origin of life in the twentieth century

was the renowned Russian biologist

Alexander Oparin. With various theses he

advanced in the 1930s, he tried to prove

that a living cell could originate by coin-

cidence. These studies, however, were

doomed to failure, and Oparin had to

make the following confession: 

Unfortunately, however, the problem
of the origin of the cell is perhaps the
most obscure point in the whole study
of the evolution of organisms.141

Evolutionist followers of Oparin tried to carry out experiments to

solve this problem. The best known experiment was carried out by the

American chemist Stanley Miller in 1953. Combining the gases he alleged

to have existed in the primordial Earth's atmos-

phere in an experiment set-up, and adding en-

ergy to the mixture, Miller synthesized sev-

eral organic molecules (amino acids) pre-

sent in the structure of proteins. 

Barely a few years had passed be-

fore it was revealed that this experi-

ment, which was then presented as an

important step in the name of evolu-

tion, was invalid, for the atmosphere

used in the experiment was very different

from the real Earth conditions.142
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After a long silence, Miller confessed that the atmos-

phere medium he used was unrealistic.143

All the evolutionists' efforts throughout the twentieth century to

explain the origin of life ended in failure. The geochemist Jeffrey Bada,

from the San Diego Scripps Institute accepts this fact in an article pub-

lished in Earth magazine in 1998:

Today as we leave the twentieth century, we still face the biggest
unsolved problem that we had when we entered the twentieth cen-
tury: How did life originate on Earth?144

The Complex Structure of Life 

The primary reason why the theory of evolution ended up in such a

great impasse regarding the origin of life is that even those living organ-

isms deemed to be the simplest have outstandingly complex structures.

The cell of a living thing is more complex than all of our man-made tech-

nological products. Today, even in the most developed laboratories of

the world, a living cell cannot be produced by bringing organic chem-

icals together.

The conditions required for the formation of a cell are too great in

quantity to be explained away by coincidences. The probability of pro-

teins, the building blocks of a cell, being synthesized coincidentally, is

1 in 10950 for an average protein made up of 500 amino acids. In mathe-

matics, a probability smaller than 1 over 1050 is considered to be im-

possible in practical terms.

The DNA molecule, which is located in the nucleus of a cell and

which stores genetic information, is a magnificent databank. If the infor-

mation coded in DNA were written down, it would make a giant library

consisting of an estimated 900 volumes of encyclopedias consisting of

500 pages each.

A very interesting dilemma emerges at this point: DNA can repli-

cate itself only with the help of some specialized proteins
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One of the facts nullifying the theo-
ry of evolution is the outstandingly
complex structure of life. The DNA
molecule located in the nucleus of
cells of living beings is an example
of this. The DNA is a sort of data-
bank formed of the arrangement of
four different molecules in different
sequences. This databank contains
the codes of all the physical traits of
that living being. When the human
DNA is put into writing, it is calcu-
lated that this would result in an en-
cyclopedia made up of 900 volumes.
Unquestionably, such extraordinary
information definitively refutes the
concept of coincidence.



(enzymes). However, the synthesis of these enzymes can

be realized only by the information coded in DNA. As they both depend

on each other, they have to exist at the same time for replication. This

brings the scenario that life originated by itself to a deadlock. Prof. Leslie

Orgel, an evolutionist of repute from the University of San Diego,

California, confesses this fact in the September 1994 issue of the Scientific

American magazine:

It is extremely improbable that proteins and nucleic acids, both of
which are structurally complex, arose spontaneously in the same
place at the same time. Yet it also seems impossible to have one
without the other. And so, at first glance, one might have to con-
clude that life could never, in fact, have originated by chemical
means.145

No doubt, if it is impossible for life to have originated spontaneous-

ly as a result of blind coincidences, then it has to be accepted that life was

"created." This fact explicitly invalidates the theory of evolution, whose

main purpose is to deny Creation. 

Imaginary Mechanism of Evolution 

The second important point that negates Darwin's theory is that

both concepts put forward by the theory as "evolutionary mechanisms"

were understood to have, in reality, no evolutionary power. 

Darwin based his evolution allegation entirely on the mechanism of

"natural selection." The importance he placed on this mechanism was ev-

ident in the name of his book: The Origin of Species, By Means of Natural

Selection…

Natural selection holds that those living things that are stronger and

more suited to the natural conditions of their habitats will survive in the

struggle for life. For example, in a deer herd under the threat of attack by

wild animals, those that can run faster will survive. Therefore, the deer

herd will be comprised of faster and stronger individuals.
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However, unquestionably, this mechanism will not cause deer to

evolve and transform themselves into another living species, for in-

stance, horses. 

Therefore, the mechanism of natural selection has no evolutionary

power. Darwin was also aware of this fact and had to state this in his

book The Origin of Species:

Natural selection can do nothing until favourable individual differ-

ences or variations occur.146

Lamarck's Impact

So, how could these "favorable variations" occur? Darwin tried to

answer this question from the standpoint of the primitive understanding

of science at that time. According to the French biologist Chevalier de

Lamarck (1744-1829), who lived before Darwin, living creatures passed

on the traits they acquired during their lifetime to the next generation.

He asserted that these traits, which accumulated from one generation to
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another, caused new species to be formed. For instance, he claimed that

giraffes evolved from antelopes; as they struggled to eat the leaves of

high trees, their necks were extended from generation to generation. 

Darwin also gave similar examples. In his book The Origin of

Species, for instance, he said that some bears going into water to find

food transformed themselves into whales over time.147

However, the laws of inheritance discovered by Gregor Mendel

(1822-84) and verified by the science of genetics, which flourished in the

twentieth century, utterly demolished the legend that acquired traits

were passed on to subsequent generations. Thus, natural selection fell

out of favor as an evolutionary mechanism. 
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of inheritance discovered by Mendel in
1865 proved that it was im-
possible for properties
acquired during life to
be handed on to sub-
sequent generations.
Lamarck’s giraffe
fairy tale was thus
consigned to the
wastebin of history.



Neo-Darwinism and Mutations

In order to find a solution, Darwinists advanced the "Modern

Synthetic Theory," or as it is more commonly known, Neo-Darwinism, at

the end of the 1930s. Neo-Darwinism added mutations, which are distor-

tions formed in the genes of living beings due to such external factors as

radiation or replication errors, as the "cause of favorable variations" in ad-

dition to natural mutation. 

Today, the model that Darwinists espouse, despite their own aware-

ness of its scientific invalidity, is neo-Darwinism. The theory maintains

that millions of living beings formed as a result of a process whereby nu-

merous complex organs of these

organisms (e.g., ears, eyes, lungs,

and wings) underwent "muta-

tions," that is, genetic disorders.

Yet, there is an outright scientific

fact that totally undermines this

theory: Mutations do not cause

living beings to develop; on the

contrary, they are always harmful. 

The reason for this is very

simple: DNA has a very complex

structure, and random effects can

only harm it. The American ge-

neticist B. G. Ranganathan explains

this as follows:

First, genuine mutations are very
rare in nature. Secondly, most mu-
tations are harmful since they are
random, rather than orderly
changes in the structure of genes;
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subjected to mutation.



any random change in a highly ordered system will be for the
worse, not for the better. For example, if an earthquake were to
shake a highly ordered structure such as a building, there would
be a random change in the framework of the building which, in all
probability, would not be an improvement.148

Not surprisingly, no mutation example, which is useful, that is,

which is observed to develop the genetic code, has been observed so far.

All mutations have proved to be harmful. It was understood that muta-

tion, which is presented as an "evolutionary mechanism," is actually a ge-

netic occurrence that harms living things, and leaves them disabled. (The

most common effect of mutation on human beings is cancer.) Of course,

a destructive mechanism cannot be an "evolutionary mechanism."

Natural selection, on the other hand, "can do nothing by itself," as Darwin

also accepted. This fact shows us that there is no "evolutionary mecha-

nism" in nature. Since no evolutionary mechanism exists, no such any

imaginary process called "evolution" could have taken place. 

The Fossil Record: No 
Sign of Intermediate Forms

The clearest evidence that the scenario suggested by the theory of

evolution did not take place is the fossil record. 

According to the unscientific supposition of this theory, every living

species has sprung from a predecessor. A previously existing species

turned into something else over time and all species have come into be-

ing in this way. In other words, this transformation proceeds gradually

over millions of years. 

Had this been the case, numerous intermediary species should have

existed and lived within this long transformation period. 

For instance, some half-fish/half-reptiles should have lived in the

past which had acquired some reptilian traits in addition to the fish traits

they already had. Or there should have existed some rep-
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tile-birds, which acquired some bird traits in addition to

the reptilian traits they already had. Since these would be in a transition-

al phase, they should be disabled, defective, crippled living beings.

Evolutionists refer to these imaginary creatures, which they believe to

have lived in the past, as "transitional forms." 

If such animals ever really existed, there should be millions and

even billions of them in number and variety. More importantly, the re-

mains of these strange creatures should be present in the fossil record.

In The Origin of Species, Darwin explained:

If my theory be true, numberless intermediate varieties, linking

most closely all of the species of the same group together must assured-

ly have existed... Consequently, evidence of their former existence could

be found only amongst fossil remains.149

However, Darwin was well aware that no fossils of these interme-

diate forms had yet been found. He regarded this as a major difficulty

for his theory. In one chapter of his book titled "Difficulties on Theory,"

he wrote:
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There is no fossil that can validate the claims
regarding the evolution of plants. To the con-
trary, hundreds of thousands of fossils dis-
prove these claims. One of these, pictured
here, is that of a 54- to 37- million-year-old
fossil ginkgo leaf. The fact that ginkgos have
not changed in millions of years shows that
evolution is a great deception. 



Why, if species have descended from other species by in-
sensibly fine gradations, do we not everywhere see innumerable
transitional forms? Why is not all nature in confusion instead of
the species being, as we see them, well defined?… But, as by this
theory innumerable transitional forms must have existed, why do
we not find them embedded in countless numbers in the crust of
the earth?… Why then is not every geological formation and every
stratum full of such intermediate links? Geology assuredly does
not reveal any such finely graduated organic chain; and this, per-
haps, is the most obvious and gravest objection which can be urged
against my theory.150

Darwin's Hopes Shattered

However, although evolutionists have been making strenuous ef-

forts to find fossils since the middle of the nineteenth century all over the

world, no transitional forms have yet been uncovered. All of the fossils,

contrary to the evolutionists' expectations, show that life appeared on

Earth all of a sudden and fully-formed. 

One famous British paleontologist, Derek V. Ager, admits this fact,

even though he is an evolutionist:

The point emerges that if we examine the fossil record in detail,
whether at the level of orders or of species, we find – over and over
again – not gradual evolution, but the sudden explosion of one
group at the expense of another.151

This means that in the fossil record, all living species suddenly

emerge as fully formed, without any intermediate forms in between.

This is just the opposite of Darwin's assumptions. Also, this is very strong

evidence that all living things are created. The only explanation of a liv-

ing species emerging suddenly and complete in every detail without any

evolutionary ancestor is that it was created. This fact is admitted also by

the widely known evolutionist biologist Douglas Futuyma:
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Creation and evolution, between them, exhaust the possible expla-

nations for the origin of living things. Organisms either appeared on the

earth fully developed or they did not. If they did not, they must have de-

veloped from pre-existing species by some process of modification. If

they did appear in a fully developed state, they must indeed have been

created by some omnipotent intelligence.152

Fossils show that living beings emerged fully developed and in a

perfect state on the Earth. That means that "the origin of species," con-

trary to Darwin's supposition, is not evolution, but Creation.
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“primitive” man. The only available source for
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artist. However, evolutionary theory has been so dented by
scientific data that today we see less and less of it in the serious press. 



The Tale of Human Evolution

The subject most often brought up by advocates of the theory of

evolution is the subject of the origin of man. The Darwinist claim holds

that man evolved from so-called ape-like creatures. During this alleged

evolutionary process, which is supposed to have started 4-5 million years

ago, some "transitional forms" between present-day man and his imagi-

nary ancestors are supposed to have existed. According to this com-

pletely imaginary scenario, four basic "categories" are listed: 

1. Australopithecus 

2. Homo habilis

3. Homo erectus

4. Homo sapiens

Evolutionists call man's so-called first ape-like ancestors

Australopithecus, which means "South African ape." These living beings

are actually nothing but an old ape species that has become extinct.

Extensive research done on vari-

ous Australopithecus specimens

by two world famous anatomists

from England and the USA,

namely, Lord Solly Zuckerman

and Prof. Charles Oxnard,

shows that these apes belonged

to an ordinary ape species that

became extinct and bore no re-

semblance to humans.153
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Evolutionists classify the next stage of human evolution as

"homo," that is "man." According to their claim, the living beings in the

Homo series are more developed than Australopithecus. Evolutionists de-

vise a fanciful evolution scheme by arranging different fossils of these

creatures in a particular order. This scheme is imaginary because it has

never been proved that there is an evolutionary relation between these dif-

ferent classes. Ernst Mayr, one of the twentieth century's most important

evolutionists, contends in his book One Long Argument that "particularly

historical [puzzles] such as the origin of life or of Homo sapiens, are ex-

tremely difficult and may even resist a final, satisfying explanation."154

By outlining the link chain as Australopithecus > Homo habilis >

Homo erectus > Homo sapiens, evolutionists imply that each of these

species is one another's ancestor. However, recent findings of paleoan-

thropologists have revealed that Australopithecus, Homo habilis, and

Homo erectus lived at different parts of the world at the same time.155

Moreover, a certain segment of humans classified as Homo erectus

have lived up until very modern times. Homo sapiens neandarthalensis

and Homo sapiens sapiens (present-day man) co-existed in the same re-

gion.156

This situation apparently indicates the invalidity of the claim that

they are ancestors of one another. The late Stephen Jay Gould explained

this deadlock of the theory of evolution although he was himself one of

the leading advocates of evolution in the twentieth century:

What has become of our ladder if there are three coexisting lineages
of hominids (A. africanus, the robust australopithecines, and H. ha-
bilis), none clearly derived from another? Moreover, none of the three
display any evolutionary trends during their tenure on earth.157

Put briefly, the scenario of human evolution, which is "upheld" with

the help of various drawings of some "half ape, half human" creatures ap-

pearing in the media and course books, that is, frankly, by means of pro-

paganda, is nothing but a tale with no scientific foundation. 
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Lord Solly Zuckerman, one of the most famous and respected scien-

tists in the U.K., who carried out research on this subject for years and

studied Australopithecus fossils for 15 years, finally concluded, despite

being an evolutionist himself, that there is, in fact, no such family tree

branching out from ape-like creatures to man. 

Zuckerman also made an interesting "spectrum of science" ranging

from those he considered scientific to those he considered unscientific.

According to Zuckerman's spectrum, the most "scientific"—that is, de-

pending on concrete data—fields of science are chemistry and physics.

After them come the biological sciences and then the social sciences. At the

far end of the spectrum, which is the part considered to be most "unscien-

tific," are "extra-sensory perception"—concepts such as telepathy and sixth

sense—and finally "human evolution." Zuckerman explains his reasoning:

We then move right off the register of objective truth into those
fields of presumed biological science, like extrasensory perception
or the interpretation of man's fossil history, where to the faithful
[evolutionist] anything is possible – and where the ardent believer
[in evolution] is sometimes able to believe several contradictory
things at the same time.158
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The tale of human evolution boils down to nothing

but the prejudiced interpretations of some fossils unearthed by certain

people, who blindly adhere to their theory.

Darwinian Formula!

Besides all the technical evidence we have dealt with so far, let us

now for once, examine what kind of a superstition the evolutionists have

with an example so simple as to be understood even by children:

The theory of evolution asserts that life is formed by chance.

According to this irrational claim, lifeless and unconscious atoms came

together to form the cell and then they somehow formed other living

things, including man. Let us think about that. When we bring together

the elements that are the building-blocks of life such as carbon, phospho-

rus, nitrogen and potassium, only a heap is formed. No matter what treat-

ments it undergoes, this atomic heap cannot form even a single living be-

ing. If you like, let us formulate an "experiment" on this subject and let us

examine on the behalf of evolutionists what they really claim without

pronouncing loudly under the name "Darwinian formula":

Let evolutionists put plenty of materials present in the composition

of living things such as phosphorus, nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, iron, and

magnesium into big barrels. Moreover, let them add in these barrels any

material that does not exist under normal conditions, but they think as

necessary. Let them add in this mixture as many amino acids  and as

many proteins—a single one of which has a formation probability of 1 in

10950—as they like. Let them expose these mixtures to as much heat and

moisture as they like. Let them stir these with whatever technologically

developed device they like. Let them put the foremost scientists beside

these barrels. Let these experts wait in turn beside these barrels for bil-

lions, and even trillions of years. Let them be free to use all kinds of con-

ditions they believe to be necessary for a human's formation. No matter

what they do, they cannot produce from these barrels a hu-
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Can life emerge if all the conditions stipulated by evolutionists are met? Of course
not! In order to show why not, let us carry out the following experiment:Place all the
enzymes, hormones and proteins—everything that evolutionists regard as essential for
life to form—into a barrel such as that pictured on the left. Then mix all these sub-

stances, using all possible physical and chemical techniques. But what-
ever you do, no matter how long you wait, not a single living cell will
emerge from that barrel.



man, say a professor that examines his cell structure un-

der the electron microscope. They cannot produce giraffes, lions, bees,

canaries, horses, dolphins, roses, orchids, lilies, carnations, bananas, or-

anges, apples, dates, tomatoes, melons, watermelons, figs, olives, grapes,

peaches, peafowls, pheasants, multicoloured butterflies, or millions of

other living beings such as these. Indeed, they could not obtain even a

single cell of any one of them. 

Briefly, unconscious atoms cannot form the cell by coming togeth-

er. They cannot take a new decision and divide this cell into two, then

take other decisions and create the professors who first invent the elec-

tron microscope and then examine their own cell structure under that mi-

croscope. Matter is an unconscious, lifeless heap, and it comes to life

with Allah's superior creation. 

The theory of evolution, which claims the opposite, is a total fallacy

completely contrary to reason. Thinking even a little bit on the claims of

evolutionists discloses this reality, just as in the above example.

Technology in the Eye and the Ear

Another subject that remains unanswered by evolutionary theory is

the excellent quality of perception in the eye and the ear. 

Before passing on to the subject of the eye, let us briefly answer the

question of how we see. Light rays coming from an object fall oppositely on

the eye's retina. Here, these light rays are transmitted into electric signals by

cells and reach a tiny spot at the back of the brain, the "center of vision."

These electric signals are perceived in this center as an image after a series

of processes. With this technical background, let us do some thinking.

The brain is insulated from light. That means that its inside is com-

pletely dark, and that no light reaches the place where it is located. Thus,

the "center of vision" is never touched by light and may even be the dark-

est place you have ever known. However, you observe a luminous,

bright world in this pitch darkness.
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The image formed in the eye is so sharp and distinct

that even the technology of the twentieth century has not been able to

attain it. For instance, look at the book you are reading, your hands with

which you are holding it, and then lift your head and look around you.

Have you ever seen such a sharp and distinct image as this one at any

other place? Even the most developed television screen produced by the

greatest television producer in the world cannot provide such a sharp im-

age for you. This is a three-dimensional, colored, and extremely sharp

image. For more than 100 years, thousands of engineers have been trying

to achieve this sharpness. Factories, huge premises were established,

much research has been done, plans and designs have been made for this

purpose. Again, look at a TV screen and the book you hold in your hands.

You will see that there is a big difference in sharpness and distinction.

Moreover, the TV screen shows you a two-dimensional image, whereas

with your eyes, you watch a three-dimensional perspective with depth. 

For many years, tens of thousands of engineers have tried to make a

three-dimensional TV and achieve the vision quality of the eye. Yes, they

have made a three-dimensional television system, but it is not possible to

watch it without putting on special 3-D glasses; moreover, it is only an ar-
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tificial three-dimension. The background is more blurred,

the foreground appears like a paper setting. Never has it been possible to

produce a sharp and distinct vision like that of the eye. In both the cam-

era and the television, there is a loss of image quality.

Evolutionists claim that the mechanism producing this sharp and

distinct image has been formed by chance. Now, if somebody told you

that the television in your room was formed as a result of chance, that all

of its atoms just happened to come together and make up this device that

produces an image, what would you think? How can atoms do what

thousands of people cannot?

If a device producing a more primitive image than the eye could not

have been formed by chance, then it is very evident that the eye and the

image seen by the eye could not have been formed by chance. The same

situation applies to the ear. The outer ear picks up the available sounds by

the auricle and directs them to the middle ear, the middle ear transmits

the sound vibrations by intensifying them, and the inner ear sends these

vibrations to the brain by translating them into electric signals. Just as

with the eye, the act of hearing finalizes in the center of hearing in the

brain. 

The situation in the eye is also true for the ear. That is, the brain is

insulated from sound just as it is from light. It does not let any sound in.

Therefore, no matter how noisy is the outside, the inside of the brain is

completely silent. Nevertheless, the sharpest sounds are perceived in the

brain. In your completely silent brain, you listen to symphonies, and

hear all of the noises in a crowded place. However, were the sound lev-

el in your brain measured by a precise device at that moment, complete

silence would be found to be prevailing there. 

As is the case with imagery, decades of effort have been spent in try-

ing to generate and reproduce sound that is faithful to the original. The

results of these efforts are sound recorders, high-fidelity systems, and

systems for sensing sound. Despite all of this technology and the thou-
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sands of engineers and experts who have been working on this endeavor,

no sound has yet been obtained that has the same sharpness and clarity

as the sound perceived by the ear. Think of the highest-quality hi-fi sys-

tems produced by the largest company in the music industry. Even in

these devices, when sound is recorded some of it is lost; or when you turn

on a hi-fi you always hear a hissing sound before the music starts.

However, the sounds that are the products of the human body's technol-

ogy are extremely sharp and clear. A human ear never perceives a sound

accompanied by a hissing sound or with atmospherics as does a hi-fi;

rather, it perceives sound exactly as it is, sharp and clear. This is the way

it has been since the creation of man.

So far, no man-made visual or recording apparatus has been as sen-

sitive and successful in perceiving sensory data as are the eye and the ear.

However, as far as seeing and hearing are concerned, a far greater truth

lies beyond all this. 
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To Whom Does the Consciousness that Sees
and Hears within the Brain Belong? 

Who watches an alluring world in the brain, listens to symphonies

and the twittering of birds, and smells the rose?

The stimulations coming from a person's eyes, ears, and nose travel

to the brain as electro-chemical nerve impulses. In biology, physiology,

and biochemistry books, you can find many details about how this image

forms in the brain. However, you will never come across the most impor-

tant fact: Who perceives these electro-chemical nerve impulses as images,

sounds, odors, and sensory events in the brain? There is a consciousness

in the brain that perceives all this without feeling any need for an eye,

an ear, and a nose. To whom does this consciousness belong? Of course it

does not belong to the nerves, the fat layer, and neurons comprising the

brain. This is why Darwinist-materialists, who believe that everything is

comprised of matter, cannot answer these questions. 

For this consciousness is the spirit created by Allah, which needs

neither the eye to watch the images nor the ear to hear the sounds.

Furthermore, it does not need the brain to think. 

Everyone who reads this explicit and scientific fact should ponder

on Almighty Allah, and fear and seek refuge in Him, for He squeezes the

entire universe in a pitch-dark place of a few cubic centimeters in a three-

dimensional, colored, shadowy, and luminous form.

A Materialist Faith

The information we have presented so far shows us that the theory

of evolution is incompatible with scientific findings. The theory's

claim regarding the origin of life is inconsistent with science, the evolu-

tionary mechanisms it proposes have no evolutionary power, and fossils

demonstrate that the required intermediate forms have never existed.

So, it certainly follows that the theory of evolution should be pushed

aside as an unscientific idea. This is how many ideas,
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such as the Earth-centered universe model, have been tak-

en out of the agenda of science throughout history. 

However, the theory of evolution is kept on the agenda of science.

Some people even try to represent criticisms directed against it as an "at-

tack on science." Why?

The reason is that this theory is an indispensable dogmatic belief for

some circles. These circles are blindly devoted to materialist philosophy

and adopt Darwinism because it is the only materialist explanation that

can be put forward to explain the workings of nature.

Interestingly enough, they also confess this fact from time to time. A

well-known geneticist and an outspoken evolutionist, Richard C.

Lewontin from Harvard University, confesses that he is "first and fore-

most a materialist and then a scientist":

It is not that the methods and institutions of science somehow com-
pel us accept a material explanation of the phenomenal world, but,
on the contrary, that we are forced by our a priori adherence to ma-
terial causes to create an apparatus of investigation and a set of con-
cepts that produce material explanations, no matter how counter-in-
tuitive, no matter how mystifying to the uninitiated. Moreover, that
materialism is absolute, so we cannot allow a Divine [interven-
tion]...159

These are explicit statements that Darwinism is a dogma kept alive

just for the sake of adherence to materialism. This dogma maintains that

there is no being save matter. Therefore, it argues that inanimate, uncon-

scious matter brought life into being. It insists that millions of different

living species (e.g., birds, fish, giraffes, tigers, insects, trees, flowers,

whales, and human beings) originated as a result of the interactions be-

tween matter such as pouring rain, lightning flashes, and so on, out of

inanimate matter. This is a precept contrary both to reason and science.

Yet Darwinists continue to ignorantly defend it just so as not to ac-

knowledge, in their own eyes, the evident existence of Allah.
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Anyone who does not look at the origin of living be-

ings with a materialist prejudice sees this evident truth: All living beings

are works of a Creator, Who is All-Powerful, All-Wise, and All-

Knowing. This Creator is Allah, Who created the whole universe from

non-existence, in the most perfect form, and fashioned all living beings.

The Theory of Evolution: 
The Most Potent Spell in the World 

Anyone free of prejudice and the influence of any particular ideolo-

gy, who uses only his or her reason and logic, will clearly understand that

belief in the theory of evolution, which brings to mind the superstitions of

societies with no knowledge of science or civilization, is quite impossible.

As explained above, those who believe in the theory of evolution

think that a few atoms and molecules thrown into a huge vat could pro-

duce thinking, reasoning professors and university students; such scien-

tists as Einstein and Galileo; such artists as Humphrey Bogart, Frank

Sinatra and Luciano Pavarotti; as well as antelopes, lemon trees, and car-

nations. Moreover, as the scientists and professors who believe in this

nonsense are educated people, it is quite justifiable to speak of this theo-

ry as "the most potent spell in history." Never before has any other belief

or idea so taken away peoples' powers of reason, refused to allow them

to think intelligently and logically, and hidden the truth from them as if

they had been blindfolded. This is an even worse and unbelievable blind-

ness than the totem worship in some parts of Africa, the people of Saba

worshipping the Sun, the tribe of the Prophet Abraham (as) worshipping

idols they had made with their own hands, or some among the people of

the Prophet Moses (as) worshipping the Golden Calf.

In fact, Allah has pointed to this lack of reason in the Qur'an. In many

verses, He reveals that some peoples' minds will be closed and that they

will be powerless to see the truth. Some of these verses are as follows:

As for those who do not believe, it makes no difference to
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them whether you warn them or do not warn them, they
will not believe. Allah has sealed up their hearts and hearing and
over their eyes is a blindfold. They will have a terrible punish-
ment. (Surat al-Baqara, 6-7)

… They have hearts with which they do not understand. They
have eyes with which they do not see. They have ears with which
they do not hear. Such people are like cattle. No, they are even
further astray! They are the unaware. (Surat al-A‘raf, 179)

Even if We opened up to them a door into heaven, and they spent
the day ascending through it, they would only say: "Our eyesight
is befuddled! Or rather we have been put under a spell!" (Surat
al-Hijr, 14-15) 

Words cannot express just how astonishing it is that this spell

should hold such a wide community in thrall, keep people from the

truth, and not be broken for 150 years. It is understandable that one or a

few people might believe in impossible scenarios and claims full of stu-

pidity and illogicality. However, "magic" is the only possible explanation

for people from all over the world believing that unconscious and lifeless

atoms suddenly decided to come together and form a universe that func-

tions with a flawless system of organization, discipline, reason, and con-

sciousness; a planet named Earth with all of its features so perfectly suit-

ed to life; and living things full of countless complex systems. 

In fact, in the Qur'an Allah relates the incident of the Prophet Moses

(as) and Pharaoh to show that some people who support atheistic

philosophies actually influence others by magic. When Pharaoh was told

about the true religion, he told the Prophet Moses (as) to meet with his

own magicians. When the Prophet Moses (as) did so, he told them to

demonstrate their abilities first. The verses continue:

He said: "You throw." And when they threw, they cast a spell on
the people's eyes and caused them to feel great fear of them.
They produced an extremely powerful magic. (Surat al-A‘raf,

116)
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As we have seen, Pharaoh's magicians were able to deceive every-

one, apart from the Prophet Moses (as) and those who believed in him.

However, his evidence broke the spell, or "swallowed up what they had

forged," as revealed in the verse:

We revealed to Moses: "Throw down your staff." And it immedi-
ately swallowed up what they had forged. So the Truth took
place and what they did was shown to be false. (Surat al-A‘raf,
117-118)

As we can see, when people realized that a spell had been cast up-

on them and that what they saw was just an illusion, Pharaoh's magi-

cians lost all credibility. In the present day too, unless those who, under

the influence of a similar spell, believe in these ridiculous claims under

their scientific disguise and spend their lives defending them, abandon

their superstitious beliefs, they also will be humiliated when the full

truth emerges and the spell is broken. In fact, world-renowned British

writer and philosopher Malcolm Muggeridge, who was an
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atheist defending evolution for some 60 years, but who

subsequently realized the truth, reveals the position in which the theory

of evolution would find itself in the near future in these terms:

I myself am convinced that the theory of evolution, especially the
extent to which it's been applied, will be one of the great jokes in
the history books in the future. Posterity will marvel that so very
flimsy and dubious an hypothesis could be accepted with the in-
credible credulity that it has.160

That future is not far off: On the contrary, people will soon see that

"chance" is not a deity, and will look back on the theory of evolution as

the worst deceit and the most terrible spell in the world. That spell is al-

ready rapidly beginning to be lifted from the shoulders of people all over

the world. Many people who see its true face are wondering with amaze-

ment how they could ever have been taken in by it.
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